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New York City is home to enduring race disparities. New Yorkers of color are less likely to graduate from high school, to have health coverage, or to own a home yet are more likely to live in poverty, to get arrested, to lack voting rights, or to live in foster care. Discrimination in any of these arenas can lead to discrimination in another—as witnessed, for example, by the link between arrest rates and voter disenfranchisement. The result is a nearly systematic experience of discrimination borne disproportionately by people of color. These race disparities, which persist even after controlling for income, are often the direct or indirect consequences of government policies and practices. Under the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), to which the United States and thus New York City is party, New York City has an obligation to remedy this problem.

CERD AND GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS

CERD is one of the few international human rights treaties that the United States has ratified. As one of its obligations under CERD, the US government submitted a second report (US Report) to the Committee that oversees implementation of CERD—the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination or the “CERD Committee”—in April 2007. This report had several glaring omissions. For example, it failed to mention the government’s disgraceful response to Hurricane Katrina, nor did it discuss police brutality, one of the most obvious race problems in the United States. It did, however, mention the movie “Crash” as an example of how the US is combating racial prejudice. Moreover, despite persistent racial discrimination that affects thousands of New Yorkers, the US Report contains very little New York City-specific information.

THE NEW YORK CITY CERD SHADOW REPORTING PROCESS

To aid its review of the US Report in February 2008, the CERD Committee is also accepting additional information from non-governmental groups in the form of “shadow reports.” In an effort to supplement and critique the US Report, a coalition of New York City advocates came together to write and submit a shadow report that addresses race problems specific to New York City. The Human Rights Project of the Urban Justice Center coordinated this effort, beginning with training sessions that explained CERD, the United States’ and New York City’s obligations under CERD, and an analysis of the US Report. The coalition met several times over the course of six months to draft the shadow report, dividing into several smaller issue-area working groups, each of which contributed a chapter to the shadow report. Over the next year, the coalition will meet to develop a strategy for holding New York City accountable to its CERD obligations and plans to send a delegation to Geneva.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The persistent discrimination against people of color and immigrants detailed in this report violates the City’s obligations under CERD. The most frequent violations cited are of CERD Articles 2, 3, 5 and 6, as well as General Recommendations (GR) 19, 25, and 30. Article 2 mandates that the government take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination; Article 3 prohibits racial segregation and apartheid; Article 5 guarantees enjoyment of all rights without discrimination; and Article 6 guarantees effective legal protection and remedies against racial discrimination. GR 19 clarifies that while some conditions of racial segregation “arise without any initiative or direct involvement by public authorities,” governments “should work to eradicate the negative consequences that ensue;” GR 25 addresses the gender-related dimensions of racial discrimination; and GR 30 states that xenophobia against non-citizens, including migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers, constitutes one of the main sources of contemporary racism. In particular, the report found some of the following forms of discrimination, each of which violates a particular component of CERD:

EDUCATION
- In 2006, 43% of Black students and 41% of Latino students in New York City graduated on time, compared to 67% of White students and 68% of Asian students. For students with limited English proficiency (LEP), the graduation rate dropped to 22%. Article 5.
- New York City schools disproportionately suspend poor and minority students, for the same infractions: 8.3% for Blacks, 4.8% for Latinos, compared to 2.5% for whites. More than 90 percent of students in Second Opportunity Schools for students serving lengthy suspensions are Black or Latino. Article 5.

EMPLOYMENT
- Almost 80% of the City’s higher paying administrative and managerial job positions are held by Whites. In contrast, while Blacks, Latinos and Asians make up 37%, 16% and 4%, respectively, of the city’s workforce, they only account collectively for 19% of the total senior and executive staff of city agencies. Article 2.

HEALTH
- Black and Latino New Yorkers are more than twice as likely as White residents to be either uninsured or publicly insured, which also means that they are steered towards public hospitals or offered differential treatment in private hospitals. Article 3.
- The proportion of African Americans in a community is a strong predictor of whether a hospital will be closed, notwithstanding the community’s health needs. Article 5.
- Although the city-wide infant mortality rate is 5.9, for African Americans it is 10.5. Article 5.
MENTAL HEALTH
- In New York State, Blacks are almost three times as likely as their White counterparts to be subjected to court-ordered mental health treatment, and Latinos are twice as likely. Article 5.

HOUSING
- African Americans are over 5 times as likely, and Latino borrowers almost 4 times as likely, as White borrowers to receive high-cost home purchase loans. These sub-prime loans increase the likelihood of home foreclosure. Not surprisingly, 90% of people living in homeless shelters are Black and/or Latino. Article 2.
- New York is the most segregated major metropolitan area for Latinos in the United States, and the eighth-most segregated area for African-Americans. Article 3.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
- Blacks and Latinos make up about half the general New York City population, but constitute 91% of the jail population. Over 92 percent of those serving drug-related sentences are Black and Latino. The majority of youth arrested for marijuana possession are black and Latino, yet the City’s own statistics show that White youth are more likely to use illegal substances—such as marijuana—than Black youth. Article 2.
- Last year, over half of police stops involved black suspects, 29% involved Latinos, while only 11% involved whites. When stopped, 45% of Blacks and Latinos were frisked compared to 29% of white suspects, even though white suspects were 70% more likely than black suspects to have a weapon. Article 5.

CHILD WELFARE
- Black and Latino children constitute an overwhelming 86% of the child welfare system. In fact, half of the City’s caseloads come from 15 community districts that are primarily Black and Latino. Furthermore, a study of Black children in New York City showed that they are also more than twice as likely as White children to be removed from the home after a substantiated substance abuse claim. Article 2.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
- Women of color are arrested more often than White women when the police arrive at the scene of a domestic violence incident. In particular, police are more likely to arrest Black women due to stereotypes of them as overly aggressive. In New York City, one study found that more than 70% of the cases in which both partners in a domestic dispute were arrested involved racial minorities. Article 6.

IMMIGRATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY
- Despite laws that mandate the availability of language assistance services by health care providers to LEP patients, 75% of hospitals in New York City do not provide consis-
tent and meaningful language access along key points of the health delivery process. **Article 5.**

- The informal sector, which is characterized by exploitative working conditions and very few labor protections, is composed predominantly of people of color. One in five of the immigrant population in New York City is undocumented, and must therefore work in the informal sector. An overwhelming 95% of domestic workers are people of color, 99% are foreign-born, and 93% are women. **Article 5**

**VOTING RIGHTS**

- One in five New Yorkers is disenfranchised because of their status as non-citizen, and 78% of all non-citizens are people of color. Likewise, a disproportionate number of people disenfranchised due to incarceration or parole are Black and Latino. **Article 2.**

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The City is encouraged to adopt the following recommendations in order to remedy discrimination and comply with its obligations under CERD. Prompt passage of the proposed Human Rights in Government Operations Audit Law (Human Rights GOAL) is a first and crucial step to adopting these recommendations. Please note that each chapter of this report also contains recommendations specific to its subject area.

- **ADOPTION OF CERD’S DEFINITION OF DISCRIMINATION**
  The definition of discrimination in CERD is more expansive than the definition of discrimination in the City’s current civil rights laws. The City should adopt this more expansive definition.

- **GATHERING AND DISSEMINATING DISAGGREGATED DATA**
  One of the most difficult challenges in analyzing race disparities and the disparate impact of government policies and practices on people of color is the unavailability of racially disaggregated data. The City should develop a city-wide database to collect and publish performance and service data disaggregated at least by race and gender, and appropriately disaggregated by immigration status, sexual orientation, and gender identity. Furthermore, the City should institute separate categories for the four largest Asian groups in New York City, as well as for the Middle-Eastern and Arab populations.

- **DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TO COMPLY WITH CERD**
  The City should develop a comprehensive and proactive plan to identify and remedy discriminatory policies and practices that have a disproportionate effect based on race, gender, and immigration status, as well as all the protected classes in current New York City civil rights laws. The plan should include the creation of an independent agency to monitor and enforce compliance with CERD.
GLOSSARY

CERD: International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination

CERD COMMITTEE: Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

CIVIL SOCIETY: The non-governmental sector including non-governmental organizations, voluntary groups, professional associations, religious groups, labor unions, and other non-profits.

GR: General Recommendations, also called “General Comments” are the CERD Committee’s interpretation of the content of human rights provisions, organized around thematic issues.

LEP: limited English proficiency

LGBT: Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender

NYC: New York City, also called “the City” in this report

NGO: non-governmental organization

RATIFY: an act of formal acceptance in which a country indicates its consent to be bound to a treaty

SHADOW REPORT: reports submitted by NGOs to the CERD Committee to supplement the periodic state party reports

STATE PARTY: countries that have signed and ratified CERD

UDHR: Universal Declaration of Human Rights

UN: United Nations

US REPORT: submission by the United States government to the CERD Committee combining its fourth, fifth and sixth Periodic Reports and describing its compliance with its CERD obligations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>Asian</th>
<th>White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NYC Population</strong></td>
<td>7,930,854</td>
<td>2,002,787</td>
<td>2,221,906</td>
<td>921,453</td>
<td>2,743,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign born Population</strong></td>
<td>2,915,722</td>
<td>640,372</td>
<td>908,722</td>
<td>676,829</td>
<td>665,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Income</strong></td>
<td>$43,434</td>
<td>$35,641</td>
<td>$30,005</td>
<td>$48,229</td>
<td>$59,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poverty Rate</strong></td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
<td>*21.4%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Refers to percentage of people within each racial group living in poverty
Source: 2005 American Community Survey
There is a fundamental race problem in New York City. Race discrimination is evident in the disparities seen in almost all spheres of life including education, employment, housing, health, child welfare, criminal justice, mental health, domestic violence, immigration, and voting. Among other things, New Yorkers of color are less likely to graduate from high school, to have health coverage, or to own a home. They are however more likely to live in poverty, to get arrested, or to live in foster care. More importantly, the effects of such discrimination are not experienced individually, but instead have a compounding effect that serves to deny people of color some of their most basic human rights, entrapping many in a cycle of poverty. Over 1.5 million people—a population roughly eight times that of Geneva’s—live below the federal income poverty level in New York City (“the City”). People of color constitute over 80 percent of that population. While poverty is linked to the discrimination faced by people of color, it does not account for it in full: studies show that racial and ethnic disparities in social indicators persist even when controlling for income. And yet, overall, the extent and depth of the problem largely goes unacknowledged.
More importantly, racial disparities persist despite the fact that New York has one of the most comprehensive civil rights laws in the country. In fact, disparities are often the direct or indirect consequences of existing government policies and practices. Under the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), which the United States and thus New York City has formally accepted, New York City has an obligation to remedy these disparities.

The following report titled Race Realities in New York City will be submitted to the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD Committee), the body set up to oversee implementation of CERD. The report highlights:

- Situations of persistent discrimination against people of color and immigrants in New York City that violate the City’s obligations under CERD;
- Current disparities based on race and ethnicity in New York City, and government policies and practices that create or aggravate these disparities;
- Federal, state, and local government shortcomings in addressing and eliminating race disparities and discriminatory practices; and
- Recommendations for what governments at the local, state, and federal levels can do to remedy discrimination and comply with their obligations under CERD.

US REPORT ON CERD COMPLIANCE

CERD is the primary international human rights treaty on eliminating racial discrimination. It is also one of the few human rights treaties that the United States has formally accepted. The government of the United States has an obligation under CERD to submit a periodic report to the CERD Committee on steps the US has taken to address racial discrimination at the federal, state and local levels. In April 2007, the United States submitted a report (US Report) to the CERD Committee that will be reviewed in February 2008, in Geneva, Switzerland. This US Report combined the government’s overdue fourth, fifth and sixth periodic reports, and is the second report that the United States has submitted since it ratified CERD in 1994.

The US Report provides almost no specific information about New York City and fails to address key issues that are relevant to New Yorkers of color, such as police brutality, child welfare, and domestic violence. The US Report also lacks any meaningful information and analysis on some of the issues—health, housing, employment, and education—that it does cover, and does not account for persistent race disparities in these areas. Instead, in its report, the United States government repeatedly reminds the CERD Committee that federal and state constitutions and laws provide sufficient protection for compliance with CERD, and that United States law does not recognize the social, economic and cultural rights guaranteed in international law.

GOALS OF THE SHADOW REPORTING PROCESS

Recognizing the potential for deficiencies in the periodic reports that governments submit, the CERD Committee also accepts reports from non-governmental organizations (or civil society). These reports are called “shadow reports.” The CERD Committee uses shadow reports to guide its questioning of the US during oral presentations. In an effort to supplement and critique the US Report, a coalition of New York City advocates came together to write and submit to the CERD Committee a shadow report that provides information specific to New York City.
This report is intended to assist the CERD Committee in its preparations for the review of the US Report in February 2008. Its ultimate goal is to hold the United States and New York City accountable to their obligations under CERD. It does this by providing the CERD Committee with supplementary information on race disparities and racial discrimination in New York City. Specifically, this Shadow Report examines race disparities and discrimination in nine different areas: education, employment, housing, health, criminal justice, child welfare, domestic violence, immigration, and voting rights. The Shadow Report also recognizes that men and women of color experience discrimination differently, and that the experience of discrimination is often exacerbated by membership in other marginalized groups including immigrants, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people, and youth. To the extent that data were available, this report provides an intersectional analysis of race, gender, age, immigration status, and sexual orientation. The information in this report has also been submitted to the US Human Rights Network for inclusion in the national CERD Shadow Report, to be filed with the CERD Committee. On the local level, this Report will be used to monitor New York City’s compliance with CERD, and to push for an action plan to address race disparities in New York City.

UNAVAILABILITY OF DISAGGREGATED DATA

One of the greatest challenges in analyzing race disparities and the disparate impact of government policies and practices on people of color is the dearth of data disaggregated by race and ethnicity. The need for disaggregated data cannot be over-emphasized, as it is the first step in appropriately addressing the problem. Yet, New York City agencies do not regularly publish performance and service data disaggregated by race. In fact, the New York City Police Department (“NYPD”) appears more disposed to publishing disaggregated data for dogs than it does for human beings.\textsuperscript{iii} It is even more difficult to obtain data disaggregated by both race and gender, or data that accounts for immigration status, sexual orientation, and gender identity.

When race data is available, it is often disaggregated according to racial definitions used by the US Census. However, these categories are overly broad and blatantly omit important racial and ethnic groups, making it difficult, if not impossible, to obtain an accurate picture of racial disparity. According to the 2000 Census, New York City is home to approximately 200 ethnic groups who speak some 115 languages.\textsuperscript{iv} Yet disaggregated data provided by the City is mostly confined to five major racial
groups — Caucasian, Latino/Hispanic, African American, Asian, and Native American. There are often no sub-categories for the four largest Asian ethnic groups in New York City—Chinese, Indian, Korean, and Filipino—which makes it difficult to assess the differential impact of policies on one Asian ethnic group compared to another.

One of the most serious data omissions is that of a specific category for Middle Easterners, Arabs and North Africans. The United States Census Bureau defines “White” as people “having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa.” Thus even those who choose to write in Arabic, Iranian, Near Easterner, or Lebanese are considered part of the White racial category. Even though discrimination against Middle Easterners in New York City and the rest of the nation has intensified since 9/11, becoming a major human rights concern, there is no way to measure such discrimination effectively since Middle Easterners are still officially classified as White. The CERD Committee noted this omission in its Concluding Observations to the first report submitted by the United States in 2001. While the United States attempted to respond to this, and acknowledged that New York City has one of the largest Arab populations in the country, it is unclear that a specific category will be created for Middle Easterners in the next Census.

NEW APPROACH OFFERED BY CERD: EFFECTS RATHER THAN INTENT

In its report to the CERD Committee, the United States asserts that there are sufficient laws to address discrimination domestically, but neglects to mention that these laws have been rendered ineffective for most victims of discrimination. Recent court decisions such as *Alexander v. Sandoval* have prevented people of color from obtaining remedies to racial-discriminatory actions committed by entities that receive federal funds. And while people can still sue for *intentional* discrimination, it is very difficult to meet the high burden of proof required to show that the discrimination was intended.

CERD defines racial discrimination as any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, color, descent, or national or ethnic origin, which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.
Discrimination, as it is defined under CERD, includes any government policy that has the effect of discriminating against people of color. A policy can result in a distinction, exclusion, or restriction “based on” the fact of one’s race without that policy being intentionally directed towards members of one particular race or national origin. Under CERD, such a policy would be discriminatory and the CERD Committee has explicitly maintained this interpretation.

Domestic anti-discrimination laws require most victims of discrimination to prove the discriminatory intent of the policy that they seek to remedy. Because intent can be cloaked behind apparently even-handed practices, this burden of proof is extremely difficult to meet successfully under domestic law. In comparison, the standard for equality and fairness created by CERD insists on looking at the evidence of discriminatory effects as opposed to determining foggy notions of intent.

For example, the disenfranchisement of felons may not be intended to exclude or restrict any particular racial group, yet the effect falls disproportionately on people of color and is thus a human rights violation under CERD. In the face of restrictive domestic law, CERD’s more expansive definition of discrimination allows victims to seek redress for a wider range of policies and practices whose negative consequences disproportionately affect people of color.

In general, CERD offers a stronger set of protections than those currently in use under US law. These protections include a broader definition of discrimination, an affirmative obligation on government to address racial discrimination, an emphasis on the collection of disaggregated data, and an allowance for special temporary measures to address disparities. The breadth of protections in CERD makes it a better instrument for tackling contemporary forms of discrimination, which tend to be indirect and characterized by their consequences rather than founding intentions. Yet the United States and New York City governments refuse to acknowledge the superiority of CERD protections.

In particular, the present mayoral administration under Michael Bloomberg has stated that current laws are sufficient to address and avoid racial discrimination. While it is true that New York City has strong civil rights laws that protect against racial discrimination, enforcement of some of these laws has been limited by recent court cases, as mentioned earlier. When one examines how prepared the City is to deal with the possible discriminatory effects of current policies, one often finds that its ability is compromised. For example, the New York City Commission on Human Rights, the city agency primarily responsible for investigating and prosecuting discrimination complaints, is understaffed and underfunded. Despite a brief period of reinvestment in 2002, the agency has seen budget cuts since 1991, with staff falling from a high of 152 about 15 years ago to only 80 last year. Moreover, the Commission’s bureau responsible for the investigation, mediation, and enforcement of possible violations of the City Human Rights Law has only 26 employees, including 13 attorneys—half of what it had been in 2002.

Nevertheless, under CERD, the US govern-
ment is required to address disparate impact through “effective review [of] governmental, national and local policies, and [through the] amend[ing], rescind[ing] or [nullification of] any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists.”\textsuperscript{xxviii} Moreover, CERD’s requirements apply to all levels of government—federal, state and local. Like the federal government, the City has no effective means of addressing facially neutral policies and practices that have the sometimes unintended consequence of discriminating against people of color. As evidenced in the following chapters of this Report, such unintended consequences are pervasive, constituting a de facto state of discrimination that the Federal, State and local governments have failed to address. The City in particular relies too heavily on expensive litigation as a remedy, which is a reactive strategy. By contrast, embracing the standards in CERD would allow the United States and New York City to tackle discrimination and race disparities proactively and systemically, reducing the need to point fingers or identify scapegoats once victims have suffered.

NEW YORK CITY’S OBLIGATIONS TO COMPLY WITH CERD

CERD makes clear that both national and local government actors are required to comply with its terms. Article 2 of CERD states that “Each State Party undertakes to engage in no act or practice of racial discrimination . . . and to ensure that all public authorities and public institutions, national and local, shall act in conformity with this obligation.” The article goes on to say that “each State Party shall take effective measures to review governmental, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists.” \textsuperscript{xxix}

Article 4 declares that “[States] [s]hall not permit public authorities or public institutions, national or local, to promote or incite racial discrimination.”\textsuperscript{xx} State parties to CERD have thus committed not only national governments, but also local actors to actively uphold and enforce CERD provisions.

In General Comment 13, the CERD Committee elaborates its notion that national and local actors are bound by the treaty: “In accordance with [article 2(1) of CERD], States parties have undertaken \textit{that all public authorities and public institutions, national and local, will not engage in any practice of racial discrimination.”\textsuperscript{xxx}

Moreover, upon ratifying the provisions of CERD, the United States explicitly committed itself to acting on both a national and local level to end discrimination. In its reservations and understandings submitted to the CERD Committee upon ratification in 1994, the United States explicitly agreed that federal, state, and local actors are obliged to implement CERD to the extent to which their respective jurisdictions are capable: “[T]he United States understands that this Convention shall be implemented by the Federal Government to the extent that it exercises jurisdiction over the matters covered therein, and otherwise by the state and local governments. To the extent that state and local governments exercise jurisdiction over such matters, the Federal Government shall, as necessary, take appropriate measures to ensure the fulfillment of this Convention.”\textsuperscript{xxi}

Because the United States is obliged to ensure enforcement of CERD by local, state, and federal actors, the Federal government, the State of New York, and the City of New York have an affirmative legal duty to monitor local laws, policies, practices, and regulations to ensure that they are consistent with CERD provisions. Adopting the recommendations in this Report will be an integral step towards compliance with CERD.
This chapter details racial discrimination in New York City’s education system, including: the persistent segregation of New York City schools; racial disparities in educational attainment, school resources, and school disciplinary policies; limited availability of translation services for English Language Learners; and military recruitment that targets minority students in low socioeconomic status schools.

1. High school graduation rates for Blacks, Latinos, American Indians, Native Alaskans and Native Hawaiians across the country are consistently lower than for Whites and Asians. In New York City, Black and Latino students are far more likely than white students to attend lower performing schools that have fewer resources, less qualified teachers, harsher disciplinary measures, and inferior educational outcomes. Graduation rates in the city are also much lower for Blacks and Latinos, as are reading and math test scores. In addition, New York City has one of the most segregated school systems. The educational laws, policies, and practices that result in widespread racial discrimination in the city’s schools are in violation of CERD.

2. The US Report does not provide a complete picture of race discrimination in education, and contains no New York City-specific information. As correctly asserted in the US Report, racial segregation in education has been prohibited by law in the United States since the 1954 landmark case of Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). Nevertheless, the actual racial composition of New York City schools is almost as segregated as it was in the South in the 1950s. This section of the report provides additional information on racial discrimination in New York City, including: the persistent segregation of New York City schools; racial disparities in educational attainment, school resources, and school disciplinary policies; limited availability of translation services for English Language Learners; and military recruitment that targets minority students in low socioeconomic status schools.

SEGREGATION

Under Article 3, the U.S. must “undertake to prevent, prohibit and eradicate all practices” of racial segregation. General Recommendation 19 further clarifies that while some conditions of racial segregation “arise without any initiative or direct involvement by public authorities,” governments “should work to eradicate the negative consequences that ensue.”

3. Although racially segregated, New York City schools are not subject to Brown’s mandate because the Supreme Court held that only state-mandated segregation (de jure segregation) is unconstitutional. School segregation that is not mandated by the state (de facto segregation) is
constitutional. Thus, because New York City’s segregated school system is largely based on housing patterns,\textsuperscript{7} and therefore not mandated by the state, federal courts cannot order New York City schools to desegregate.

4. According to a study by the Lewis Mumford Center at the State University of New York at Albany, Asians and Latinos in New York State are more segregated from whites than in any other school system in the country.\textsuperscript{8} Similarly, 60 percent of all black students in New York State attend schools that are at least 90 percent black.\textsuperscript{9} As studies show, segregation is strongly related to low graduation rates, even after controlling for poverty.\textsuperscript{10} Segregation in schools can also affect test scores and the array of classes to which children in those schools have access. A comparison of two schools, P.S. 6 on the Upper East Side in Manhattan, and P.S. 6 in Brooklyn’s East Flatbush neighborhood provides a striking example. P.S. 6 in Manhattan, which is overwhelmingly white, offers foreign languages and a joint program with the Museum of Natural History. More than 92% of students there meet the state standards of reading and math at their grade level.\textsuperscript{11} Compare this to P.S. 6 in Brooklyn: 92% of the school is Black, 90% qualify for a free school lunch, but only 40% meet the state standards for reading.\textsuperscript{12}

5. Research has documented that in some neighborhoods in New York City educational segregation is even worse than residential segregation. For example, in one district in New York City, the total population of elementary school students is 38.2% black, 33.52% Latino, and 22.84% white.\textsuperscript{13} However, individual elementary schools in the district show a clear pattern of racial concentration.\textsuperscript{14} Whereas the white population for some schools in this district ranges between 39 and 64%, there are elementary schools where over 95% of the student body is of color.\textsuperscript{15} Segregation like this occurs because school administrators exclude low-income families of color from certain elementary schools.\textsuperscript{16} Nevertheless, CERD has held that governments, in this case New York City, should address the negative effects of segregation even if they are not linked to government policies or practices.

6. In June 2007, the United States Supreme Court announced a constitutional barrier to voluntary school desegregation programs. In Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 127 S.Ct. 2738 (2007), the Court rejected voluntary desegregation plans in the Seattle, WA and Louisville, KY school districts, holding, in part, that public schools may not use race as the sole determining factor for assigning students to schools. Thus, even if New York City decided to dismantle its segregated school system, it would have to carefully craft a voluntary desegregation program that did not violate the recent decision. The laws, policies, and practices of New York City and the United States have resulted in segregated schools, and the government has failed to eradicate this segregation—in violation of CERD Article 3 and General Recommendation 19.

**EQUAL RIGHT TO EDUCATION**

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, color, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the . . . right to education.”

7. In 1973, in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973), the Supreme Court of the United States held that education is not a “fundamental right” protected by the United States Constitution. Under this decision, a state can provide an unequal education to children without violating the Constitution. Thus, there is no federal remedy for children of color who disproportionately attend schools with grossly inadequate resources.

8. Nonetheless, the Education Article of the New York State Constitution does provide a right to education, stating that “[t]he legislature shall provide for the maintenance and support of a system of free common schools, wherein all the children of this state may be educated.”\textsuperscript{17} New
York’s highest court has interpreted this provision as requiring the State to “ensure the availability of a ‘sound basic education’ to all its children” by providing “the opportunity for a meaningful high school education, one which prepares them to function productively as civic participants.” In addition, several federal laws prohibit discrimination in education on the basis of race, national origin, sex, and disability, and provide federal funding for schools with high poverty and other children in need of assistance.

9. Unfortunately, despite these provisions, New York City continues to violate Article 5 of CERD. New York is far from ensuring that all students have access to the quality education they deserve. New York City schools continue to fail the populations of students that are most in need, as minority and poor students are disproportionately concentrated in schools that have lower test scores, higher drop-out rates, less qualified teachers, harsher disciplinary policies, fewer demanding classes, and lower percentages of students who will finish college.

DISPARITIES IN EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

10. Sharp racial disparities in education are present even before children enter school. These racial disparities expand with each year children attend school. For example, while African American children begin elementary school approximately one year behind white children in vocabulary knowledge, they finish high school approximately four years behind white children. As described later in this section, one major cause of disparities is the difference in state funding. Students of color are likely to attend schools with dramatically fewer resources, which results in lower teacher quality, larger class size, and inadequate facilities. Other causes include the lower expectations that teachers and administrators have for students of color, the greater likelihood that minority students will be retained a grade or placed in special education classes where they will pursue a less demanding curriculum, shorter school days and less time devoted to enrichment activities that comparable white students receive, and underperforming schools that perpetuate minority students’ underachievement. Research shows that these factors are the result of discriminatory policies and practices that assign the poorest, least prepared minority children to the least prepared instructors in the poorest quality schools where the racial disparity only increases. These disparities have affected communities across the country, and have had a negative impact in New York.

11. In New York City, schools with higher test scores tend to have greater numbers of white and Asian students, while schools with lower test scores are more likely to be composed primarily of Black and Latino students. In fact, the high-performing middle schools are more than 30 percent white and nearly 20 percent Asian, while the low-performing middle schools serve a student body that is nearly 100 percent black and Latino. New York City’s most selective high school, Stuyvesant, admits students based on a test but less than 10 percent of students at Stuyvesant are black or Hispanic. In general, Black and Latinos students score significantly lower than whites and Asians on standardized tests and are less likely to graduate from high school. For example, across the state of New York, approximately 94 percent of white students who began high school in 1999 were seniors in June 2003, while only 61 percent of Hispanic students and 65 percent of black students were seniors at that time. In 2005, white and Asian high school seniors in New York State graduated at almost twice the rate of black and Hispanic students. For Black and Latino males in particular, graduation rates are alarmingly low.

12. Compare this with 2006 New York State Department of Education figures for New York City: 43% of Black students and 41% of Latino students in the city graduated on time, com-
pared to 67% of White students and 68% of Asian students. For ELL students, the rate drops to 22%. While the City saw a modest increase in overall graduation rates, it was accompanied by a 5% increase in student dropouts. It should be pointed out that the graduation numbers provided by New York State are generally lower than the ones provided by New York City, the result of different methods of calculation, with New York City counting GED towards its graduation rates.

13. New York schools provide Regents diplomas to students who pass a certain number of basic tests. While 57 percent of white and Asian students graduate with Regents diplomas, only 25 percent of Black students and Latino students acquire a Regents diploma.

14. By assigning students to classes that cannot prepare them for college, discriminatory tracking works to keep students of color out of college. This is a clear violation of CERD Article 5. Many parents and students are not told what college prep classes are required for college eligibility. Thus many Latino parents, accustomed to Latin American schools that prepare all students equally, become angry and concerned when they discover that their children will not be eligible for university because counselors and teachers either did not provide them with the option to take college prep and honors classes or excluded them from such classes because of prior grades. A lack of universal access to a college preparatory curriculum has a disproportionate effect on low-income and minority students. Parents of color traditionally have fewer resources for challenging discriminatory tracking and thus even high-achieving students of color may find themselves ineligible for direct enrollment to university.

15. Though researchers devote a lot of attention to racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic disparities in the school system, gender disparities must also be considered, especially within the minority population. In New York City public high schools, where the majority of the population is nonwhite (86%), a disproportionate number of women graduate as compared with men. Overall, the graduation rate for girls was higher: 56% compared to 43% for boys. At the City University of New York (CUNY), women comprise the majority of black and Latino undergraduates.

LACK OF TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION SERVICES

16. For many minority students, language can be a barrier to educational opportunities. Approximately 43% of public school students in New York City—some 500,000 students—speak a language at home other than English. Approximately 140,000 students are enrolled in English Language Learner programs because they do not speak English proficiently. While Spanish and Chinese are the most commonly spoken foreign languages, almost 200 languages are routinely spoken in New York City. For parents too, language can be a barrier to participating in children’s education. The challenges include obtaining parents’ signatures for consent forms, communicating with parents in an emergency, addressing disciplinary matters, deciding whether to enroll their children in English Language Learner programs, parent-teacher communication, parents’ involvement in parent-teacher associations, parents’ ability to understand report cards and to assist their children with their homework. Yet, state law does not require the Department of Education to provide translation from English except for a very limited set of documents concerning special education evaluation and placement.

DISPARITIES IN SCHOOL RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES

17. A study found that the New York City Department of Education inequitably distributes educational resources associated with positive behavior. For example, strong teacher qualifications, which were statistically associated with
positive student behavior regardless of race or poverty, were much more likely to be found in schools with higher concentrations of white, Asian, and non-poor students. Rather than investing in teachers with strong qualifications, New York has devoted considerable resources to creating stricter disciplinary policies with harsher penalties in schools with large populations of students of color and low-income students.

18. In the case of Campaign for Fiscal Equity v. State of New York, testimony and reports from various educational experts highlighted the blatant disparities in the state’s allocation of funding to New York City schools, which have a student population with a disproportionately high number of students of color. Hamilton Lankford, Professor of Economics at SUNY Albany, presented evidence that teachers in New York City are not nearly as qualified as those in the rest of the state, testifying that 14% of New York City’s teachers are uncertified. His report also found that those students with the greatest educational needs are usually taught by the least-skilled teachers. Evidence demonstrating that more money, well spent, can have a direct and dramatic effect on student achievement was also presented. For example, Ronald Ferguson of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government presented compelling evidence linking better-qualified teachers to higher teacher salaries and higher student performance. Additionally, Former Schools Chancellor Harold Levy reviewed over 10 years of school funding allocations and found that, in almost every year, New York City received precisely the same funding increase, regardless of the City’s student needs, wealth, enrollment, or attendance. New York City spends half the amount per pupil that the affluent, largely white, Long Island suburb of Manhasset spends. Furthermore, unlike most other major urban districts nationwide, New York City spends less than the statewide average. This funding disparity existed despite the fact that, as New York’s highest Court observed, “a substantial number of New York City students are said to be at risk of doing poorly in school because of socioeconomic disadvantages, including poverty, race, and limited English proficiency. The record establishes that these students need more help than others in order to meet educational goals, such as extended school programs, remedial instruction, and support services.”

19. In 2003, in CFE v. State, New York’s highest court struck down the state’s school-funding system as unconstitutional. The court found that New York City’s schools were insufficiently funded by the state to provide a sound basic education as required by state constitution. After the decision, then-Governor Pataki and the New York State Legislature blatantly failed to enforce the decision. Despite a budget surplus of $3.3 billion, Governor Pataki recommended that a mere $637 million be added to school aid. That figure would barely allow school districts to maintain the services they were already providing.

In April of 2007, the New York State Legislature and Governor Elliot Spitzer enacted an education law to provide school funding through a new funding formula, Foundation Aid, designed to distribute state aid based on the needs of students. The law also established a new accountability system that requires the fifty-six high-needs districts to complete an annual Contract for Excellence that describes how the district will spend the new state aid, particularly with respect to creating or expanding programs that are proven to improve student performance. These programs must be targeted toward students with the greatest educational needs — those in poverty, with disabilities, and with Limited English Proficiency.

20. Nonetheless, the Contract’s lack of specificity and transparency make anything but a cursory review and analysis difficult. The Campaign for Fiscal Equity has assessed the Contract and found that significant sums
of money are being distributed to high-performing schools within high-performing districts. Moreover, the contracts fail to show how the $225 million is being distributed to particular schools on the basis of poverty and performance.xix

21. In 2006, the New York City Department of Education (DoE) recommended a 1,703-seat reduction in planned school construction in the Bronx.xxx While the DoE claims this will “end overcrowding,” the reduction actually plans for failure, by counting on 54% of incoming New York City 9th graders not reaching the 12th grade.xx By using such failure projections, the DoE is able to show a net decrease in the demand for high school seats in the Bronx, which in turn allows it to recommend that the New York City Council reduce high school construction, even though high schools in the Northwest Bronx remain severely overcrowded.xxxi According to the projections, in all of New York City only 46% of 9th graders will make it to the 12th grade; in the Bronx, only 36%; in Brooklyn, only 42%; in Manhattan, 50%; in Queens, 51%; and in Staten Island, the borough with the least number of minority students, 64%.xxxii This assessment does not take into account the DoE’s goal of graduating 70% of its high school students in four years, which will actually require more than 26,000 additional seats in all of New York City.xxxiii This planning formula is particularly problematic for New York City public schools, which consist of roughly 85% minority students.

22. The City appears to be more disposed to directing resources to stricter disciplinary policies that have a disproportionate effect on students of color, such as the New York City Impact Schools Initiative. Begun by the Mayor’s office, the New York City Police Department, and the Department of Education, the Initiative targets schools with high levels of reported crime, using increased policing and zero tolerance policies. Impact Schools have higher percentages of Black students, lower percentages of students performing at grade level in math, and lower average spending per student.xxxiv

23. A study found that after a semester under the impact designation, school suspensions and reported police incidents had increased, while attendance had decreasedxxxv, to 4.2 percent.xxxvi
This equaled 10.1 fewer days on average, per student, than in non-Impact Schools. Experts fear that the increased police presence that comes with the Impact program might heighten stress, take away dignity, and transform schools into unwelcoming places. Although some decline in crime in Impact Schools was reported, it was not statistically significant. Given that the Impact Schools enroll significantly higher percentages of African American students, the program sends a dangerous message about who the City is or is not willing to educate.

SCHOOL TO PRISON PIPELINE AND DISPARITIES IN SCHOOL DISCIPLINE

24. The School to Prison Pipeline is a nationwide system of policies that pushes students from the school system into the juvenile and criminal justice systems. While safety is a valid concern for school students, including in New York City, the system disproportionately targets youth of color and youth with disabilities. In New York City, these policies include over-policing in schools with disproportionately black, Latino, and low-income students; zero tolerance policies that involve police personnel in minor incidents; and over-reliance and disproportionate use of suspensions.

25. At the start of the 2007 school year there were approximately 5,000 school safety agents (SSAs) and 200 armed police officers in New York City’s public schools, especially in schools with predominantly minority student populations. These numbers would make the NYPD’s School Safety Division the 5th largest police force in the country – larger than the police forces of Washington D.C., Detroit, Boston, or Las Vegas. In fact, New York City has more SSAs per student than other cities have police officers per citizen—for example, twice as many per student than San Antonio has police officers per citizen. This burden weighs most heavily on the city’s most vulnerable children, who are disproportionately poor, black and Latino. School police personnel are not directly supervised by school administrators and are often not adequately trained to work in an education setting, which means they often extend their authority beyond issues of safety. The New York City Civil Liberties Union has received hundreds of complaints from students and teachers about rough treatment of students and unwarranted arrests by the SSAs.

26. During the 2004-2005 school year, the proportion of black and Latino students in the average high school in New York was 71%. Yet, in schools with metal detectors, that number rises to 82%. The disparities between schools with and without permanent metal detectors are striking. The former see police and SSAs get involved in twice as many non-criminal incidents, have 48% more suspensions, and receive less funding: $9,601.87 per student, compared to the citywide average of $11,282. At schools with metal detectors and a student body of more than 3,000, that amount actually drops to $8,066. Increasing over-reliance on school suspensions also contributes to the School to Prison Pipeline. Moreover, New York City schools often subject students to excessive and inappropriate punishments and suspensions for minor infractions, further excluding them from the learning process and ultimately pushing them out of schools.

27. Most recently, attention has focused on the October 9, 2007 arrest of an honor student and her principal by school safety officers. The student, Ismar Gonzales, 17, arrived to school early to speak with her teachers. The officers told her to leave and return at a later time. She became confrontational and ended up hitting one of the safety officers. Her principal, Mark Federman, tried to intervene and was arrested for obstruction of government activity. The principal and student were then led away in handcuffs, before the entire student body entering for the day. Mr. Federman’s arrest was reminiscent of the 2005 arrest of Michael
Soguero, a principal at a Bronx high school accused of interfering with an attempted arrest of a student who had been cursing in a hallway. Mr. Soguero was kept out of the school for two months, but the charges were later dropped.

28. New York City schools disproportionately suspend poor and minority students, for the same infractions: 8.3% for Blacks, 4.8% for Latinos, compared to 2.5% for whites. In fact, more than 90 percent of students in New York City’s Second Opportunity Schools for students serving lengthy suspensions are black or Hispanic.

29. Researchers from the National Economic and Social Rights Initiative (NESRI) conducted qualitative interviews and focus groups in New York City schools. They found that because teachers often do not have the training and support needed to foster a positive climate for students they resort to degrading and abusive comments, as well as disciplinary action. Moreover, teachers and school administrators often stereotype students based on how they dress, and even make disparaging comments based on those stereotypes, such as that students will “end up in the ghetto like everyone else” from their neighborhoods.

30. Drawing on five months of participant observation in an under-funded, over-crowded New York City public high school that is 90% Latino, one researcher found that both formal and informal institutional practices within schools perpetuate race and gender stereotypes in ways that significantly affect students’ outlook on education. School staff tended to view young men as threatening and potential problem students, while treating young women in a more sympathetic fashion. For example, security guards were more likely to manhandle and apprehend students involved in an altercation if the students were male. Furthermore, teachers commonly defined male students who wanted to participate in classroom dialogue as disruptive. In many overcrowded urban schools, “so-called feminine traits, such as silence and passivity, are valued and rewarded.” The “good” student is profiled as a “young lady,” whereas the “bad” student is constructed as a male troublemaker.

MILITARY RECRUITMENT IN SCHOOLS

31. The passage of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) in 2001 granted substantial privileges to the Department of Defense (DOD) to collect contact and educational information about students, ages 17 or older. Under a provision of NCLB, schools are required to submit lists of students to the DOD or the schools lose federal funding. The DOD is then allowed to receive information about each student, unless the student opts-out. The opt-out must be written and signed by a parent. In addition to the submission of student information, the schools must also allow the DOD access to the school that is equivalent to that of prospective employers and colleges.

32. The DOD launched a new recruitment program, Joint Advertising and Market Research Studies, or JAMRS, through which it collects information such as students’ social security numbers, ethnic origin, and gender. By adopting these practices, the DOD goes beyond the provisions in NCLB and demands access to information to which no other agency or department is allowed. The New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) has stated that the DOD values ethnicity information because it traditionally targets African-American and Latino populations. Military recruiters especially target working-class youth and communities of color because these communities lack access to good schools and jobs. Recruiters frequently and inappropriately use instructional time for recruiting, intentionally misinform students about the requirements and realities of enlistment, and exceed the prescribed limits on their presence in schools, actions which would not be tolerated in schools with predominantly white, middle class students.
In their current state, New York City public schools fail to support children of color in their full and equal enjoyment of the right to education, as guaranteed by Article 5. For the City to remedy this, it should re-examine the assumptions that guide its current policies and acknowledge the existence of racial disparities in its schools. The City should also adopt policies, with commensurate funding, that reflect proven best practices in closing the achievement gap, including:

- **Encouraging the creation of smaller class size**, to foster the instructional support needed to increase student achievement and reduce the achievement gap. Schools should also encourage long-term relationships between adult professionals and students, and should create an environment in which counselors work closely with teachers and families to ensure proper educational support for students. Reduction of class size must be accompanied with the hiring of more professionals.

- **Creating school environments that are safe, orderly, and child-friendly learning centers** for children and their communities. To achieve this, the City should adopt alternative security measures that foster dignity, trust, and community building rather than police presence in schools. Schools should be used to promote community involvement and learning after school hours.

- **Acknowledging the right of parents and guardians to substantial decision-making power with respect to their children’s education.** Along with community members, parents and guardians should also be involved in policy-making throughout the entire education system. To that end, strong and informed parent leadership should be supported. Parent participation must be based on a human rights model, with the creation of a citywide parents union and a parent academy to support informed and empowered participation. Parent Coordinators, if hired, should report to School Leadership Teams (SLT) and not to principals. Additionally, parents should comprise majority membership of the School Leadership Teams, all SLT members should be adequately trained in the consensus process and in issues of education pertinent to their schools, and the principal’s vote should be eliminated from such Teams.

- **Shifting curricula and assessment policies away from high stakes testing.** School curricula should provide strong, culturally appropriate and well-rounded intellectual work; should emphasis research and problem solving; and teach students how to defend their ideas orally and in writing.

- **Ensuring that administrators and key decision-makers on educational policy in the City are experienced educators with a track record of research in race and class.** To address the disparate impact of policies and practices on children of color in the education system, such educators should develop a five-year plan, which should be incorporated into the strategic plans of each school district.
The following chapter examines racial discrimination and disparities in employment, including: discriminatory hiring practices; concentration of people of color in low-wage employment; racial disparities in the provision of job benefits; discrimination in the informal sector; and lack of protections for undocumented workers.

1. The labor market in New York City illustrates the persistence of racial inequality in the United States. New York City has one of the widest income gaps in the country, a divide running along racial and ethnic lines: while the top fifth earners in the City are disproportionately white and male, the lowest income earners are primarily black and Latino. The median income for Black and Latino families is substantially below the average income in New York City, with a Latino family earning about half the median income of a white family. According to the New York City Center for Economic Opportunity, the community district with the highest poverty rate is Mott Haven in the Bronx, and it is 96% Black and Latino.

2. As noted in the US Report, employment discrimination is prohibited in the United States by a number of federal statutes, including the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Under CERD, state parties are charged with ensuring that local governments and institutions conform to the prohibition against racial discrimination, as broadly formulated by CERD. New York City is bound by employment discrimination laws not only at the federal level, but also at the state and city levels. Equal employment opportunity laws promulgated by the federal government essentially set a minimum national standard of protection against employment discrimination.

3. The New York City Council has recognized that local anti-discrimination laws should be construed independently from similar state and federal laws, which are meant to provide a floor below which protections cannot fall, but not a ceiling above which they cannot rise. As such, New York City also has in place its own mechanisms to enforce anti-discrimination laws and to monitor employers. The Human Rights Law is the City’s comprehensive antidiscrimination statute, and makes discriminatory employment practices illegal for employers, employment agencies, labor organizations, and other relevant actors in the employment arena. The Human Rights Commission of New York City (Commission) is charged with enforcing the City Human Rights Law with regard to discrimination. The Commission’s mandate includes researching prejudice and discrimination, issuing reports, and investigating complaints, as well as initiating its own investigations, in order to advance the City’s human rights goals. Additionally, the Equal Employment Practices Commission (EEPC), an independent city agency, was created to monitor compliance with federal and local employment regulations for all city agencies.

4. The persistence of inequality in the labor
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market—despite all the available legal protections to fight racial discrimination—speaks to the increasingly subtle forms of contemporary discrimination. Such discrimination is frequently demonstrated, not in explicitly racist policies and practices, but in hiring and advancement practices that enable racial prejudice to affect employment decisions. Recent studies have revealed widespread employer prejudice in hiring based sometimes on nothing more than a “black” sounding name. In one study, applicant resumes were assigned white sounding names such as Emily Walsh, and others assigned black sounding names like Lakisha Washington. The results of the study revealed that applicants with white sounding names received a call back for every 10 resumes sent out, while the applicants with the black sounding names got a call back for every 15 resumes. According to the study, a white name was as effective as an additional eight years of experience in yielding a call back.

The results of this study demonstrate the need for increased enforcement of disparate treatment discrimination in addressing contemporary discrimination in the labor market. Title VII, which is enforced by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), protects against both intentional discrimination and practices which have the effect of discriminating against individuals because of their race, color, religion, sex or national origin. However, a 1973 Supreme Court decision determined that if an employer has an explanation for a challenged practice, then the plaintiff in disparate treatment discrimination case must show that the employer’s nondiscriminatory explanation is a false argument or otherwise prove that the employer’s actions were based on illegal discriminatory parameters. Thus, although a disparate treatment argument is permitted in the realm of employment discrimination, in reality it is difficult for the plaintiff to prove.

UNEQUAL TREATMENT AND OPPORTUNITIES IN EMPLOYMENT

Under Article 2, the U.S. must take effective measures to review and amend or rescind governmental, national and local policies, which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination…and adopt special and concrete measures to ensure the adequate enjoyment of full and equal human rights.

6. Under CERD, the government has an obligation to take proactive measures to eliminate racial discrimination and race disparities even when they exist as indirect consequences of seemingly neutral practices or policies. The landscape of the employment sector in New York City since 2000 makes it clear that the government is not doing enough to mitigate and eliminate the consequences of past and present discrimination. The effects of discrimination are most clearly evident in the numbers, which show that people of color are consistently in a disadvantaged position regardless of larger employment and economic trends in the City. Racial disparities are particularly evident in unemployment figures, relative earnings and industry representation, as well as in opportunities for promotion.

OBSTACLES TO EMPLOYMENT

7. New York City experienced a period of recession from 2000 to 2003, followed by subsequent recovery and a period of growth. However, relative to their white counterparts, people of color took on a heavier burden during the recession but benefited less during growth. In 2006, the unemployment rate was 4.9%—the lowest unemployment rate in recent history. Despite this, many traditionally disadvantaged groups were still suffering from recession-level unemployment rates, including Blacks (7.4%), Latinos (6.1%), and young adults (10.9%). Black men in particular have been disproportionately burdened by economic
fluctuations over the years, as illustrated by a report from the Community Service Society. The report found that because job growth for black men was meager during the prior expansion, they lost more ground during the recession than other groups. As result, the unemployment rate among Blacks jumped 5.3 percentage points to 12.9% in 2003, the highest among the city’s major racial and ethnic groups for that year. During this time, the unemployment rate for Whites only rose 2.6 percentage points to 6.2%, thereby widening the black/white unemployment disparity from 3.9 percentage points in 2000 to 6.7 percentage points in 2003. Also, from 2000 to 2003, the employment-population ratio for black men went down 12.2 percentage points, and only increased 8.5 percentage points during the period from 2003 to 2006.

8. Discrimination clearly makes it much more difficult for people of color to get hired. In an illuminating recent study, researchers matched teams of young men with similar physical and professional attributes and had them apply for 1,470 real entry-level jobs in and around New York City. The researchers then analyzed the impact of various combinations of race, criminal background, and educational attainment in the employment chances of these young men. The results of the study showed a clear racial hierarchy, with blacks only slightly more than half as likely to receive consideration by employers in comparison to equally qualified white applicants, and Latinos slightly less likely than white applicants. The study also found that even white men with prison records received more positive consideration, being offered jobs at least as often as black men who had never been arrested. As the study points out, these results suggest that employers view minority job applicants as essentially equivalent to white applicants with prison records.

9. While individual experiences of the test applicants did not reveal any outward racism or discrimination, the study showed that contemporary discrimination occurs in a more subtle form, in which people’s race-based assumptions guide their discretion in hiring. Little has been done to mitigate the role of subconscious racial preference and favoritism in employment opportunity. Thus, while employment discrimination is illegal, it is clear that discriminatory forces in New York City are still taking a toll on the employment rates of minorities. Under Article 2, the government is obligated to proactively implement measures to equalize rates of employment, rather than confining its role to reacting to specific cases of discrimination.

PEOPLE OF COLOR WORKING FOR LESS

10. The income gap in New York City has substantially widened in recent years; a Census analysis by the New York Times found that in 2005, the top fifth of earners in Manhattan made 52 times what the lowest fifth made, placing New York on a par with income disparity in Namibia. Relative to others, those in the top fifth are disproportionately male and non-Hispanic whites. While the service industry in the city is expanding and offers job possibilities for those without a college degree, very few of these jobs pay a livable wage. Additionally, due to the high cost of living in New York City, it is estimated that a dollar in the city is only worth 76 cents in comparison to other cities within the U.S. The minimum wage in New York State was raised to $7.15 at the beginning of 2007—well above the federal minimum wage of $5.85, but still insufficient for many city dwellers whose money is undervalued. Those who primarily suffer in these conditions are people of color, who make up 80% of the city’s minimum wage labor.

11. In addition, immigrants are more likely to earn low wages than other residents of the city, with 35% of foreign-born workers earning less than ten dollars an hour, as compared to 19%
of native-born workers. A majority of recent immigrants to New York City are people of color, coming predominantly from the Dominican Republic, China, Jamaica, Guyana and Mexico. Given this background, it is not surprising that while the poverty rate for the City as a whole is 19.1%, it is drastically higher for Latinos, at 28.6%, and somewhat higher for blacks, at 21.4%.

12. In addition to being overrepresented in certain undervalued industries, people of color are often placed in lower paying jobs within industries as well. For instance, employment in the restaurant industry is bifurcated into the front of the house and the back of the house, with better earnings, benefits, and work conditions for the former category. In New York City, white restaurant workers are employed predominantly in the front of the house, while a greater proportion of workers of color are concentrated in the back of the house. Nearly 83% of non-Hispanic white restaurant workers in New York City work in the front of the house, as compared to about 65% of the non-Hispanic black population, 55% of Asian workers, and 52.4% of Hispanic workers. Additionally, white immigrants are more likely to have experiences similar to their native-born white counterparts than with immigrants of color.

13. The discrepancy in the racial composition of the front of the house as compared to the back is related to employer criteria, which is seemingly neutral, but which actually allows considerable discretion and space for racial preferences and stereotypes to influence decisions. When interviewed, New York City restaurant employers stated that they look for “attractiveness” and “personality” for the coveted front of the house restaurant jobs. While these criteria do not directly discriminate, it is clear from the racial disparities in the restaurant industry that employers find white workers to possess these traits more frequently than workers of color.

14. Wage disparities reflect not only these processes of indirect discrimination, but also insufficient job training, lack of educational resources, and systematic devaluation of industries traditionally comprised of people of color. In order to fulfill its Article 2 obligation to rectify the effects of discrimination, the government must address the larger picture and take measures to ensure that people of color are able to secure higher paying jobs at the same rates as others.

CONCENTRATION IN LOW-WAGE INDUSTRIES
15. People of color have lower average wages than their white counterparts largely due to their concentration in lower paying industries. For example, while minorities make up only 38% of the management, business and financial sector, they comprise 72.8% of the transportation sector, 74.5% of the service sector, and 63% of the
laborer sector.\textsuperscript{xxxvii} These discrepancies lead to
dramatic wage inequality, since the financial
sector pays the highest wage, and leisure and
hospitality (a subset of the service sector) pays
the lowest wage of all sectors in Manhattan.\textsuperscript{xxxviii}

16. This concentration is troublesome, espe-
cially because these sectors are undervalued
and more easily affected by economic fluctua-
tions.\textsuperscript{xl} For example, nearly one out of five black
men works in the public sector (19%), while
government and the next top four private sector
industries concentrate a total of 64% of the
black male working population.\textsuperscript{xli} This concen-
tration places black men as a group in a disad-
vantageous position in relation to groups that
work in a wider diversity of industries. The
immigrant population in New York City is also
concentrated in low-wage industries. The top
five employers of low-wage immigrant labor are
the restaurant industry, health services, apparel
manufacturing, grocery stores, and private
households. The share of immigrant labor in
these industries ranges from 64%-89%.\textsuperscript{xlii}

THE GLASS CEILING
17. For the minorities in New York City that do
have stable long-term jobs, getting promoted
often becomes the new obstacle. Due to the
pervasiveness of unconscious, and sometimes
conscious, racism and stereotyping, it is more
difficult generally for people of color to get pro-
moted.\textsuperscript{xliii} City agencies in particular have come
under attack for discrimination in their promo-
tion practices. While the ethics code of the
New York City Charter prohibits public servants
from using their position to obtain a benefit for
someone with whom they are associated,\textsuperscript{xliv} the
symbolic prohibition is clearly insufficient to
address discrimination and favoritism that keep
people of color out of management positions.

18. Since the government itself is a large
employer, it is particularly important for govern-
mental entities to uphold the principles and
obligations of CERD and to critically monitor its
own implementation. Unfortunately, the govern-
ment of New York City has had a disappointing
track record as an employer in relation to
employment discrimination. Research by the
New York City Municipal Chapter of Blacks in
Government (BIG) has shown that 79% of the
city’s higher paying administrative and manage-
rial job positions are held by Whites, although
they only comprise 41% of the city agencies’
workforce.\textsuperscript{xlv} In contrast, while Blacks, Latinos
and Asians make up 37%, 16% and 4%,
respectively, of the city’s workforce, they only
account for 19% of the total senior and execu-
tive staff of city agencies. In addition, 62% of
blacks and other people of color are concentrat-
ed in the lowest paying clerical jobs.\textsuperscript{xlvi} The find-
ings of the BIG report led to a City Council hear-
ing before the Committee on Governmental
Operations, in which the refusal of several city
agencies to testify on the issue\textsuperscript{xlvii} suggested that
there was no sense of accountability.

19. Racial justice advocates have criticized
the “one-in-three” provision of the Civil Service
Law, which allows city agencies to pick one
person to promote among the three candidates
that score highest on promotion exams.\textsuperscript{xlviii} By
opening the door for subjective discretion rather
than mandating decisions based on the candi-
date’s merit and exam score, the policy invites
favoritism and discrimination.\textsuperscript{xlix} The rule
exists despite the official recognition of a merit
system of civil service in the New York State
Constitution.\textsuperscript{1} Given the racial disparities in
management positions of city agencies, the rule
unnecessarily permits discretion and paves the
road to maintenance of the status quo for those
already at the top.

20. Doing undervalued work is not the only
way that people of color are affected by unequal
treatment and opportunities in city agencies.
For example, after two police officers were killed
in an undercover operation in 2003, the National
Latino Officers Association joined with 100
Blacks in Law Enforcement to demand changes
needed to make undercover work safer. The groups claimed that the vast majority of officers who were put on the front lines to conduct buy-and-bust operations were Black and Latino, thus making their work more risky and dangerous than that of their white counterparts.³

21. Discriminatory employment practices of New York City agencies have recently come under legal scrutiny, thanks largely to the initiative of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund (NAACPLDF). In 2006, a Federal District Court judge upheld key job benefits given to minority and female employees of the Board of Education to rectify past discrimination in the hiring of school custodians. The benefits were the product of a settlement between the Justice Department and the Board of Education when the latter was sued in 1996 for employment discrimination. The benefits, including civil service appointments and retroactive seniority, were deemed by the judge to be a permissible remedy in light of the past discriminatory practices of the agency.⁴ The NAACPLDF was also successful against the New York City Parks Department. A 2006 District Court decision determined that black and Latino plaintiffs had presented sufficient evidence that the New York City Parks Department engaged in retaliation against those who opposed discriminatory practices, and thereby allowing the plaintiffs to go to trial.⁵

Under CERD, the State has an obligation to ensure that local courts are able to provide effective remedies for injustices associated with discrimination. While these cases are steps in the right direction to realizing the requirements under CERD, broader changes in policy, such as explicit approval of affirmative action policies, have the potential to impact larger change and conserve judicial resources.

**DISCRIMINATION IN THE INFORMAL SECTOR**

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, color, or national or ethnic origin, to equal treatment before the law in the enjoyment of the right to work, to just and favorable conditions of work, to protection against unemployment, to equal pay for equal work, to just and favorable remuneration . . . and to form and join a union.”

22. While employment discrimination limits the enjoyment of and access to several guaranteed rights enumerated in Article 5 of CERD, the one most obviously implicated is the right to work. The right to work explicitly includes the rights to free choice of employment, just and favorable working conditions, protection against unemployment, equal pay for equal work, just and favorable remuneration, as well as the right to organize and join trade unions.⁶ In New York City, the most obvious segment of the employment market which lacks these rights is the informal sector.

23. The Article 5 rights of those working in the informal sector are at a much greater risk than formal workers, due largely to the fact that undocumented immigrants are more likely to work for lower wages and under worse conditions than others.⁷ Despite the diversity and large size of the informal sector in New York City, two commonalities shared among the various industries are exploitative working conditions and a large composition of immigrants of color. Thus, the lack of protection and attention to the informal sector ignores the obligation to protect the rights of immigrants and people of color to the same extent as the rights of others.

**DISCRIMINATION IN THE TAXI INDUSTRY**

24. According to the Taxi Workers Alliance, the taxi industry is composed of approximately 55-60% South Asian, 10-15% West African, and 25% Haitian/Arab/Eastern European drivers.⁸ A current proposal by the Taxi and Limousine Commission has promulgated new
requirements to go into effect by the end of 2007, which include equipping all cabs with tracking devices. The Taxi Workers Alliance has protested the tracking device requirement as an invasion of privacy, and has asked that people “respect the privacy of taxi cab drivers just like you would of any other American.” Imposing this invasion of privacy on cab drivers not only violates the government’s obligation to ensure favorable working conditions for everyone, but also reflects and perpetuates post 9-11 stereotypes that certain immigrants are inherently suspicious.

**DISCRIMINATION AGAINST SEX WORKERS**

25. A particularly vulnerable industry within the informal sector whose Article 5 rights are continuously violated is sex work. Research by the Sex Workers Project of the Urban Justice Center has found that the street-based sex worker population in New York City is comprised predominantly of people of color. Both indoor and outdoor sex workers reported not being able to make a living wage in the jobs that they held prior to their involvement in sex work, jobs which included waitressing, food service, retail work and domestic work. In addition, there is serious concern around the problem of youth who are involved in sex work, particularly those who work within a system of pimping. The problem of youth in the sex industry has been dealt with through racial stereotypes, with the false idea of quick-fix solutions that put minority males into prison without getting to the root causes of why young girls seek out sex work in the first place.

26. The presence of high numbers of people of color in the sex work industry is connected to the difficulty many have in making a living wage in New York City. Low wages and wage disparities violate the inalienable right to work for many by providing a minimum wage standard significantly below the wage needed in order to maintain a life above poverty. Ultimately, this pushes persons to work in sex work by circumstance. Additionally, for sex workers who choose the profession without regard to financial sustenance, the criminalization of sex work violates the rights of consenting adults to work and earn a livelihood. In the U.S., sex workers’ right to a livable wage and livelihood is being undermined by the criminalization and harassment of consenting adults in the commercial sex industry.

27. By refusing to implement the same protections for workers in the informal sector, the government is primarily compromising the Article 5 rights of people of color and immigrants. Under CERD, one’s immigration status or skin color does not warrant a different standard of labor protection. In order to fulfill its obligation under CERD, New York City needs to make and active and aggressive effort to improve the working conditions and the rules that apply to those working in the informal sector.

**LIMITED LEGAL PROTECTIONS FOR UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS**

Under Article 6, the U.S. must “assure to everyone effective legal protection and remedies against any acts of racial discrimination”.

28. In recent years, the rights of undocumented workers to legal protections for workplace injustices have been eroded by court decisions at the national and local level. In the Balbuena case, a New York State trial court determined that an undocumented worker was not precluded from recovering lost wages after being injured at work. Despite this holding, the court did allow the defendant to inquire into Balbuena’s immigration status, citing other New York State cases that held that the plaintiff’s immigration status is relevant to claims
for lost earnings. However, a New York appellate court subsequently ruled that injured undocumented workers could only recover the lost wages they would have been able to earn in their countries of origin, rather than in the U.S. Relying on a U.S. Supreme Court decision, which barred undocumented workers from receiving back pay for being fired unlawfully, the court reasoned that it was compelled to follow the statutory prohibitions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, rather than to apply New York state laws authorizing lost wages to undocumented workers. In other words, due to the Supreme Court’s interpretation of a federal immigration policy, New York state was not able to offer its undocumented workers, who are predominantly Latino, the same protections that are available to others in the workforce. In order to fulfill its obligations under CERD, the federal government must enable, rather than limit, localities to implement policies and practices which fulfill the requirements of CERD at the local level.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are meant to shed light on human rights violations related to employment, and to address racial discrimination against people of color:

- The Department of Justice (DOJ) needs to solidify its commitment to ending discrimination in the workplace and play a more active role in ensuring that federal laws are enforced. The Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights has noted that the Employment Litigation Section of the DOJ has decreased the number of high-impact employment discrimination cases initiated under the Bush administration. In addition, the Employment Litigation Section only litigates 1% of the cases referred to it by the EEOC, cases in which the EEOC has already found probable cause that there has been discrimination by state and local government actors.

- Rather than having diluted labor rights, vulnerable groups such as undocumented immigrants and those working in the informal sector need bolstered labor rights in order to protect their fundamental human rights. The New York State Assembly should urgently pass bill A00628, known as the Domestic Workers Bill of Rights, which would improve labor standards for domestic workers and is currently pending approval.

- New York City must require that employers create and utilize objective criteria for hiring and promotions that focus exclusively on merit and other relevant factors. A good place to start by setting an example is to eliminate the “one-in-three” rule in the civil service sector and do all promotions based on test scores instead.

- The Equal Employment Practices Commission (EEPC) has the power to audit city agencies to determine compliance with the City’s Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, for mayoral agencies, and its own Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, for non-mayoral agencies. However, the EEPC is understaffed and has not been able to effectively realize its broad ambit. A 2004 audit by the City comptroller determined that the EEPC had not been auditing city agencies every four years as required by the New York City Charter. The City should increase the EEPC’s budget and assign it effective enforcement powers to advance its mission.
This chapter examines racial disparities in health care indicators and access to quality health care, including: hospital care; insurance coverage; primary care; infant mortality; mental health; and legal remedies in the equal enjoyment of health.

1. The US Report includes very little information on racial and ethnic disparities in health indicators. Yet, in the 21st century, grave disparities persist in the United States in virtually all indicators of health, including cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, infant mortality and life expectancy. Racial disparities in access to health care, due in large part to racial and ethnic disparities in health insurance coverage, play a major role in these health disparities. Moreover, even after controlling for health insurance coverage and income, racial and ethnic disparities in health conditions are not eliminated.

2. As noted in the US Report, in 1999, the U.S. Congress commissioned the Institute of Medicine (IOM) of the National Academies of Science to investigate the causes of racial and ethnic disparities in health care unrelated to known factors such as ability to pay. The IOM study released in 2003 found that certain racial and ethnic groups tend to receive lower quality health care even when controlling for financial variables. Moreover, the IOM study found that clinical encounters have sometimes led to differential treatment based on race or ethnicity, and that this phenomenon is a significant contributor to racial and ethnic disparities in health indicators. The bias in treatment uncovered by the 2003 IOM report was not limited to physicians; it included other actors in the health care delivery system, such as health care administrators and other clinicians.

3. The U.S. government has no clear agency to monitor or enforce differential racial or ethnic treatment in clinical health. Moreover, aside from the 2003 IOM report, the U.S. government is not proactive in uncovering discriminatory treatment in health care. Yet, given the asymmetries in information between the health care providers and patients, it is vital to proactively monitor the health care industry for differential treatment.

4. As the federal government explained in the United States’ first report regarding compliance with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (which it ratified with the same understanding as for CERD), “state and local governments exercised significant responsibilities in many areas, including matters such as . . . public health.” A significant amount of power over New York City’s health care system is centralized in the State Department of Health (DOH), which is responsible for approving or rejecting the construction, expansion, conversion, downsizing, and closure of all hospitals in the State.
SEGREGATION IN HEALTHCARE

Under Article 3, the U.S. must “undertake to prevent, prohibit and eradicate all practices” of racial segregation. General Recommendation 19 further clarifies that while some conditions of racial segregation “arise without any initiative or direct involvement by public authorities,” governments “should work to eradicate the negative consequences that ensue.”

5. A recent study of New York City hospitals by Bronx Health REACH revealed pervasive racial disparities with respect to hospital care. As the report explains, compared with nearby private hospitals, New York City’s public hospitals care for a much higher proportion of uninsured and publicly-insured patients, the vast majority of whom are racial and ethnic minorities and immigrants. Indeed, Black and Latino/a New Yorkers are more than twice as likely as white residents to be either uninsured or publicly insured. As a result, differential treatment in public and private hospitals splits along racial lines. Moreover, the study found that even when uninsured patients and Medicaid (i.e. publicly insured) recipients were seen at the same hospitals as privately insured patients, they experienced vastly different standards of care.

6. For example, at large academic medical centers, privately insured patients were often steered toward faculty practices, while publicly insured or uninsured patients were steered toward clinics. Faculty practices often have more highly-trained providers, better continuity of care, 24-hour phone access, accountability to both the patient and the referring primary care provider, and more regular communication between providers. Clinics at hospitals, on the other hand, are usually staffed by a rotating set of residents who are less able to provide the continuity of care that is critical, especially for patients with chronic illnesses.

7. As a result, uninsured and publicly insured patients in New York City – predominantly patients of color – act as “teaching patients” for doctors-in-training. Patients with private insurance, in contrast, receive treatment from fully trained physicians. This two-tiered system of care is partly attributable to public insurance reimbursement rates, which are higher in the clinic setting than in faculty practice. Hospitals therefore have a financial incentive to continue steering publicly insured recipients to clinics. The New York City government needs to eradicate these instances of racial segregation as specified in CERD Article 3.

EQUAL RIGHT TO PUBLIC HEALTH

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, color, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the . . . right to public health, medical care, social security and social services”

8. Government and other public data show that the United States, through its federal, state, and local governments, is in violation of Article 5 as it relates to health and health care. Specifically, the grossly unequal distribution of health care resources across the State denies equal access to millions of New Yorkers based on race, ethnicity, and national origin.

THE UNINSURED

9. The United States does not have a national, universal healthcare system. Instead, most of the country (66.8%) is covered by private health insurance companies that contract with hospitals, clinics and other health care providers to make care available to policyholders, usually through employers. Relatively few (15.4%) are covered by government-operated public insurance. The for-profit health care insurance industry is allowed in many
states to deny insurance policies to those who are sick prior to applying for insurance or unable to afford the coverage, resulting in almost 16% of all Americans and 22% of New York City residents being uninsured.\textsuperscript{xiii}

10. Medical insurance is a crucial factor in the access to and the quality of medical care: uninsured patients are less than half as likely as their insured counterparts to receive the care they need.\textsuperscript{xiv} More importantly, over 18,000 Americans die prematurely each year because they lack health insurance.\textsuperscript{xv} Even when uninsured patients are hospitalized, they often receive fewer services, and are more likely to die in the hospital than their insured counterparts, often because they have more severe conditions but receive care too late.\textsuperscript{xvi} Across the country, sixty million Americans face financial insecurity and a greater risk for poor health due to a lack of health insurance.\textsuperscript{xvii} Regular access is important for health, and those who lack a regular source of health care often report miscommunication, misdiagnoses, and greater frustration about their ability to receive needed care.\textsuperscript{xviii} Not surprisingly, the uninsured, racial and ethnic minorities, and those without proficiency in English are the most likely to report not having a regular source of health care.\textsuperscript{xix}

11. As noted above, New York State and City, along with the federal government, bear the primary responsibility for addressing racial disparities in health status and access to health care. As in rest of the nation, many New Yorkers lack access to basic health care because they lack access to health insurance. Nearly 2.8 million New York State residents – 15% of the State’s total population – do not have health insurance.\textsuperscript{xix} In New York City, nearly 30% of Black, Latino, and “Other” New York City residents lack coverage, compared with white New York City residents, about 17% of whom are uninsured.\textsuperscript{xx} Moreover, although persons of color make up 65% of the city’s population, they make up 75% of the population of the uninsured.\textsuperscript{xxi} Given the link between insurance status and health status, the racial divide in insurance coverage translates into racial disparities with respect to health.\textsuperscript{xxii}

12. The health insurance crisis disproportionately hurts communities of color in large part because health insurance in the U.S. remains linked to employment. Persistent racial and ethnic employment stratification contributes to racial and ethnic gaps in quality of health insurance coverage. Comprehensive health benefits are offered by higher-paying jobs, while lower-paying jobs, which are disproportionately occupied by people of color, tend to offer limited health benefits, if any at all, which are often accompanied by high cost-sharing arrangements with employees. While many employers are increasingly unwilling or unable to offer health benefits, even where health insurance benefits are offered, over half of workers do not enroll in employer insurance plans because they are too costly.\textsuperscript{xxiv}

13. Lack of insurance coverage not only takes a toll on the health of the uninsured, it also negatively affects the community as a whole. Safety-net hospitals and health care providers suffer financially and are eventually forced to close due to inadequate reimbursements. The attendant strain on the health care system limits providers’ ability to respond to disasters and serve the entire community.\textsuperscript{xxv}

**PRIMARY CARE**

14. Primary health care services, such as regular check-ups and non-emergency care, are crucial to maintaining good health and preventing illness and complications from illness that can reduce productivity and increase financial insecurity. Inadequate primary care services can also lead to early or premature death. Areas with high concentrations of African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans in New York City face serious and disproportionate
shortages of primary care physicians. Nearly 60% of New York City’s zip codes, in which residents are primarily people of color, have an inadequate supply of primary care physicians willing to see Medicaid patients. This inequitable distribution of health care resources is a clear violation of New York City’s obligations under CERD.

15. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Health Resources and Services Administration has designated 13 geographic areas in New York City as Health Professional Shortage Areas. These areas often have the highest rates of common preventable conditions (known as ambulatory care sensitive (ACS) conditions), which can be prevented through standard disease management and primary—conditions such as diabetes, asthma, and heart disease. However, patients who do not receive these services are at greater risk of developing health complications that are more difficult and expensive to treat in the long term.

16. In other words, New York City neighborhoods with the greatest health care needs also have the fewest primary care physicians. This pattern violates article 5 of CERD because the neighborhoods with the greatest health care needs and the least adequate access to primary care are disproportionately minority communities.

17. A comparison of two New York City zip codes illustrates the unfair health challenges facing people of color in the City. Highbridge and Morrisania, together comprising one zip code of the Bronx, have significant health needs but face stark shortages of services. These neighborhoods are almost entirely populated by people of color: 57% are Hispanic; 38% are African American; 1% are Asian American or Pacific Islander American; 1% are white. Three of ten residents were born outside the United States.

18. These communities have some of the highest rates of infectious and chronic diseases in the City. General hospitalization rates for these neighborhoods are 65% higher than the citywide rate. Heart disease is the leading cause of adult hospitalization among Highbridge and Morrisania residents and neighborhood admission rates for heart disease are 40% higher than the city as a whole. In 2001, the rate of childhood asthma hospitalization for this zip code was also higher than the citywide rate: 10% versus 6%.

19. Despite these neighborhoods’ overwhelming health needs, this highly impoverished area—69.5% of its residents live under 200% of the poverty line—has severely limited health services. In fact, this zip code only has one primary care provider per 3,843 residents. Moreover, the beds at the sole hospital within the zip code—Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center,
Fulton Division—are devoted solely to alcohol and drug detoxification and rehabilitation as well to psychiatric/mental illness.xxxi

20. Alternatively, consider zip code 10021 on the Upper East Side, where over four in five residents, or 82%, are white, 6% are Hispanic, 6% are Asian American, and 3% are African American. This overwhelmingly white neighborhood has 67 primary care physicians for every 10,000 people, a rate more than ten times that of zip code 10035 in East Harlem. The data conclusively establish that areas of New York City with high concentrations of African Americans or Latinos are most likely to have serious shortages of primary care physicians.xxxi Across New York City, the health impact of these racial and ethnic disparities is significant, and will profoundly affect the next generation of New Yorkers, as evidenced by the higher-than-average rates of childhood asthma in high-minority neighborhoods. Without government intervention to aggressively eradicate racial disparities in access to health care resources, communities of color will continue to face inadequate health care services. State policies and decisions leading to this inequitable distribution of health care resources therefore violate Article 5 of CERD.

HOSPITAL CLOSINGS

21. Hospital closures and downsizing in New York City have disproportionately harmed the health and health care of the City’s communities of color. Two-thirds of the 12 hospitals that closed between 1995 and 2005 in New York City—each with the approval of the New York State Department of Health—served populations primarily, and sometimes overwhelmingly, comprised of people of color.xxxii

22. The pattern of hospital closures and shortages of health care services in low-income communities and communities of color cannot be attributed to a lack of health care needs. For example, Brooklyn, lost three hospitals between 1995 and 2005, and an estimated 90% of patients at these three Brooklyn hospitals were people of color.xxxiv Yet Central Brooklyn, which is 80% African American and 11% Latino and where over one in four people (31%) lives in poverty, has some of the greatest health care needs in New York City.xxxiv In 2004, the diabetes rate there was 33% higher, the rate of people living with HIV/AIDS 60% higher, and the number of HIV-related deaths 200% higher than in New York City as a whole.

23. Similarly, Southeast Queens has the highest concentration of minority residents in the borough of Queens and its population has significant health needs. However, there are no hospitals in most of the area.xxxxi

24. A recent report by the New York City Comptroller found that closure of Victory Memorial Hospital would, among other things, compromise access to emergency care for residents of Southwest Brooklyn, who “would spend extra minutes going instead to the nearest remaining hospital—critical minutes that could mean the difference between life and death.”xxxvii Given that the Bay Ridge-Bensonhurst area is one of the largest immigrant communities in New York City,xxxviii the hospital’s closing will have dire ramifications for a significant number of immigrants, particularly Muslim and Arab-speaking communities that reside in the neighboring area.

25. Whether intentional or not, the State’s decisions regarding hospital closures have a clear, discriminatory effect. An analysis of hospital closures since 1980 reveals that the demographic composition of neighborhoods—specifically, the proportion of African Americans in a community—is a strong predictor of hospital closure. This relationship holds true even when controlling for hospital characteristics, economic environments in which hospitals compete, and other factors. For example, large hospitals located in neighborhoods where less than 1% of the population was African American
were extremely unlikely to close; medium-sized hospitals in predominantly African-American neighborhoods were about twice as likely to close as similarly sized hospitals in predominantly white neighborhoods; and almost three-quarters of small hospitals located in overwhelmingly African-American neighborhoods (that is, over 90% African American) were likely to close.

26. Hospital closures may need to happen, but they shouldn’t happen in a way that disproportionately affects minority populations. By repeatedly and systematically approving the closure and downsizing of hospitals in communities of color despite dire health care needs, the State’s decisions create clear discriminatory effects and are thus in violation of Article 5.

PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE

27. The Medicare Modernization Act was touted in the US Report as potentially reducing racial disparities, as it covered preventive care including those conditions that disproportionately affect people of color such as the components of the metabolic syndrome. However, many ethnic minority patients who are uninsured and afflicted with chronic illnesses, such as diabetes, high blood pressure, and heart disease, do not access health care and therefore may be undiagnosed until they become Medicare eligible at age 65. When they do become eligible, they visit their doctors more frequently, and are hospitalized more often than those who had been insured prior to age 65. Significantly, it is more costly for both the patients and the federal government when preventive health measures are delayed until the elderly become chronically ill.

28. While over 1,000,000 New Yorkers (12.5%) are uninsured, over 21% of all adults residing in the City lack a regular care provider, a group disproportionately comprised of Hispanic, non-white, and uninsured New Yorkers. Yet, having both health insurance and a regular health care provider were shown to improve access to preventive care. For example, adults who have both received the most screenings for high cholesterol.

PRENATAL CARE AND INFANT MORTALITY

29. The citywide infant mortality has fallen to 5.9, according to the latest figures, released in 2006. However, a large racial disparity persists, with infant mortality rates among Blacks at 10.5 and among Puerto Ricans at 9.3. New York’s communities of color also have a high percentage of babies born with low birth weight.

30. Prenatal care is essential for the health and future opportunity of a mother and her child, increasing the chances for complication-free pregnancies and health delivery. In addition, access to good prenatal care and hospital-based delivery services can improve the health outcomes of low birth-weight children. Yet geographic and transportation barriers pose problems for women already at risk for receiving inadequate or no care. Access to prenatal care is highly unequal among New York’s racial populations. On average, communities of color in the five boroughs (Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan, Staten Island and the Bronx) have the fewest OB/GYN providers, despite their significant health needs.

31. Many low-income women and women of color in New York City lack access to quality prenatal care in their own communities. For example, in 2001, in the 11368 zip code in West Queens, a neighborhood whose population is 75% people of color and where three in five residents are foreign-born, there was one OB/GYN provider for every 12,117 women of child-bearing age. Twelve percent of women in this community received late or no prenatal care between 2001 and 2003.

32. By contrast, women in zip code 10021, located in Manhattan’s predominantly white Upper East Side, had one OB/GYN physician for
every 194 women of child-bearing age in their community, over 60 times as many as West Queens. About 99% of pregnant women in this community received timely prenatal care, and the infant mortality rate was only half that of the City as a whole. For pregnant women, distance to health services can significantly affect the health of mothers and their children. A study of new mothers in New York City listed transportation problems and distance of providers from women’s homes among the most commonly cited barriers to prenatal care for poor women.33

Furthermore, pregnant women and women with infants in New York City have been hit hard by hospital downsizing and closures over the past several years, particularly in Central Brooklyn. Interfaith Hospital in Bedford-Stuyvesant closed its maternity ward in late 2004, followed by the closing of St. Mary’s Hospital—including its maternity beds—in 2005 in Crown Heights. More than a quarter million women live in Central Brooklyn, yet there are only 104 obstetric beds in the entire neighborhood.34

MENTAL HEALTH CARE

According to a report by the U.S. Surgeon General, the mental health field is plagued by more disparities in terms of access to and availability of services than other areas of health and medicine. Generally, minorities have less access to mental health services, are less likely to receive services, receive poorer quality of care in treatment, and are underrepresented in mental health research. People from marginalized communities not only experience disparate outcomes in the mental health system, but are less likely to seek mental health treatment in the first place. Additionally, minorities are overrepresented in vulnerable high-need populations, such as the homeless and the incarcerated, where they do not receive adequate services. These disparities are partially attributed to the past and present struggle of minorities against racism, and how that has affected both their mental health and their socio-economic status.35

When minorities do receive treatment for their mental health problems, the adequacy of treatment is often tainted by a large cultural divide between these groups and clinicians. Mental health in the U.S. is rooted in Western medicine, and this can cause ineffective diagnosis and treatment of individuals who have different cultural backgrounds. Cultural and social influences have been historically neglected in mental health care, but there is now ample evidence to show that cultural factors need to be considered in order to ensure that minorities receive mental health care tailored to their distinct needs.36

Of particular concern is the disproportionate application of court-ordered mental health treatment to people of color. On August 9th, 1999, Governor George Pataki signed “Kendra’s Law,” which would permit court-ordered Assisted Outpatient Treatment (AOT), to ensure that individuals with psychosocial disabilities participate in community based services appropriate to their needs. In effect, Kendra’s Law permits a court to order certain people labeled with mental illness to accept outpatient treatment for their labeled illnesses.37

Kendra’s Law has been problematic in its implementation, especially with respect to its disproportionate impact on people of color. In 2005, New York City accounted for 76.2% of the orders issued in the State. Throughout the State, Blacks account for 42% of court orders statewide despite being only 16% of the population; Latinos account for 21% of the orders but make up only 15% of the population; and Whites account for 34% of the orders although they make up 62% of the population. Thus, Blacks are almost three times as likely as their White counterparts to be subjected to orders, while Latinos are twice as likely.
ACCESS TO HEALTHY FOODS

38. African Americans, Latinos and other people of color continue to face challenges accessing healthy foods in their neighborhoods, due, in part, to the higher cost of such foods. Even food pantries, utilized disproportionately by minority populations, generally give out only canned and processed foods. With the shortage of healthy foods, African-Americans and other low-income families are more likely to develop diabetes and heart disease. According to the City’s health commissioner, Thomas Frieden, diabetes and heart disease cause more than a third of deaths in East and Central Harlem each year.

ACCESS TO A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

39. Studies have shown how policies that displace people of color to low-income urban enclaves have created de-facto refugee camp conditions, causing astronomical rates of infectious disease and behavioral pathology, including violence. A Study by the Women of Color Policy Network at the Robert F. Wagner School of Public Service at New York University found a geographical isolation of women of color in 15 of New York City’s 59 community districts. The population of color in these districts exceeds 80 percent, while they have the highest rates of infant mortality, the highest proportions of HIV deaths, the majority of homicide deaths, and account for nearly half of the live births among teenagers.

40. In addition, Black and Latino communities have been used as dumping grounds for decades. According to a landmark study, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, published by the Commission for Racial Justice, three out of five African Americans and Latinos live in communities with one or more toxic waste sites. This pattern is apparent in New York City, where the waste transfer system results in negative health impacts borne disproportionately by populations of color in the South Bronx and Brooklyn. Of equal concern is the fact that six of the Metropolitan Transit Authority’s eight bus depots are located in Northern Manhattan, including East and Central Harlem. Pollutants that result from these types of facilities are triggers for asthma, one of the highest prevalences of which is found in Harlem.

41. Likewise, lead poisoning cases are concentrated in New York City communities where the majority of residents are people of color. The New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene identified neighborhoods including Bedford Stuyvesant, Crown Heights, Flatbush, East New York, and Jamaica, Queens as target areas for its prevention activities but more needs to be done to hold landlords accountable for providing lead-hazard free apartments.

IMMIGRANT ACCESS TO CARE

42. As referenced in the Immigration chapter of this Report, immigrants face serious barriers in accessing health care. These barriers include language access barriers, as well as over-representation in low-wage jobs that either do not offer health coverage or do not pay enough for workers to afford health insurance.

LEGAL REMEDIES IN THE EQUAL ENJOYMENT OF HEALTH

43. In its 2007 CERD report, the U.S. points to the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as protecting against discrimination in health care. But the U.S. fails to acknowledge the ways in which these laws have been rendered ineffec-
tive for most Americans. Recent court decisions have barred people from suing under both federal civil rights law and health care law to remedy discrimination in health care. These court decisions—Alexander v. Sandoval and Gonzaga v. Doe—have created a legal system in which the rights protected by CERD are no longer enforceable. By restricting the private right of action of individuals, these decisions deny an effective remedy, thereby violating Article 6.

44. Although Sandoval leaves open the possibility of court challenges to intentional discrimination, it is very difficult to meet the high burden of proof required to show intentional discrimination. Also, post-Sandoval there is no private right of action to enforce the Title VI discriminatory effects, or “disparate impact,” regulations, which were enacted to address the problem of systemic discrimination and other more subtle forms of discrimination. In other words, people seeking a remedy for actions by hospitals or clinics or by the New York State Department of Health that have unjustified discriminatory effects on the basis of race or ethnicity can no longer sue in court.

45. Furthermore, the U.S. points to state and local commissions as protecting against discrimination in health care, but in New York, these commissions are ineffective. As discussed below, inefficiencies, lack of initiative, and lack of necessary funding and staffing seriously limit the ability of the commissions to investigate and bring an end to racial discrimination in health care.

**MEDICAID**

46. Federal law requires that New York set Medicaid reimbursement rates at “a sufficient level to attract enough providers such that health care services are available to Medicaid recipients at least to the extent that those services are available to the insured population.” Violations of this provision, which are common in New York State, have a discriminatory effect on communities of color, who represent a disproportionate share of the state’s Medicaid population. Until recently, Medicaid recipients were able to sue under federal law 42 U.S.C. 1983 to enforce the provisions of the Medicaid Act that guarantee equal and prompt access to care. But since the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Gonzaga, courts are increasingly unwilling to enforce Medicaid’s provisions under Section 1983. Like the decision in Sandoval, the decision in Gonzaga limits the private right of action of individuals. Although no federal court in New York has ruled on it, recent court cases in other jurisdictions interpreting Gonzaga have “jeopardiz[ed] the ability of Medicaid beneficiaries to go to court.” In the many cases in which inadequate Medicaid reimbursement rates have a discriminatory effect on communities of color, the inability to enforce the Medicaid Act in court violates Article 6’s guarantee of an effective remedy.
ENFORCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS BY NEW YORK STATE AND CITY

47. The 2007 U.S. Report points to state and local human and civil rights commissions as safeguards against discrimination. But the New York City and State human rights laws have been limited by the courts in their effectiveness and the New York City and State bodies responsible for enforcing the laws have not to date taken the steps necessary to protect against discrimination in health care.

STATE HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND STATE DIVISION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

48. The New York State Human Rights Law was drafted to protect people from discrimination in places where the public is served, including doctors’ offices, hospitals, nursing homes, and clinics. It is unclear, however, whether the State Human Rights Law prohibits policies that have an unintended discriminatory effect in the context of public accommodations such as health care. Consequently, there appears to be a wide array of practices that violate CERD, yet cannot be remedied under state or federal law.

49. A recent case, Levin v. Yeshiva University, which compared the state and city human rights laws, cast some doubt on whether disparate effects can be challenged under the state human rights law outside of the employment discrimination context. The troubling result is that victims of discrimination are required to show the existence of intentional discrimination, narrowing the protection of the law to significantly less than the “purpose or effect” guaranteed in Article 1. In order to provide victims with effective protection and remedies as required by Article 6, courts will have to interpret the State Human Rights Law as providing for discriminatory effects—or “disparate impact”—cause of action. As discussed above, discrimination in access to health care services is often subtle and systemic; the requirement that intent be shown undermines the remedy the law seeks to provide.

50. In addition, the New York State Division of Human Rights is charged with reviewing complaints under the State Human Rights Law and enforcing the law. However, the agency has not been effective in protecting against discrimination in health care and few complaints reviewed by the State Division address discrimination in access to health care. However, because discrimination in health care is often covert, structural, and sometimes unintentional, review of this limited number of complaints alone is not sufficient to discover and eliminate existing racial discrimination. The State Division must reform its complaint process if it is to be an effective mechanism in providing “just and adequate reparation or satisfaction” to the victims of discrimination, as agreed to in Article 6.

NEW YORK CITY HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND CITY COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

51. Like the State Human Rights Law, the New York City Human Rights Law also prohibits practices by hospitals, clinics, and private providers that result in inferior access or service based on race, color, or national origin. Although the City Human Rights Law clearly provides for a discriminatory effects cause of action, the City does not effectively enforce the law. As with the State Human Rights Law, courts have limited the reach of the City Human Rights Law. Additionally, the New York City Commission on Human Rights, which hears complaints under this law, is not only short staffed and under-funded, but also fails to use its mandate affirmatively to combat racial discrimination. Though it possesses tools to combat discrimination, the City thus fails to address broad violations of Article 5, and it consequently violates Article 6 as well.

52. It is also sometimes impossible for an
individual victim to realize she or he has suffered from discrimination. As demonstrated by the significant difference in discrimination found through undercover testing and through complaints, covert and structural discrimination is still prevalent, even if unintentional and unrecognized. Successful elimination of systemic racial discrimination requires active monitoring and testing by the City Commission. The City Commission should itself actively investigate, monitor and report on discriminatory patterns and practices.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are meant to bring attention to human rights violations in health and health care, and to address racial discrimination against persons of color:

- **New York State must ultimately move to a system of universal, single-payer health coverage for all its residents.** The United States is the only industrialized country without universal health care coverage. Such a system will greatly reduce financial barriers to effective and equitable distribution of health care resources because it will equalize incentives for hospitals, health care systems, and private providers to serve a range of communities, regardless of their wealth or poverty.

- **The federal, state and city governments could establish a health monitoring system modeled after the audits performed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), which determine if landlords engage in discriminatory treatment toward potential renters or buyers based on race and ethnicity. In the health care sector, testers who are similar in relevant attributes, but vary in terms of race or ethnicity, could be sent into the field to examine if race or ethnicity are contributing factors to disparities in health care treatment. Additionally, the federal government must step up civil rights enforcement considerably in the health care sphere. The Department of Justice can initiate litigation on behalf of an agency, like the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), for a violation of Title VI. Also, HHS’s Office of Civil Rights has the power to initiate an investigation of a recipient of federal funds, and require the recipient to create a plan to remedy discrimination.**

- **The New York State Legislature should reestablish a system of health care planning in New York to remedy the inequitable system that market forces have created.** Until the 1990s, a statewide network of health systems agencies studied and recommended improvements in the delivery of health care services in local communities, specifically assessing the needs of low income communities and communities of color. However, this system was dismantled due to lack of federal and state funding. This agency should be reinstated, fully funded, given the authority to engage in concrete health care access and planning, and mandated to address racial disparities in access to and quality of care in the State. Moreover, this agency should include representatives from a cross-section of the community, and have real decision-making authority that is independent from hospitals, the insurance industry, and other special interest groups.
The New York City Council’s Hospital Closing Task Force issued a report in 2006, which set forth a vision for a new health care system, including: creation of a permanent infrastructure to coordinate local health care planning and expansion; a review of the Medicaid reimbursement system and the bad debt and charity care pool in order to provide adequate compensation to hospitals for caring for the low income and uninsured; development of a new method for financing health care facilities that will ensure long-term stability and a state-of-the-art health care information technology infrastructure; and establishment of an incentive program to retain primary care physicians in low-income communities. The City should implement this system.

Congress should clarify the legal right of Medicaid recipients to force state compliance with the Medicaid Act and ensure recourse to the judicial system for Medicaid recipients facing barriers to accessing care.

The State Division must exercise its power to initiate its own investigations, file its own complaints, and conduct studies in order to promote compliance with CERD and State Human Rights Law and to prevent and eliminate discrimination in access to health care. In addition, the Office of the Attorney General needs to significantly increase its efforts to challenge systemic inequities in the health care system. The Attorney General possesses broad authority under parens patrie standing, which provides states with the ability to sue to protect the health of their residents. The State Division must make changes in policy and practice that ensure that complainants receive a speedy and effective investigation and hearing.

New York can look to other states for models that combat discriminatory effects. For example, California’s anti-discrimination statute explicitly provides that the law “may be enforced by a civil action for equitable relief, which shall be independent of any other rights and remedies,” such as an administrative complaint proceeding. Creating, in New York, a right to civil action by victims would provide efficient remedies while allowing the State Division to focus on and start up its own initiatives to eliminate health care discrimination. Alternatively, Massachusetts established the Commission to End Racial and Ethnic Health Disparities, to develop a comprehensive, statewide approach to eliminating racial and ethnic health disparities, grounded in the fundamental understanding that these disparities stem from historical, interpersonal and institutional racism. As a result, a bill pending before the Massachusetts legislature would establish an Office of Health Equity to coordinate all efforts to eliminate racial and ethnic discrimination in health care.

The City Human Rights Commission must use its power to require recordkeeping by hospitals and other health care providers with respect to differences in health care access and quality on the basis of patients’ race, ethnicity, immigration status, income, gender and primary language. With such data, the City Commission can better target systemic discrimination that has the “purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing” the enjoyment of equal health care services by racial and ethnic populations of New York City. The New York City Commission on Human Rights must also investigate practices by hospital networks that appear to have a discriminatory effect on communities of color, and initiate its own complaints where unlawful discriminatory practices appear to be occurring.
The following chapter discusses discriminatory forces and elements of racial segregation that characterize the New York City housing market, with particular attention paid to: displacement of persons of color; gentrification and homelessness; housing segregation and discrimination; housing court; overcrowded or unsafe housing conditions; access to housing services; and public housing.

1. Because housing in New York City is so difficult to find and keep—even for society’s most privileged members—several local mechanisms attempt to regulate the housing market. At the State level, the Division of Housing and Community Renewal (DHCR) is responsible for the supervision, maintenance and development of low and moderate-income housing in New York State. Within DHCR, the Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) subdivision monitors access to Fair Housing Initiatives. State efforts are supplemented by various New York City-based agencies: the Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD), charged with enforcing tenants’ rights and creating affordable housing within the city; the New York City Housing Development Corporation (NYCHDC), which finances the creation and preservation of affordable housing throughout the city; and the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), an independent agency which provides housing for low and moderate income residents, in addition to administering a subsidized leased housing program in rental apartments. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) also plays a major role at the state and local level, with a New York regional office located in New York City.

2. In relation to CERD obligations, the New York City Human Rights Law, enforced by the Commission on Human Rights, protects residents of most types of housing in New York City against discrimination in the sale, rental, or lease of housing. The Human Rights Law similarly prohibits discriminatory lending practices by banks, mortgage brokers, and other lenders. New Yorkers also have recourse to federal courts and relevant federal laws. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination by private entities in the area of housing, and other Federal civil rights laws address discrimination in housing, including the Fair Housing Act. Federally, HUD has several offices that address problems of discrimination within housing, one of which is the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, responsible for administering anti-discrimination laws.

3. In the US Report, the federal government claims that it is “actively engaged” in enforcing non-discrimination statues in the area of housing. However, the report makes it clear that the government is concerned primarily with individual instances of intentional discrimination, rather than the subtler processes which influence housing opportunities for people of color. For example, the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department utilizes a Fair Housing Testing Program, in which individuals pose as tenants in order to reveal discriminatory practices by housing providers. However, these efforts have proved inadequate in addressing the unique housing dynamics in New York City.
HOME OWNERSHIP, DISPLACEMENT, AND HOMELESSNESS

Under Article 2, the U.S. must “take effective measures to review and amend or rescind governmental, national and local policies, which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination...and adopt special and concrete measures to ensure the adequate enjoyment of full and equal human rights.”

DISPLACEMENT AND HOMELESSNESS

4. Governmental stakeholders frequently claim that housing displacement is “impossible to quantify,” or even prove, and reflects the impacts of neutral processes beyond their power to address. A variety of indicators, however, can be used to track which neighborhoods are most negatively impacted by displacement through gentrification\textsuperscript{xiv}, rising rents and evictions. While gentrification often increases property values, it is criticized for pushing out lower-income minorities who can no longer afford the increased rents and who disperse into other low-income areas in the city. The City does little to ameliorate the effects of gentrification by creating more affordable housing opportunities in wealthier predominantly white neighborhoods. Furthermore, rising rents and evictions have lead to concentrated homelessness in certain neighborhoods. Available data indicate that neighborhoods disproportionately impacted by the ensuing displacement and homelessness are overwhelmingly home to people of color.

5. The Vera Institute for Justice, an independent research and policy center, was commissioned by the New York City Department of Homeless Services to investigate the characteristics of families applying for homeless shelter.\textsuperscript{xv} A majority of families seeking services in connection with homelessness come from neighborhoods with staggeringly high percentages of households of color:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>% Households Of Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bedford/Stuyvesant</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East New York</td>
<td>88.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Heights, University Heights, Fordham</td>
<td>96.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highbridge, Concourse</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound View</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Harlem</td>
<td>86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica, S. Jamaica, Hollis</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Hill, Brownsville</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mott Haven, Melrose</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melrose, Morrisania, Claremont, Crotone Park East</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Overall, according to city statistics, 90% of people living in homeless shelters are Black and/or Latino. Consequently, the impacts of housing displacement and homelessness are much more likely to be borne by people of color. The failure of government to address this stark disparity amounts to racial discrimination at the policy level, in violation of the government’s obligations under article 2 of the Convention.

HOME OWNERSHIP AND SUB-PRIME MORTGAGE LENDING

7. Homeownership is central to generating wealth in the United States, and is critical to reducing the racial wealth gap. The homeownership rate in New York City is considerably lower than the rest of the country, and differs drastically across racial groups, reflecting larger economic and opportunity disparities. For example, while 44% of whites in the City own their own homes, only 28% of blacks and 16% of Latinos can say the same.\textsuperscript{xvi} The homeownership rate for Latinos is particularly low even compared to other cities in the U.S.; for example, in Chicago their homeownership rate is 45%.\textsuperscript{xvii} Minorities also suffer from higher cost
burdens: while 17% of white homeowners pay 50% or more of their income on housing, the rate is about 25% for blacks and Latinos, and over one-third for Asian homeowners. 

8. Historically, financial institutions in the United States have perpetrated a form of financial apartheid: though reluctant to offer affordable credit to people of color and from moderate-income communities, they are quick to push a costly alternative. As a result, people of color are disproportionately targeted for high-cost, or subprime, mortgage products. In New York City, African Americans were over 5 times as likely, and Latino borrowers almost 4 times as likely, to receive high-cost home purchase loans as white borrowers in 2005.

9. One in five subprime mortgages in the U.S. is expected to end in foreclosure, with homeowners of color disproportionately affected. New York City has not escaped the foreclosure crisis that is devastating cities across the country: the number of homeowners in foreclosure has doubled in the last two years. At least 14,000 foreclosures actions are expected to be filed in New York City by the end of 2007.

10. Subprime mortgages and foreclosures in New York City are overwhelmingly concentrated in neighborhoods of color, including the Brooklyn neighborhoods of Flatbush, Bedford-Stuyvesant and East New York, and neighborhoods in Queens such as Rochdale and Jamaica. Discriminatory lending practices have sapped wealth and equity from these neighborhoods, while displacing long-time residents, particularly seniors and low-income families.

11. Under CERD, the City has an obligation to protect the rights of all racial groups to enjoy homeownership equally. It must do this through proactive measures. Racially distinct homeownership, predatory lending, and displacement rates demonstrate that the City has not met this obligation.

HOUSING SEGREGATION AND DISCRIMINATION

Under Article 3, the U.S. must “undertake to prevent, prohibit and eradicate all practices” of racial segregation. General Recommendation 19 further clarifies that while some conditions of racial segregation “arise without any initiative or direct involvement by public authorities,” governments “should work to eradicate the negative consequences that ensue.”

12. Its popular reputation for “diversity” notwithstanding, New York’s levels of residential segregation remain very high. The Census Bureau has found that the New York “Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area,” or “PMSA” (made up of New York City plus Westchester, Rockland, and Putnam Counties) is the most segregated major metropolitan area for Hispanics and Latinos in the United States, and the eighth-most segregated area for African Americans. With respect to the isolation index, a very significant measure of segregation, New York is the most segregated major metropolitan area for African-Americans. In fact, the City is “more segregated now than it was in 1910.” A 2003 report by John Logan of the Mumford Center and John Mollenkopf of the Center for Urban Research found that “persistently high rates of segregation shape neighborhood change in New York City,” and that areas with black, Latino, and Asian concentrations are “strikingly separate from one another.”

13. The Nassau-Suffolk PMSA is the third-most segregated major metropolitan area in the United States for Asians, and the tenth-most segregated for African-Americans, based on the dissimilarity index. Of Westchester’s 45 municipalities, over half have Black populations of 3% or less. A map of New York City prepared for the Anti-Discrimination Center shows a stark pattern of segregation, as does a map of the New York City metropolitan area. 

14. Neighborhoods in which people of color are concentrated also feature the highest rates
of vacant buildings, the most serious housing code violations per unit, and the highest rate of environmentally-induced health problems such as asthma and lead poisoning.\textsuperscript{xxx}

15. Segregated neighborhoods and municipalities were created with the active assistance of federal and local governments, and as a result of those governments’ failure to restrain private actors from engaging in acts of discrimination. For example, the federal government redlined “mixed” neighborhoods, and New York City refused to build public housing in areas where it was feared there would be white resistance. Exclusionary zoning, in which extreme restrictions on density make it impossible to build affordable housing in an area, was also used to enforce segregation. To this day, such zoning is used to reduce the potential availability of affordable housing, with a disproportionately negative impact on racial minorities, perpetuating segregation.

16. For example, in Greenpoint and Williamsburg in Brooklyn, zoning changes allowing large new housing developments have caused the displacement of low-income people of color and transformed the areas into predominately white enclaves.\textsuperscript{xxx} Local government can proactively mitigate these racial consequences by techniques like inclusionary zoning, which requires that a portion of all new residential developments be affordable to people with low incomes. However, the City Planning Department has refused to implement inclusionary zoning in many rapidly gentrifying areas of the city.\textsuperscript{xxxii} This passive approach to the racial consequences of zoning has led to increased displacement and residential segregation.

17. Municipalities that receive federal funding have long been obligated to affirmatively improve fair housing. This means that New York City is obligated to conduct an analysis of impediments to fair housing and to take appropriate steps to overcome such impediments. The City has failed even to assess how it own programs and policies (like the reduction of permissible density, or “downzoning” of neighborhoods like Staten Island)\textsuperscript{xxxiii} may perpetuate segregation, let alone take appropriate steps to see that there are adequate opportunities for people of all races and income levels to have the chance to move into any and all neighborhoods in the City. Despite the fact that many jurisdictions have not met their obligations, the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development has failed to provide the necessary oversight.

18. Inaction has also been the rule with respect to enforcement of laws prohibiting housing discrimination, even in the face of evidence that housing discrimination continues to be a problem. A 2001 report by the Committee on Civil Rights of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, entitled \textit{It Is Time to Enforce the Law: A Report on Fulfilling the}
Promised of the New York City Human Rights Law, stated that, “the existence of both individual instances of discrimination in housing, employment, and public accommodations, and entrenched patterns of such discrimination, remain major problems in New York City and its surrounding metropolitan area.”

19. HUD’s own Housing Discrimination study (HDS2000) showed that African-American and Hispanic renters and homebuyers continue to face significant discrimination in New York City: in rental markets, whites were consistently favored over blacks in 21.6% of tests, while non-Hispanic whites were consistently favored over Hispanics in 25.7% of tests. In sales, whites were consistently favored over blacks in 17.0% of tests; and non-Hispanic whites were consistently favored over Hispanics in 19.7% of tests.

20. Just fifteen years ago, the City admitted to a long-standing practice of racial segregation in its public housing buildings, and agreed to take steps towards desegregation. In response to a lawsuit filed against the City for steering minorities away from predominately white buildings, NYCHA implemented a new method of assigning tenants to buildings with a goal of racial integration. However, NYCHA later appeared to backtrack by proposing a change in its assignment methods that would favor working families over those on welfare. In reviewing this proposal for compliance with NYCHA’s original agreement, a federal court found that it in fact favored white applicants over minorities. Due to its effect of perpetuating segregation in the City’s public housing, NYCHA’s proposal was eventually blocked by a judicial ruling in 2002.

21. New York City acknowledges that racial segregation and discrimination in housing are “persistent and constraining features of housing markets” and that “the perpetuation of segregation [in the city] through discrimination and, in some instances, bias harassment and violence, is an impediment to the goal of fair housing.”

In 2004, Rockland County, acknowledging housing discrimination as a problem, particularly noted “two mythical notions” that tend to obscure discussion of fair housing needs: (1) that minority clustering is substantially a function of self-segregation, and (2) that minority clustering is purely an issue of income. The County Executives of both Nassau and Suffolk counties also recognize the fact that discrimination remains a problem, describing housing discrimination as “very real” and as Long Island’s “dirty little secret,” respectively.

22. In the New York area, federal, state, and local anti-discrimination agencies have routinely suffered from lack of funding, from an unwillingness to treat housing discrimination as a serious law enforcement matter, and from an unwillingness to attack the structural impediments (such as exclusionary zoning) that underlie continuing housing discrimination.

EQUAL RIGHT TO SAFE AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, color, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the . . . right to housing.”

Housing Court

23. Over 300,000 cases are filed annually in the Housing Court of the Civil Court of the City of New York, which serves to litigate disputes between landlords and tenants. Only fifty judges are assigned to adjudicate the entire caseload. The decisions made in the Housing Court often determine whether tenants will be evicted from their homes or whether landlords will be forced to make repairs to dangerous conditions on their property. However, when 97.6 percent of landlords and only 11.9 percent of tenants have legal representation, it is clear
that tenants are at a substantial disadvantage within this overloaded system.xlv

24. Poor women of color, many of whom are non-native English speakers, make up a large proportion of unrepresented tenants, since they lack the resources to hire an attorney or cannot take advantage of the limited legal resources provided by the Housing Court.xlvi Although the Housing Court maintains a few programs to assist unrepresented litigants,xlvii they are woefully inadequate and structural barriers often preclude tenants’ participation.xlviii The resource disparities between landlords and tenants make it easier for landlords to use housing courts to evict poor tenants or to avoid keeping apartment buildings in good repair, resulting in violations of tenants’ rights to housing and to equal access to the courts under the Convention.

OVERCROWDED AND UNSAFE HOUSING CONDITIONS

25. There is an acute racial disparity in the quality of housing in New York City. Although all lower-income New Yorkers are at risk of living in sub-standard housing conditions, minority groups, and especially immigrant populations, are more likely to live in overcrowded or otherwise inferior-quality housing. This is particularly true for immigrant and limited English proficient (LEP) New Yorkers, whose median incomes are substantially lower than native-born residents and who are most in need of mitigating social services.xlix Moreover, poverty and prejudice, as well as the integration difficulties faced by limited-English speakers, tend to force immigrants into older neighborhoods that have been vacated by groups progressing through the assimilation process, thereby channeling them into lower-quality housing.1

26. There are several markers of sub-standard housing conditions. Overcrowding, housing code deficiencies and environment hazards are particularly important indicators. According to one recent report, communities with an approximate one in three immigrant population also tend to be areas with housing that is severely crowded4 high rates of asthma hospitalizations, higher infant mortality rates, and serious housing code violations.li Though foreign-born householders are significantly less likely than native-born residents to be homeowners and more likely to encounter affordability problems, immigrants from regions such as Europe and Russia often do not encounter the same difficulties as their counterparts from Latin America and the Caribbean.lii In evaluating these circumstances, “immigrants, most of whom represent racial and ethnic minorities, obtain worse-quality housing than native-born households composed of white persons…suggest[ing] that both immigrants, especially those who are black or Hispanic, and native-born racial and ethnic minorities are disadvantaged in New York’s housing market.”livi

27. The New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD) is empowered to utilize various preservation, development and enforcement strategies to improve the “availability, affordability and quality of housing in New York City” (emphasis added).lv In service of its goals, HPD is the primary municipal governmental resource for New York residents with housing complaints or in need of housing services. However, recent reports by community housing activists and the City University of New York’s (CUNY) Center for Urban Research have raised troubling questions about the extension of HPD’s services to recent immigrants and people with low levels of English proficiency (LEP), two groups dominated by people of color.

28. In a Communities for Housing Equity survey of 697 immigrant and LEP tenants in New York, 60 percent of respondents reported having lived with one or more serious housing violations in the past year; however, only 18 percent of those surveyed had reported the violation to HPD. Of those who did not report violations to HPD, 43 percent claimed either unfa-
miliarity with HPD or linguistic concerns as the primary obstacle to reporting. Of those who did report violations, 46 percent had written communications in English, rather than their language of origin, while only 10 percent were informed by an HPD inspector of the language options available. Furthermore, 62 percent of those surveyed were not even aware of HPD’s existence.4

29. Similarly, CUNY, working with Communities for Housing Equity, found that while complaints to HPD city-wide have increased since the introduction in 2003 of HPD’s 311 call-in service, this increase has been far slower in communities with high percentages of immigrant or LEP residents.29

30. In order to strengthen the enforcement function of HPD, in June 2007 Mayor Michael Bloomberg signed the “Safe Housing Act.”30 The legislation was passed in order to provide new tools to rehabilitate buildings with unsafe housing conditions and, according to one City Council member, with the intent that “New York City’s tenants should never feel like their complaints are falling on deaf ears.”30 However, many low-income people of color are unaware of these legislative efforts, and many immigrant groups face linguistic and intimidation barriers stemming from their legal status that often inhibit them from acknowledging or reporting housing violations. Consequently, significant racial inequality in housing access and conditions persists, requiring a concerted effort to address these disparities. In violation of CERD requirements, the city has failed to ensure that residents are sufficiently aware of their rights and options as to obtain effective remedies.

PUBLIC HOUSING
31. Issues of race and public housing are closely connected in New York City. In general, the City’s role in subsidizing housing involves two federal programs administered by the City’s Housing Authority (NYCHA): conventional public housing, which places residents in City-managed buildings; and Section 8 vouchers, which provide rent subsidies for private apartments. According to the most recent statistics from the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), minorities constituted 94% of households living in NYCHA’s conventional public housing in 2000. Moreover, 80% of households receiving Section 8 vouchers from NYCHA were comprised of people of color.31

32. Section 8 vouchers often create access problems because New York City does not have a general law prohibiting landlords from discriminating against those who rely on the vouchers or on other government assistance. In fact, only landlords who receive a specific tax abatement face such prohibitions.31 However, the limited reach of this policy means that many people of color who rely on government subsidies to find adequate housing are denied access based on landlord biases. This consequence of the Section 8 program has contributed to doubt about its efficacy in promoting racial integration, since there is no effective regulation for the discriminatory whims of the private market.31

FUNDING OF NYCHA
33. The City’s public housing programs are on the brink of financial crisis, jeopardizing the housing needs of minorities. Year after year, federal funding of NYCHA fails to adequately meet its needs: for example, in FY2007, only 83% of NYCHA’s costs eligible for federal reimbursement received funding.31 To make up for this shortfall, NYCHA has been forced to pass on its increased costs to residents, raising rents for 27% of its conventional public housing tenants and imposing or increasing fees for such services as door replacements.31 Moreover, lack of financing led to a twelve-year shutdown of the Section 8 voucher waiting list, which was just re-opened in 2007, thanks to increased federal funding.31

34. State and city initiatives have tried to
address the federal government’s failure to keep pace with NYCHA’s budgetary needs. In the spring of 2006, Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced an “unprecedented” $100 million aid package to NYCHA\textsuperscript{lxvi}, while Governor Eliot Spitzer recently signed legislation that increased state subsidies to NYCHA for tenants receiving public assistance.\textsuperscript{lxvii} At the federal level, Senator Chuck Schumer and Representative Nydia Velazquez introduced the Public Housing Equal Treatment Act, which would provide NYCHA with $100 million more in federal funding. Although the bill was introduced in Congress in February 2007, it has yet to be acted on.\textsuperscript{lxviii} In the meantime, there is little improvement in NYCHA’s budget crisis, as evidenced by the laying-off of 500 NYCHA employees in October 2007.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The following recommendations are meant to shed light on human rights violations within the housing market and to address discrimination against individuals and families of color who seek quality housing:

- Since lack of housing is both a consequence of and a contributing factor to the poverty that disproportionately impacts people of color, legislative and policy initiatives are needed to address the systemic racism that frustrates equal access to quality housing. **The City must proactively affirm housing as a human right**, including taking steps to hold landlords accountable for displacing low-income tenants, failing to make repairs and provide services, and keeping property available. Additionally, mechanisms must be put in place to punish municipal agencies whose operations perpetuate institutional racism, such as the NYC Department of Homeless Services, which concentrates people of color in shelters, or the NYC Department of Housing Preservation and Development, which allows patterns of neglect, abuse and harassment to persist in communities of color.

- **New York State should pass legislation, such as the 2007 Responsible Lending Act**, to curb abuses in the subprime mortgage market.

- **New York City should allocate funding to support and expand mortgage counseling and foreclosure prevention legal services for low income New Yorkers.**

- A **local law should be passed to require the City, in respect to the development and implementation of all its programs, policies, laws, and regulations**, to attempt to counteract segregation in residential housing, including the current impact of past instances of discrimination and segregation, and to refrain from acting in any way that would perpetuate segregation in residential housing. The law should require regular publication of data on the existence and scope of racial segregation.

- **The New York City Council should move to pass Int. 596**, a local law to provide language assistance and services to immigrant and LEP communities. The Act is currently under deliberation in committee.\textsuperscript{lxv}

- **The City should provide funding to its Human Rights Commission, to at least match the 1990 level**, as current funding is less than 85% of 1990 levels”
This chapter describes racial discrimination in the New York City criminal justice system, with particular attention paid to: the disparate racial impact of the state’s drug sentencing laws; racial profiling in New York City street stops; the use of excessive force by the NYPD; the over-policing of New York City public schools and discrimination in the juvenile justice system; discrimination against women of color in prison; and the use of solitary confinement for inmates with mental health problems.

1. People of color are treated unfairly at every stage of the criminal justice process, resulting in gross racial disparities in arrest, detention, conviction and sentencing. In New York, Blacks and Latinos are subjected to unfair surveillance and targeting by police; inadequate defense; racially-skewed charging and plea bargaining decisions by prosecutors; and discriminatory sentencing practices. As a result of such racially discriminatory policies and practices, people of color are disproportionately represented in the criminal justice system. In New York City, the New York Police Department (NYPD) is the primary enforcer of criminal law, with a mandate to serve and protect all New Yorkers. For New Yorkers of color, the population that bears the brunt of unfair treatment by the NYPD, there is a deep gulf between this mandate and daily experience.

2. The excessive interface with the criminal justice system not only discriminates against people of color but also robs them of other basic human rights including the rights to work, to vote, to housing, and to keep their families intact as the natural and fundamental unit in society. Racial discrimination in the criminal justice system also reinforces public stereotypes concerning the propensity of people of color to be involved in criminal activity. What is more, elected officials and other criminal justice policy-makers have failed to remedy the inequities that pervade the system.

3. The Rockefeller drug sentencing laws are particularly relevant in New York because they have led to the mass incarceration of low-level, non-violent drug offenders. With no discretion given to judges who oversee drug cases, mandatory sentences are meted out solely based on the amount of drugs involved. Consequently, Blacks and Latinos, who face higher rates of arrest for low-level drug use than Whites, are disproportionately sentenced and incarcerated in New York’s criminal justice system.

4. Under CERD, governments may not ignore the need to secure equal treatment of all racial and ethnic groups, but rather must act affirmatively to prevent or end policies with unjustified discriminatory impacts. Indeed, Article 2 of CERD specifically requires that the U.S. “take effective measures to review governmental, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations, which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination.” Given these protections, the continual racial discrimination perpetrated by the criminal justice system in New York City is in violation of CERD.

5. While the racially-biased application of the death penalty is well-documented, it is not addressed in this chapter because the New York Court of Appeals held that the state’s jury instructions under the death penalty were in violation of the state’s constitution and that the death penal-
ty could only be reinstated by passage of a new law. The Codes Committee of the New York Assembly has since voted against considering legislation to re-instate the death penalty.5

OVER-REPRESENTATION OF PEOPLE OF COLOR IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Under Article 2, the U.S. “must take effective measures to review and amend or rescind governmental, national and local policies, which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination... and adopt special and concrete measures to ensure the adequate enjoyment of full and equal human rights.”

6. In New York City, Blacks and Latinos make up about half the general population, but constitute 91% of the jail population.6 Similarly, in New York State, while African Americans and Latinos only represent 15.9% and 15.1%, respectively, of the State’s population, they make up 50.4% and 28.4% of the State’s inmate population.7

7. The situation is equally alarming for the City’s youth of color: while constituting just under two-thirds of the general population, they constitute 90% of the young population entering the system.7 Contrast this with white youth, who comprise 25% of the general population and only 5% of detainees.8 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered (LGBT) youth of color are at particular risk of entering the criminal justice system, due to police interaction and misconduct that stems from homophobia, homelessness, rejection by their families, substance abuse and harassment.8 In particular, ‘Quality of Life’ policies implemented in New York City as part of a larger pattern of gentrification function to criminalize LGBT youth of color in neighborhoods such as Chelsea and the West Village, and have led to disproportionate representation of such youth in the criminal justice system.8 Numbers for this population, however, are not readily available.

8. Disproportionate representation is also an issue for women of color. In New York State, 69% of all female inmates are of color (47% being of African American descent), even though they account for only 30% of the state’s overall population.9 In the New York State female prison population, three out of five women come from New York City and its metropolitan area; one in three was convicted of a drug related offense, and 80% are of color.9

9. The disproportionate representation of people of color in the criminal justice system has not gone unnoticed, as the CERD Committee recommended that the United States government address the problem in its comments and recommendations to the first periodic report submitted by the United States to the CERD Committee in 2001. However, in its response, the government failed to explain the differential rates of incarceration related to drug law enforcement.10

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IN DRUG SENTENCING

10. Since the 1970s, New York has undertaken aggressive criminal justice policies aimed at curtailing drug abuse, as part of a broader set of national policies and practices that fall under the so-called “War on Drugs”. Both in New York City and across the nation, Blacks and Latinos have been disproportionately affected, fueling their over-representation in the criminal justice system. In New York, perhaps no single mechanism is as largely responsible for this trend as the Rockefeller laws.

11. The Rockefeller drug laws, enacted with the support of Governor Nelson Rockefeller, established mandatory minimum sentences for drug offenses that are among the most punitive in the country. According to their rigid sentencing system, a judge’s ability to tailor sentences proportionate to the crime is relinquished and harsh prison sentences are required for even minor offenses. Moreover, under the laws, judges lack
even the authority to impose alternatives to incarceration such as substance abuse treatment.

12. Because Blacks and Latinos are disproportionately arrested and convicted for drug use, well above their actual rates of drug use, the Rockefeller drug laws have been directly responsible for channeling individuals of color into the city’s and state’s jail and prison populations. As part of this pattern of arrests and convictions, police practices such as street sweeps and “buy and bust” operations have been relied upon, targeting communities of color and participants in low-level drug transactions in these neighborhoods. Racial profiling plays an important role in these and other police practices and forms the basis for many racially-motivated drug arrests. In fact, the majority of all incarcerated drug offenders are from seven of New York City’s poorest Black and Latino neighborhoods: the Lower East Side, the South Bronx, Harlem, Brownsville, Bedford-Stuyvesant, East New York, and South Jamaica.iii

13. The disparate rates at which minorities and whites are arrested, prosecuted, and imprisoned for drug offenses in New York raises serious concerns about the fairness of the state’s drug sentencing policies and enforcement, and calls attention to the need for reforms that would minimize these disparities without sacrificing legitimate public safety objectives.

UNEQUAL AND UNFAIR TREATMENT BY THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone...to equal treatment before the law, the right to security of person and protection by the State against violence or bodily harm.”

RACIAL PROFILING

14. Racial profiling – or the police practice of stopping, questioning, and searching minorities in vehicles or on the street based solely on their appearance – has contributed significantly to the over-representation of minorities in the criminal justice system. Data from across the nation show that stopping and searching Blacks and Latinos at disproportionately high rates is not effective at fighting crime. In particular, the assumption that such methods will result in increased drug arrests has been proven invalid. Rather, “hit rates” – or the discovery of contraband or evidence of other criminal behavior – for people of color stopped and searched by police are significantly lower than for whites.  

15. This pattern is equally true for New York City. The New York Attorney General’s 1999 report on New York City Police Department (NYPD) stop-and-frisk practices revealed that the NYPD arrested one white New Yorker for every eight stops, one Latino New Yorker for every nine stops, and one Black New Yorker for every 9.5 stops. The NYPD Street Crimes Unit stopped 16.3 Blacks per arrest, 14.5 Latinos per arrest, but only 9.7 Whites per arrest.iii In New York City and across the country, disproportionately focusing stop and search activities on people of color is neither efficient nor effective at policing.  

16. Despite this, the most recent NYPD data reveal that the police continue to disproportionately target New Yorkers of color for stop-and-frisks. In 2006 alone, the NYPD stopped, questioned and/or frisked over 508,540 people, a 500% increase from in 2002. Of those stopped, 86.4 percent were Black or Latino, even though these groups make up only 53.6 percent of the New York City population.iii Despite the large number of 2006 stops, only 10 percent led to summonses or arrests, revealing the continued inefficacy of racial profiling as a policing tactic.iv  

17. In November 2007, the Rand Corporation, hired by the New York Police Foundation to analyze stop-and-frisk tactics, published numbers that were only slightly different from those above. Despite having access to the NYPD’s electronic database, which is not avail-
able to the public the RAND report found that the overwhelming majority (89%) of people subjected to stops due to suspected criminal involvement in 2006 were of color. While the report attempted to downplay the role of racial bias in these tactics, the numbers speak for themselves: 53% of stops involved black suspects, 29% involved Latinos, while only 11% and 3% involved whites and Asians, respectively. When stopped, 45% of Blacks and Latinos were frisked compared to 29% of white suspects, even though white suspects were 70% more likely than black suspects to have a weapon.

18. The discrimination inherent in the NYPD's stop and frisk practices has not been lost on New Yorkers themselves. The Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB) – the oversight agency charged with investigating complaints against police officers – revealed that African Americans filed close to six times as many complaints regarding street stops as whites. In the past decade, 80% of complaints filed with the CCRB have been made by people of color. In addition, compared with whites, Blacks were twelve times as likely to have been stopped by an officer using physical force and forty times more likely to have been stopped by an officer using a gun. Furthermore, substantiated claims of misconduct do not carry heavy penalties; officers usually receive negative notes in their personnel file, or docked vacation days for more serious use of offensive slurs. This disproportionate emphasis on extreme police measures is in violation of article 5 of CERD, which requires equal treatment by the criminal justice system. When paired with the disproportionate experience of inappropriate police behavior faced by New Yorkers of color, what emerges is not only a troubling pattern of discriminatory practices in law enforcement but an increased probability of excessive force against and fatal interactions with people of color.

19. The long and notorious history of police brutality in New York City has always been interwoven with race and racial profiling, constituting a “systematic pattern of racism” by the NYPD. Under the New York State Penal Code, a police officer can only use deadly force when it is necessary to defend the officer or someone else from what is reasonably believed to be the use or imminent use of deadly force. However, in practice, police officers constantly expand the bounds of their discretion in using such force, particularly against people of color, and are rarely held accountable for their actions. The City’s failure to effectively address this long-term and well-known problem violates its obligation under Article 5 to guarantee the rights of people of all races to security and protection by the State against violence or bodily harm.

20. Given the pattern of persistent and often lethal police brutality, the NYPD’s decade-old motto of “Courtesy, Professionalism, Respect,” remains but a hopeful ambition, rather than a proven practice, for many communities of color, as evidenced by recent events in New York City. The most notorious such example is the killing of Sean Bell, an unarmed 23 year-old black man who died after undercover detectives unloaded 50 rounds into his car on the night of his bachelor party. In March of 2007, three of the five officers involved were indicted for their conduct, while the other two officers were released on bail. In September, a New York Supreme Court judge denied the officers’ motion to dismiss, and the trial is now scheduled to commence in January of 2008 in Queens. Additionally, in May of 2007, an off-duty officer in the Bronx shot Fermin Arzu, a Honduran man who was involved in a car accident near the officer’s home. Unfortunately, these recent shootings are by no means isolated or extraordinary.
occurrences. In fact, Michael A. Hardy, the attorney representing both Bell and Arzu, demanded an investigation on whether the NYPD has violated the civil rights of minorities by repeatedly using excessive force. Hardy claims that the NYPD has killed over 100 people since 1999, most of them black and Latino.

21. In the wake of the Sean Bell case, little has changed. Take, for example, the death of an 18 year-old known to have mental health problems—Khiel Coppin, shot 20 times on November 12, 2007 in the Bedford Stuyvesant neighborhood of Brooklyn by police responding to his mother’s phone call. Police claimed that they mistook a hairbrush in the victim’s hand for a weapon; according to one witnesses, Coppin had dropped the brush before the shooting began. Although a video camera in range of the incident could be used to shed light on what really happened, the NYPD claims the camera was not working at the time of the shooting. What is revealed through such events is the ease and frequency with which police in the City use violence against people of color.

22. Because public attention seems to focus on police brutality only when it leads to fatalities, the true extent and varied forms of such brutality remain obscured. Nor does it help that the NYPD does not release racially disaggregated data on fatalities. Recent history bears witness to the scope and pervasiveness of the problem. For example, in May of 2003, misinformed police raided and set off a flash grenade at the Harlem apartment of 57-year-old Alberta Spruill, who later died of a heart attack. Only a week later, police again mistakenly raided a family’s residence in the Bronx, putting a 12-year-old girl in handcuffs while pointing their weapons at her. Most recently, in September of 2007, police violently arrested and pepper-sprayed peaceful fundraisers at a celebration of the Sylvia Rivera Law Project, a group which advocates for low-income people of color who are gender non-conforming.

23. People of color whose identities intersect with other marginalized groups, such as the LGBT community and the population of sex workers, are at added risk of suffering police misconduct with no real hope for accountability. In particular, LGBT people of color in New York City report excessively harsh treatment in their interactions with police authorities, including verbal and physical abuse.

24. Similarly, interviews with sex workers by the Sex Workers Project of the Urban Justice Center found significant police abuse and harassment of those interviewed, the majority of whom were of color. For example, seven out of ten the workers interviewed reported having near daily police-initiated interactions with law enforcement. Even where criminal activity was not involved, police harassment was cited, including inappropriate touching, extortion of sex and rape, violence and threats of violence, and false arrests.

25. As previously noted, there are no effective accountability measures to prevent police brutality against people of color. For example, though there has been a steady increase of police-misconduct complaints filed with the Civilian Complaint Review Board since 2000, numbering in the thousands every year, the CCRB has failed to hold police accountable for patterns of racial profiling and to recommend

83% of the New York City school children that must pass through metal detectors at their schools are Black and Latino
appropriate reforms. Undoubtedly, this is because the majority of the complainants are Black and Latino, while 60% of police officers in the City are white.

26. This lack of accountability measures is not for want of attempts by the City to reign in police violence. For example, in 2001, the New York City Council passed the Police Reporting Law, in response to widespread concern about the influence of race in the 1999 Amadou Diallo shooting. The law required that the NYPD produce a quarterly report on the racial composition of people it had stopped, questioned and frisked in that time. Yet in November of 2006, the New York Civil Liberties Union discovered that the NYPD had not complied with this law for three years, apparently because they did not consider it a serious problem. In fact, the NYPD has shown more interest in providing disaggregated data for dogs that have been involved in police shootings than for human beings. Other efforts by the police department to train officers to deal with “sensitive situations”—such as racial disputes in restaurants—seem grossly inadequate given the undisputed history of police mistreatment of people of color. Measures like this are symbolic at best and do not promise to reform the problematic use of excessive force against people of color by the department. In order to guarantee that Blacks and Latinos in New York City can enjoy their Article 5 rights to security of persons and protection against violence or bodily harm to the same extent as others, the City must aggressively pursue more effective measures to hold the police accountable for their actions and to institute widespread reform.

OVER-POLICING OF NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS

27. The NYPD’s tactics are not limited to adults and have increasingly targeted youth of color, particularly in schools, which should otherwise be safe and nurturing environments. Take for example the so-called “school-to-prison pipeline,” a form of overpolicing that is strikingly apparent in New York City’s public schools, particularly those attended primarily by Black, Latino, and poor students. Schools involved in the pipeline are patrolled by some 200 police officers and over five thousand school safety agents. These are schools in which metal detectors and other types of student searches are the norm, schools in which disciplinary policies treat even minor adolescent misbehavior as crimes. More than 93,000 New York City school children must pass through metal detectors, and are subjected to bag searches and “pat downs” by police personnel who are inadequately trained, insufficiently supervised, and often belligerent, aggressive and disrespectful. More alarmingly, the police officers who administer such searches are not employees of the city’s Department of Education, but rather of the New York Police Department and report to police official, not to school administrators. Poor black and Latino students are disproportionately affected by these search procedures, as they make up the bulk of the population of schools with metal detectors, some 82% in fact.

28. This massive law enforcement presence within schools has serious consequences. It interferes with young people’s access to education by subordinating the education to purported concerns for security. In addition it threatens and occasions serious violations of children’s rights against unjustified searches and seizures of property. Even children’s bodily integrity is compromised: many girls have reported being ordered to squat for invasive searches with handheld metal detectors. Finally, the inundation of schools by security personnel heightens students’ risk of arrest for minor schoolhouse misbehavior, particularly given the enforcement of zero tolerance policies.

29. Indeed, the over-policing of New York City schools drives youth of color directly towards the juvenile and criminal justice system—hence
the school-to-prison pipeline. In schools with permanent metal detectors, 75 percent of incidents in which police were involved during the 2004-2005 school year were non-criminal in nature. During the following school year, there were 1,271 arrests within New York City public schools. As noted in a previous chapter, police and school safety agents get involved in twice as many non-criminal incidents in schools with permanent metal detectors as in schools without them. This increased likelihood of police action in response to minor disciplinary matters in schools serving youth of color significantly contributes to the disproportionate involvement of people of color in the New York criminal justice system.

**Disparate Treatment of Youth of Color in the Juvenile Justice System**

30. The over-policing by the NYPD and the increased tendency towards zero-tolerance policies in schools are only two examples of how youth of color in New York are negatively and disproportionately affected by facially neutral policies. Racial discrimination permeates the state and city’s juvenile justice systems as well. From surveillance and arrest to incarceration, youth of color in New York suffer a “cumulative disadvantage” at every decision-making point, resulting in the vast over-representation of Black and Latino youth in New York City’s juvenile justice population.

31. In 2005, Black and Latino youth represented about 90% of all arrests compared to 7.5% for whites, 2.4% for Asians and .2% for American Indians. Increasingly, youth of color are targeted and arrested for minor offenses including criminal trespassing. And while the number of arrests for possession of marijuana in general have increased tenfold in New York City over the last decade, the arrest rate for possession of marijuana is nearly 8 times higher for Blacks than for whites, most of these black youths. Yet the City’s own statistics show that white youth in New York City are more likely to use illegal substances including marijuana, inhalants and cocaine. This arrest trend started under former Mayor Giuliani and has continued under Mayor Bloomberg, with efforts shifting towards low-income black and Latino communities.

32. Similarly, arrests for criminal trespassing - entering or remaining on another’s property without the owner’s consent - have jumped by 25% since 2002 and there is ample evidence to indicate that youth of color in low-income neighborhoods are unfairly targeted for arrest. “Operation Clean Halls” allows the NYPD to stop, search, question, and arrest anyone in or even near a building in an action called a “vertical.” Clean Halls has been touted as a tool for keeping drugs and drug dealing out of low-income housing, but once a landlord signs a Clean Halls affidavit, the effective outcome is that no one can leave their home without identification, unduly restricting their freedom of movement. In several cases, the NYPD has made arrests when it is clear no trespass occurred. According to a *Newsday* article, a 17-year-old was arrested in February 2007 at the Drew Hamilton Homes in Central Harlem even after his friend came down from his apartment to vouch for him.

33. The unfair treatment of black youth only increases as they advance through the juvenile justice system, particularly after arrest. For example, black youth represent 55% of all secure detention admissions in New York State, despite constituting only 29% of the arrest population and 11% of the state population. Conversely, a disproportionate number of white youth are diverted out of the system post-arrest.

34. There are three secure juvenile detention facilities in New York City, and the vast majority of youth (92%) held in detention have been charged as juvenile delinquents, not with more serious crimes that would mandate prosecution...
in adult court. In 2005, only 4.4% of the City juvenile detentions admissions were white youth, while 85% were black and Latino, and another 9.4% classified as unknown. lxiv Moreover, youth of color are kept longer on average than their white counterparts. lxv

35. Once young people are enmeshed in the juvenile justice system, their education is further disrupted and they are at greater risk of future juvenile and criminal justice involvement. Boys and girls alike suffer from the excessive use of force and other forms of abuse and neglect in the City’s and State’s detention facilities. lxvi Once incarcerated, they are denied mental health, educational, and other rehabilitative services and remain isolated from their families and communities as a result of the facilities’ remote locations. lxvii In New York City and State, as in the rest of the United States, the majority of children subjected to these abusive conditions belong to racial minority groups. lxviii

36. Youth of color who also identify as LGBT face an additional host of difficulties once within the prison system. The combination of racism and homophobia only serves to aggravate the abuse and mistreatment already prevalent in prisons, such as verbal and physical harassment by peers and even staff, as highlighted in a report by the Urban Justice Center’s Peter Cicchino Youth Project. lxix Such abuse is exacerbated by that fact that transgender and intersex individuals are usually placed in holding cells based on their gender at birth rather than the gender with which they identify. lxix Problems accessing gender-related medical care are also frequent among this population, due in part to the fact that individuals must have already been diagnosed with Gender Identity Disorder (GID) and have been taking hormones prior to imprisonment in order to continue treatment while in prison. lxx Even for these individuals, gender-related care is inconsistent and subject to arbitrary termination. lxx Denial of such care forces prisoners to pursue high-risk alternatives, such as buying hormones from other prisoners or self-surgeries, which, in turn, subject these individuals to disciplinary punishment. lxxi

37. New York City’s policies on juvenile justice not only have a disproportionately negative effect on youth of color; they are also expensive and largely ineffective in addressing the core reasons for youth entry into the juvenile justice system. On average, it costs the City at fourteen times as much to hold a child in a detention facility than to educate a child. lxvii The high cost of detention does not result in rehabilitation of youth, as almost half (46%) released from the City’s detention facilities are readmitted in the same year. lxviii

38. It should be noted that in New York State, youth aged 16 and over are treated as adults, irrespective of the crime. For this age bracket, youth of color are more likely than their white counterparts to be given a sentence of incarceration. Research has found that for the Bronx, Queens and Manhattan, the largest boroughs in the city, over 94% of the youth cases that were filed in adult courts involved youth of color. lxix In Manhattan, data has shown that for some years no white youth received a sentence of incarceration while 80% of sentences were handed to black and Latino youth. lxvii One reason for this is lack of counsel: black and Latino youth are less likely (and less financially able), to retain private counsel even though those represented by private attorneys were less likely to be convicted. lxviii

39. One of the most insidious and enduring collateral consequences of unfairly targeting and incarcerating youth of color is the criminalization and consequent socialization of minority youth to the criminal justice system. lxiv The disproportionate arrest and incarceration of youth sends a message to society that youth of color are more dangerous than their white counterparts, and therefore the treatment they receive, justified. In fact, a juvenile record is often used to vilify youth of color who are victims of police injustice, as was done by former Mayor Giuliani when he
released the sealed juvenile arrest records of the late Patrick Dorismond, an unarmed black man who was shot and killed by the NYPD. Further investigation into the arrest record showed that Mr. Dorismond had been convicted of disorderly conduct for two of his three arrests, and that a third arrest was dropped. However, by then, the former Mayor had already planted the idea that the victim was deserving of the unjust treatment he received from the police.

40. As one of its four conditions for allocating funding, the federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA), a major source of funding to improve state juvenile justice systems, requires states to assess and address the disproportionate representation of youth of color in their facilities. Unfortunately, New York State has still not addressed this problem in the City, and has yet to be held accountable by the federal government for its lack of effort in this area. Nevertheless, progress in some states is proof that the problem can be addressed, with some jurisdictions showing remarkable reductions in race disparities in their juvenile facilities. For example, the administration in Santa Cruz, California was able to reduce the proportion of Latinos in juvenile detention from 64% to 50% in two and a half years by making the reduction of race disparities in the juvenile detention population an organizational priority.

**DISPARATE TREATMENT OF WOMEN IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM**

41. As noted earlier, Black and Latino women comprise the majority of New York City’s female inmates, with black women actually being arrested at higher rates than white men, a remarkable reversal of national trends. This increase is largely due to the Rockefeller Drug Laws. And because a majority of female inmates are mothers, increased incarceration of women of color has an aggravated effect on children of color. Along with the overly punitive mandatory sentencing associated with drug

---

**SOME VICTIMS OF NYPD BULLETS IN EARLY 2003**

- **January 1, 2003, Jamal Nixon, 19**  
  Shot to death after allegedly engaging in a celebratory gunfire to ring in the New York  
  No charges filed

- **January 1, 2003, Anthony Reid, 21**  
  Shot to death in back and legs after allegedly shooting at a car outside a club  
  No charges filed

- **January 2, 2003, Allen Newsome, 17**  
  Shot to death after allegedly pulling a fake gun on undercover officers  
  No charges filed

- **April 30, 2003, Floyd Quinones, 28**  
  Shot to death after he fired 17 shots into the sky at a birthday celebration  
  No charges filed

- **May 22, 2003, Ousmane Zongo, 43**  
  Unarmed and shot to death by NYPD during a foot chase  
  Officer tried but jury deadlocks resulting in a mistrial
laws, women incarcerated in New York risk losing parental rights because of the New York Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA), which terminates the parental rights of women starting after fifteen months, arguing that the incarcerated parent has effectively abandoned or permanently neglected their child. Because women of color are imprisoned for three years on average, they are therefore at greater risk of losing their parental rights, if their children reside in the foster care system. Furthermore, many New York City mothers are imprisoned far away from their residence, making it difficult for them to see their children. For example, the Albion Correctional Facility, to which 41% of New York City inmates are sent, is eight hours from the City.

42. The incarceration of mothers of color has grave consequences for entire communities. For example, children with incarcerated parents are more likely to have elevated levels of anxiety, fear, loneliness, anger, loss of self-esteem, and truancy. This is particularly alarming given that Black children are nine times more likely, and Latino children three times more likely, to have an incarcerated parent than white children.

43. On any given day, there are about 8,000 people with psychiatric disabilities in New York’s prisons and jails. In the City alone, 15 to 20 percent of inmates have mental health problems, the overwhelming majority of whom are people of color, lower-income, and formerly homeless. New York has no process for redirecting inmates with mental health issues out of the criminal justice system and into treatment, creating a prison environment in which those with mental health problems are instead victimized and segregated. In New York, inmates designated as “mentally ill” are confined to Special Housing Units (SHUs), are only allowed out of 6 by 9 foot cells for one hour a day, and receive little or no mental health treatment.

44. Unjust practices around mental health issues have a disproportionate effect on persons of color within the system. In particular, the use of solitary confinement has been singled out as inhumane. This practice, also known as ‘punitive segregation,’ frequently denies the inmate access to reading materials and hygienic products, and often exacerbates their disruptive behavior. In New York’s prison system, inmates designated as “mentally ill” are confined to Special Housing Units (SHUs), are only allowed out of 6 by 9 foot cells for one hour a day, and receive little or no mental health treatment.

45. In July 2007, New York State Governor Spitzer agreed to sign legislation that would effectively end the placement of prisoners with severe psychiatric disabilities in solitary confinement. The legislation requires the establishment of residential treatment facilities within prisons that offer therapy and treatment outside the cells for at least four hours a day. However, the legislation would not apply to county and city jails.

46. Upon serving a prison sentence, prisoners are largely left to transition back into society without any assistance from social service or government agencies. Indeed, many states have adopted harmful legal barriers that prevent those with criminal records from accessing employment, public assistance, or public housing, in addition to restricting the right to vote, to become a foster parent, or to possess a driver’s license. Without access to employment, assistance, or housing, many former inmates, the majority of whom are of color, revert to criminal activity, fueling the recidivism rate. Because these barriers disproportionately affect persons of color, they have a racially discriminatory effect.
47. With respect to voting rights in particular, over 120,000 people are currently disenfranchised in New York State due to incarceration or parole, as documented in the voting rights section of this Report. Most of those 120,000 are people of color. In addition to being disenfranchised, former prisoners are counted by the US Census Bureau as residing in the legislative district in which they are incarcerated—instead of their home communities—boosting the voting strength of those districts.

48. New York State prohibits the consideration of arrests that never led to convictions in making employment decisions, but it allows the consideration of a conviction if it is considered job-related. Furthermore, in New York State, as in most other states, conviction records are available online, making them easily accessible by any employer without the consent or knowledge of the applicant. New York State also automatically revokes or suspends drivers’ licenses for at least 6 months when individuals are convicted for drug or alcohol offenses, making it difficult for such individuals to find employment. Because persons of color are disproportionately convicted of drug-related crimes, such restrictions and suspension have a racially discriminatory effect.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are intended to shed light on human rights violations within the criminal justice system and to address discrimination against individuals of color:

- One of the major obstacles to addressing discrimination in the criminal justice system is the lack of disaggregated racial and ethnic data on police practices. The NYPD should collect and make publicly available racial and ethnic data on its practices, including the number of stops, arrests and firearm incidents. These data should be further disaggregated by gender and LGBT status. The NYPD should also make its electronic database accessible to organizations that request the information for analysis. Likewise, the Department of Corrections and Department of Juvenile Justice should collect and disseminate data, disaggregated by race and gender, on their populations, including the numbers of inmates or detainees who receive treatment versus imprisonment.

- New York City should take effective measures to strengthen the Civilian Complaint Review Board’s ability to investigate and address complaints about police misconduct.

- The City should enforce the Police Reporting Law, which requires the NYPD to produce a quarterly report on the racial composition of individuals stopped, questioned and frisked in a given period of time.

- New York City should follow the example of Santa Cruz, California and adopt a deliberate plan to address the over-representation of people of color in the criminal and juvenile justice system.

- The Rockefeller Drug Laws should be repealed by New York State.

- The federal government should enforce the provision of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA), which is up for reauthorization, and which requires New York State to assess and address the disproportionate representation of youth of color in juvenile detention facilities as a condition of continued federal funding.
This chapter looks at pervasive racial disparities in the child welfare system, including: the unconstitutional removal and over-representation of children of color in child welfare; the racial stereotypes that lead to unconstitutional removals; the inadequacy of preventive services and legal representation for families in crisis; the link between child welfare and the juvenile justice system; and the impact of child welfare on education.

1. Like the juvenile justice system, the child welfare system is plagued by over-representation and disparate treatment of people of color. New York City mirrors a national trend, which has seen the number of African American children in the child welfare system grow steadily since the 1950s and 1960s. A child’s race is a strong indication of the kind of access to services, assessment, and treatment he or she will receive from the child welfare system.

2. The US Report does not mention the disparate treatment of families of color in the child welfare system. Nor does it mention government policies and practices that exacerbate, if not create, the differential experience of children of color in child welfare. These policies and practices perpetuate discrimination and are in violation of CERD. Under article 2 of CERD, the government has an obligation to review, amend or nullify them. Discrimination in the child welfare system also results in the denial of the equal enjoyment of rights protected under article 5 of CERD.

3. Despite its original goal of helping families create a safe environment for children, the child welfare system now relies too heavily on the practice of removing children from the home, even at the first sign of family crisis. As numerous studies attest, such removals disproportionately affect families and communities of color as compared to their white counterparts. Once they enter the child welfare system, children of color remain in foster care for longer periods of time, receive fewer and lower quality services such as mental health and drug treatment services, fewer foster parent support services, maintain less contact with caseworkers, have higher placement in detention or correctional facilities, and are less likely to be returned home or adopted.

4. In New York City, the agency with primary responsibility for enforcing child welfare policies is the Administration for Children’s Services (ACS). ACS has a mandate to protect children in New York City from abuse and neglect, provide preventive and foster care services, and ensure timely family reunification or adoption depending on a child’s needs. In the 1980’s, ACS caseloads increased exponentially due to the explosion of crack use and babies born to AIDS, causing different aspects of the system to suffer, such as training of staff, organizational accountability, and dilution of services. The
result is a largely dysfunctional system.

5. ACS remains over-extended despite some commendable changes and a reduction in child removals over the last ten years that was the result of collaborative work between child and family advocates and ACS administrators and policy-makers. For example, while there are around 17,000 in foster care today, that number was more than twice as high in 1999, at 38,440. However, this downward trend has begun to reverse since the tragic murder of Nixzmary Brown by her step-father in early 2006: child placement in foster care increased by over 50% in the following year. Despite this overall reduction in child removals, the disproportionate of children of color in the system has remained constant.

6. The overwhelming discrimination against poor families of color with respect to child welfare is only exacerbated by other structural problems in the system, such as a general lack of due process and a frequent “presumption of guilt” that can be based on nothing more than a single anonymous call. Except in extreme cases of clear and imminent danger, criminal arrest of parents for perceived child welfare offences and placement of their children in foster care not only violate CERD due to the disproportionate impact on people of color, but also violate Article 11, 12,16, and 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). These human rights include the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to the law and in a public trial at which one has had all the guarantees necessary for defense; the right to be free from arbitrary interference with one’s privacy, family, home or correspondence; freedom from attacks upon one’s honor and reputation; the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks; the right to an adequate standard of living; and the right to protection of the family as the natural and fundamental group unit of society by the State.

OVER-REPRESENTATION OF CHILDREN OF COLOR AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL REMOVALS

Under Article 2, the U.S. must “take effective measures to review and amend or rescind governmental, national and local policies, which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination . . . and adopt special and concrete measures to ensure the adequate enjoyment of full and equal human rights.”

7. The over-representation of children of color in the child welfare system is linked directly and indirectly to public and child welfare policies and practices, including: the targeting of impoverished neighborhoods; rash reactions to tragedies of family violence; insufficient social and economic support to poor families; and racial stereotypes that are ingrained in the minds of professionals that work with our nation’s children.

8. There is no racial disparity in rates of child abuse and neglect yet nationwide black children, who comprise approximately 15% of the child population, account for 32% of children in foster care. In fact, this disproportion is exactly the same for Native American children in the foster care system, relative to their national population. By contrast, White children account for 41% of the children in foster care, despite constituting 61% of the child population. Youth of color who are also Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual, Transgender (LGBT) identified, are estimated to make up a disproportionate share of the foster care.

9. In the New York State child welfare system, black children are represented 2.63 times more than their statewide population. Of the entire child welfare statewide population, slightly over half (52%) are boys, and 48% are girls.

10. In New York City, Black and Latino children constitute an overwhelming 86% of the child welfare system. Mirroring national trends, black children constitute about 30% of the gen-
eral child population in New York City yet represent 57% of the child welfare system. Similarly, Latino children comprise 29% of the children in child welfare, despite constituting 34% of the City’s child population. Compare this to white children, who represent 25% of the child population in New York, yet only 4% of the child welfare system; or to Asian children, who make up about 3% of children in foster care.

In fact, half of the City’s caseloads come from 15 community districts that are primarily Black and Latino. ACS is so pervasive in these neighborhoods that it has influenced the language used: to have “caught a case” refers to being investigated for neglect or abuse.

11. While poverty within families of color is often cited as the sole explanation for the their disproportionate representation in the child welfare system, a recent government report recognized that other factors are at play, such as family difficulties in accessing the necessary support services to provide a safe home, and more importantly, racial bias and cultural misunderstanding.

12. In some cases, poverty is confused with neglect and people are penalized with family separation for being poor. In a recent case involving a Mexican immigrant in New York City, a mother living with her four children in a Single Room Occupancy (SRO) hotel had her children removed simply because the two children shared a bed with the mother. The children were not beaten, tortured or starved. They attended school and the school’s parent coordinator vouched for the mother as a devoted parent. Nevertheless, the mother was charged with neglect for living in an overcrowded situation. Fortunately, after the intervention of advocates, ACS acknowledged the mistake and offered services that should have been provided in the first place: the family was placed in a shelter while the mother looked for permanent housing.

13. Stress related to living in poverty may explain many family crisis situations, situations that often result in the intervention of the child welfare system. However, even after controlling for poverty, families of color are still over-represented in the system. Black families in particular have suffered from racial bias: in New York, the poverty rate for blacks (21.4%) is higher than the poverty rate for Latinos (28.6%), yet the proportion of black children removed from their parents is much higher than for Latinos.

14. A recent study comparing neighborhoods showed that poverty is not directly related to the removal rates of children, highlighting instead the role of racial bias. The first comparison examined Central Harlem, a predominantly black community, to Hunts point, a predominantly Latino neighborhood. While the two communities had a roughly equivalent single parenthood rate, Hunts Point is worse off than Central Harlem, in most categories related to poverty, including: number of households with incomes below $10,000; percentage of births into poverty; percentage of children on public assistance; and percentage of children born to teen parents. Yet there are significantly more reports of abuse and neglect filed in Central Harlem, and three and a half times as many children in foster care than in Hunts Point. In a second comparison, two predominantly white neighborhoods, Ridgewood and Glendale in Queens, were compared to Central Harlem and Hunts Point, where the collective poverty rate was about twice as high. The results were striking: in the white neighborhoods, only one in 200 children was in foster care compared to one in 10 for Central Harlem and one in 19 for Hunts Point.

15. Racial profiling and interaction with law enforcement officials play a significant role in the disproportionate investigation of families of color for abuse or neglect. In New York State, 3 in 5 reports of abuse and neglect are filed by community professionals including educational, law enforcement and social service personnel.
the latter required to report suspected cases of abuse and neglect. And in New York City, social service personnel and law enforcement officials account for the highest and third highest number of reports, respectively. Low-income families and families of color are more likely than white and middle class families to come in contact with these community professionals. Conversely, potential cases of abuse or neglect by white and middle class families are less likely to be reported by community professionals, and even when white children come in contact with these authorities, an injury is less likely to be reported than similar injuries for black children.

16. In addition to having more reports of abuse and neglect filed against them, Black and Latino families are also more likely to have an alleged report of abuse or neglect substantiated by caseworkers. The decision to substantiate a report of abuse or neglect is subject to the discretion of the caseworker involved, and studies of decisions by case workers show that they were more likely to substantiate allegations against Black and Latino families than white families.

17. In similar situations, black children are 36% more likely to be removed from their home and placed into foster homes than white children. However, no statistically significant difference in maltreatment to black as opposed to white children has been found. A study of Black children in New York City showed that they are also more than twice as likely as white children to be removed from the home after a substantiated substance abuse. In particular, black women were 72% more likely than other women to have their babies taken away if they tested positive for cocaine, without regard to individuals’ history of substance abuse. Nationally speaking, this also holds true: blacks use drugs at about the same rate as whites, yet significantly more black children are removed from their homes and placed in foster care due to parental substance abuse. Study after study shows the same result in New York and the US at large: a prevalent racial bias in substantiating alleged claims of maltreatment that eventually breaks up families of color.

18. The federal government has acknowledged this racial bias. In a recent report issued by the United States Government Accountability Office, the role of racial bias on the part of child welfare decision-makers was highlighted in accounting for disproportional representation. The report also recommended that state and local child welfare agencies collect and make publicly available racially-disaggregated data as a means of addressing the problem. However, New York City does not make such data easily accessible and racially-disaggregated data are not regularly provided in its statistical documents.

RACIAL STEREOTYPES OF FAMILIES OF COLOR

19. Because racial bias plays such a key role in the child welfare system, racial stereotypes of Black parents ought to be examined, since these forms the basis of such bias. Long-time New York advocates in the field have attested to a pervasive belief, among child welfare workers and others, that black families are broken and that removing black children from broken families is the proper way to save them. For this reason, government intervention in and supervision of Black families often goes unquestioned.

20. Racial stereotypes also explain the widespread belief that Black parents are more likely to have a substance abuse problem and therefore more likely to be a potential danger to their children. A survey of child welfare decision-makers ranks problems with substance abuse as the second most important factor. As was just seen, there is no significant difference in rates of substance abuse among blacks and whites. If the ranking were based on statistical reality, child welfare workers ought to be
concerned that the problem is as pervasive among blacks as whites. Given equivalent amounts of concern and equal rates of substance use, we ought to see a similar tendency for removal of white children from homes with substance abuse. Sadly, as was just seen above, this is not the case. The conclusion: racial stereotypes make it more likely that black children will be removed from the home due to substance abuse.\textsuperscript{xxxv}

21. The relatively high occurrence of single parenthood among Black families also contributes to negative stereotypes. In particular, single-parent family structures are associated with increased chances of neglect or abuse.\textsuperscript{xxxvi} However, research has found that there is no significant relationship between single-parent families and increased rates of abuse. The higher incident of abuse in single-parent homes is eliminated once the numbers are adjusted for family income.\textsuperscript{xxxvii} Child welfare actions ought to be based on these statistics, rather than on stereotypes. Without a real understanding of family structures prevalent among blacks, where valuable assistance from the extended family is more common, caseworkers may not fully appreciate the resources available to black parents.\textsuperscript{xxxviii} The issue of cultural competency among caseworkers should be raised within the child welfare system, in order to provide services that compensate for the reduced income of single parents of color who are considered at-risk.

DISPROPORTIONAL LENGTH OF STAY FOR CHILDREN OF COLOR IN FOSTER CARE

22. Children of color are not only more likely to be placed in foster care, once in foster care they stay longer than White children. In New York, a quarter of black children remained in foster care for more than six years, compared to one fifth of Latinos and less than one-tenth of Whites.\textsuperscript{xxxix} Nationally, 23 percent of Black children stayed in foster care for 3 or more years, compared to 13 percent of white children.\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{xli}} Moreover, in New York, black children stay on average longer in foster care than other types of children, far surpassing the national average length of stay of 2.5 years.\textsuperscript{xli} LGBT youth also have prolonged stays in foster care, as bias against them makes it harder for them to be placed.\textsuperscript{xlii}

INADEQUACY OF PREVENTIVE AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

23. A recent report on preventive services in New York quotes a young Latina woman as saying that she wished she knew about preventive services before she lost her daughter to foster care.\textsuperscript{xliii} Unfortunately, her experience is typical of Black and Latino families in New York and across the nation. Families of color tend to receive fewer and lower-quality services such as mental health and substance abuse treatment, have poorer access to housing,\textsuperscript{xliiv} and fewer contacts with caseworkers.\textsuperscript{xlii} Black families in particular have limited access to the supportive services needed for reunification.\textsuperscript{xlii} In New York, 65% of child welfare cases stem from neglect.\textsuperscript{xlii} Yet, the circumstances that comprise neglect are precisely those that could be prevented by adequate government support. If such support were readily available, targeted preventive services could address the disproportional separation of families of color by New York’s child welfare system. Unfortunately, research shows that these needed prevention programs are more readily available to white families than to the black and Latino families who need them more.\textsuperscript{xlii}

24. Government funding policies and structures for child welfare have a negative effect on families of color, prioritizing the provision of out-of-home care over services that would prevent family separation in the first place. About half of state funding on child welfare comes from the federal government, which spent more than $11.7 billion in 2004 on child welfare serv-
ices. Restrictions on the use of federal funds exacerbate racial disparities in child welfare. For example, federal support for preventive and family-strengthening programs is limited to roughly 11% of the amount spent on out-of-home care. Likewise, federal funding for after-care services stops as soon as a child leaves foster care. This system, which provides significantly more to care for children once they have been separated from their parents, but limits funding to support families and prevent separation, provides little financial incentive for states to focus on the provision of preventive services. Since families of color are more likely to have child welfare cases enacted against them, the result is a disproportionately higher rate of separation among families of color.

25. New York City has increased the amount it spends on preventive services over the last two years, but the budget increase coincided with a rise in filed abuse and neglect cases since early 2006. To compensate for federal and state restrictions on preventive care spending, and in response to pressure from advocates and ACS staff, the Bloomberg administration has redirected savings from the reduced numbers in foster care to support preventive services. However, the redirected funding is not part of the City’s continuing budget and is therefore at the mercy of the foster care caseload. In general, while preventive family support services work with more families than the foster care system, spending for foster care constantly outpaces spending for preventive services. According to the Child Welfare Watch, Mayor Bloomberg’s proposed budget for preventive services for FY 2008 showed preventive services at less than a third of the proposed budget for the City’s foster care system.

26. Government policies also negatively impact children placed in the care of family members (kinship care), which is twice as likely to occur among families of color. Families providing kinship care receive fewer benefits and services, and less financial assistance than non-related families providing foster care. The majority of all families providing kinship care receive no welfare benefits, and 40% do not receive food stamps. Government data and other studies show that black and Latino families are more likely to opt for kinship care, as opposed to foster care. Kinship care is also recommended by advocates for Asian children, in order to maintain linguistic, religious, and cultural continuity. As a result, policies that fund foster care more generously than kinship care have a direct negative impact on families of color, denying kin the financial, educational and parental support needed to keep children of color in familiar communities.

27. There are two bills in Congress—S 661 and HR 2188—that would extend funding to kinship placements and also extend needed services to those who were once ineligible. Passage of the bills would help to reduce the racial dis-
parities in federal support offered to families of color in child welfare.

28. Federal policies promoting adoption and designed to shorten the length of stay in foster care such as the Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 (ASFA) have unintended negative effects on families of color. While ASFA aims to reduce the length of stay, which is typically longer for children of color, it also increases the chances that a child will never be reunited with his or her family. ASFA requires caseworkers to expedite decisions about finding a permanent home for children in care and to file a petition to terminate parental rights after a child has been in foster for 15 of the last 22 months. Given the over-representation of children of color, and the additional difficulties of parents of color in accessing services needed for reunification, well-intended policies like ASFA have a negative effect on families of color.

29. Likewise, federal funding policies that limit the use of funds for legal guardianship—an option for permanent placement that preserves parental rights—have a similarly negative effect on families of color. There are no federal funds for legal guardianship, only for those who adopt a child from the foster system. Legal guardianship has been promoted over kinship care by some child welfare advocates in communities of color as a way to ensure the preservation of families.

30. Not only are services less available to families of color compared to white families, but those that are available are often linguistically and culturally inappropriate. According to reports by the Committee for Hispanic Children and Families and the Coalition for Asian American Children and Families, ACS lacks culturally and linguistically appropriate services to meet the needs of the Latino and Asian community. Moreover, only 21% of ACS workers are bilingual, and only 4 out of 70 private agencies provide bi-lingual services.

**COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES OF FOSTER CARE**

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, color, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of political, civil, economic, social and cultural rights.”

31. Ironically, in its effort to protect them from an unsafe home environment, foster care often places children in equally and sometimes more harmful situations. The process of uprooting children from one home to another, sometimes on multiple occasions, disproportionately damages families of color, including increasing the likelihood of children entering the juvenile justice system and disruptions to education.

**JUVENILE AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE**

32. According to recent studies, children in foster care are more likely than other children to engage in delinquent behavior and later become incarcerated. In New York, when a foster child is arrested for a delinquent act, the child is more likely than a non-foster child to be sent to detention before trial. Furthermore, Black children in the child welfare system tend to have higher placements in juvenile detention. In a 2001 study in New York, an overwhelming 98% of the foster care children in juvenile detention were Black and Latino. This was higher than the general representation of Black and Latino children either in foster care or in juvenile detention. Not surprisingly, many advocates in communities of color view the foster care system as a pipeline to prison. According to Rolando Bini, a New York City family advocate, “It is no wonder that foster care is a main feeder of the ever growing prison, homeless and mental health institution populations. It is a racist, profit-driven industry that preys on those who offer the least resistance and in New York
City, poor parents particularly those of color are the easier prey. The percentage of girls in foster care who are in detention was also higher than the average for girls.

33. The link between foster care and the criminal justice system is reinforced since incarcerated parents are likely to see their children placed in foster care, thereby risking permanent loss of their children. About 75% of the women incarcerated in New York’s prison are parents, and over two-thirds lived with their children before imprisonment. The Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA), which mandates that foster care agencies begin to file for termination of parental rights after a child is in foster care for 15 of the last 22 months, does not make exceptions for incarcerated parents. Accordingly, incarcerated parents with children risk losing them if their sentence is over 15 months, and in New York about a third of incarcerated mothers lived alone with their children prior to arrest. Again, this has a disproportionate effect on women and families of color, who tend to serve longer terms and are more likely to be single parents, disparately increasing the risk of termination of parental rights and entrance of children into foster care.

IMPACT ON EDUCATION

34. Research has shown that children in foster care lag academically in comparison to their non-foster counterparts. For example, a study of children in the Bronx showed that children in foster care perform lower on citywide tests, scoring about 24% and 28% lower than the average in reading and math, respectively. Foster children also have lower attendance rates than non-foster care children.

35. Furthermore, foster care children feel stigmatized by their foster care status, find it difficult to form peer bonds, and are more likely to have behavior and discipline problems. About 50% of the foster children interviewed by the Vera Institute of Justice were uncomfortable revealing the fact that they lived in foster care to their friends in school, and many were withdrawn in social settings. The study also showed that even foster children who seemed to adapt socially had other behavior problems, such as fighting. The negative impact of foster care on education affects children of color disproportionately as they are over-represented in system.

INCREASED VULNERABILITY TO EXPLOITATION

36. Data from the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services has shown that child abuse fatalities are twice as likely in foster care than in the general population. Furthermore, research has found sexual abuse in foster homes to be as high as four times the general population. Furthermore, children in foster care tend to have higher teen pregnancy rates. The negative effects of foster care have a significant impact on children of color, who comprise a disproportionate number of that population.

INADEQUATE LEGAL REPRESENTATION AND LENGTHY TRIALS

37. Family preservation advocates have long argued that poor, and in some cases non-existent, legal representation is one of the causes of the disproportionately high number of families of color in the child welfare system. Legal representation for parents has often been provided by individual private attorneys who lack the resources for comprehensive out-of-court case preparation, and who are often financially compelled by hourly pay rates to take on too many cases. Nevertheless, the City has taken steps to remedy this, and recently contracted with some institutional providers to pick up a significant number of new cases in family court. Institutional providers are better able to pool resources to provide interdisciplinary legal representation to
parents: the assistance of an attorney, a social worker, and other staff are provided to ensure that families receive the necessary services to maintain safety and stability.

38. Beyond legal representation, one of the most pressing problems for parents involved in neglect and abuse cases is the routine delay of child welfare cases in family court. Many lawyers and caseworkers frequently miss court appearances, and cases in family court are regularly adjourned for two to three months, and sometimes longer, without any progress made in court. The delays caused by adjournments can stretch a hearing out for years, and requests for shorter adjournments are often met with hostility by judges. Delays in child welfare cases are harmful to children and families as they can unnecessarily delay reunification for families and deny children of their right to be raised by their parents.

39. Inadequate legal representation and the undue length of child welfare proceedings have a negative effect on families in the child welfare system, and a disproportionate impact on poor families of color who are the overwhelming majority of cases.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The following recommendations are intended to bring attention to the human rights violations within the child welfare system and to address discrimination against families of color.

- **The US federal government must fund preventive services over state custodial services**, and restructure child welfare reimbursement to fund prevention over child removal, state custodial, and foster care services. This must include revision of the current funding formula that preferences out-of-home care over preventive services.

- **The City should increase funding for preventive services**, with the increase reflected as a permanent line item in the budget. In addition to funding, the City should ensure that preventive services are offered, administered and evaluated to further the central objective of keeping children safely with their families. Preventive services should be administered so that they meet the actual needs of families in crisis and should include a thorough and ongoing needs assessment that ends once the problems are resolved. The City should also clearly communicate the objectives of preventive services to all stakeholders.

- **The federal court system must oversee the state family court system more efficiently** to ensure adequate legal representation, due process, and a speedy bench trial requirement. Proof of parental unfitness must be made within a short and fixed period of time after a petition has been filed in family court, especially where children are in foster care. The federal government must also eliminate the financial incentives behind endless adjournments in the family court process.

- **Youth in foster care are far more likely to enter the criminal/juvenile justice system. The federal government must increase funding for services to youth in foster care to prevent future incarceration in the criminal justice system.** The services should insure that youth in foster care have free access to college preparatory courses, which allow them to compete for college admissions and scholarships. The government must also design programs that train and facilitate access to higher paying coveted blue-collar fields as well.
This chapter examines discrimination as it relates to female victims of domestic violence, including: the gendered dimension of domestic violence; the intersection between race, class, immigration status, and gender in the domestic violence arena; language barriers that prevent immigrant women from obtaining needed assistance and services; the inappropriate response of law enforcement to minority and immigrant battered women; and jurisdictional obstacles that prevent minority and immigrant women from accessing judicial protections.

1. Domestic violence is among the most dangerous and common forms of gender-based violence in New York, and has particularly serious race-related consequences. Minority and immigrant domestic violence victims in New York City experience egregious discrimination at the intersections of race, ethnicity, class, and gender and are among those at greatest risk. Their vulnerability lies in the historic and present-day failure of the police and courts to protect victims and provide assistance with escaping their abuse, accompanied by tensions and misunderstandings between their communities and government actors, especially law enforcement.

2. The vast majority of New York’s domestic violence victims are women. In 1999, the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services received over 55,000 police reports of family offenses involving adult intimate partners. An adult female was identified as the victim in 84% of these reports. In 2002, 120 females were murdered by males in single victim/single offender homicides in New York State. In 2006, New York City Police (“the NYPD”) responded to 221,071 domestic violence incidents (averaging over 600 incidents per day). In 2006, there were 71 reported family-related homicides in New York City.

3. These figures mirror nationwide statistics on domestic violence. Approximately 26% of American women and 8% of men report having been assaulted by an intimate partner in their lifetime. In fact, between one and five million women in the United States suffer nonfatal violence at the hands of an intimate each year, with physical abuse being the principal cause of injuries in women between the ages of 14 and 45. Approximately one third of female murder victims and five percent of male murder victims are killed by an intimate partner.

4. While domestic violence disproportionately affects women, racial disparities with respect to this type of violence are equally startling. Data suggest that although the domestic violence epidemic cuts across the lines of gender, race, and immigration status – affecting women and men, minorities and whites, and immigrants and U.S. citizens – it has a particularly pernicious effect on one group that lies at the intersection of these categories: immigrant and minority women.

5. Nationwide, black women report victimiza-
tion in general at a higher rate (67%) than white women (50%), black men (48%), and white men (45%).

African American women account for 16% of the women reported to have been physically abused by a husband or partner in the last five years, but were the victims in more than 53% of the violent deaths that occurred in 1997. A recent study found that 51 percent of intimate partner homicide victims in New York City were foreign-born. Another study determined that forty-eight percent of Latinas reported that their partner’s violence against them had increased since they immigrated to the United States.

6. The greater level of reported domestic violence among African-Americans, Latinos, and immigrants is attributable, in large part, to the extreme levels of poverty in minority and immigrant communities. African Americans, Latinas, and Latinos make up 22.8 percent of the population, but account for 47.8 percent of those living in poverty. Poor women experience victimization by intimate partners at much higher rates than women with higher household incomes; in the United States between 1993 and 1998, women with annual household incomes of less than $7,500 were nearly seven times as likely as women with annual household incomes over $75,000 to experience domestic violence. In particular, data indicate that women are at much greater risk of domestic violence when their partners experience job instability or when the couple reports financial strain. Abuse has also been found to be more common among young, unemployed urban residents – a large percentage of whom are racial minorities and immigrants. The majority of homeless women were once victims of domestic violence and more than half of all women receiving public assistance were once victims of domestic violence. Moreover, the majority of the homeless and public assistance recipients are women of color and immigrant women. Thus, poverty, age, employment status, residence, and social position – not race or culture, per se – may combine to explain the higher rates of abuse within certain ethnic communities. Yet race remains salient because of the inextricable connection between race and these other factors.

7. Despite a higher proportion of reporting in minority and immigrant communities, domestic violence continues to be an underreported crime, for a host of reasons. First, law enforcement may turn a blind eye to domestic violence, treating it as a private family matter, not an issue worthy of governmental intervention. Police fail to make domestic violence-related arrests even when mandated by law to do so. This is true despite the existence of legal protections for battered women and high call volumes reporting domestic violence. Such attitudes are rooted in historic bias and stereotypes against women – especially women of color.

8. Second, many minority and immigrant battered women refrain from making such information public because they are ashamed of the abuse to which they are subjected and fear blame or reproach from family or friends for airing the family’s “dirty laundry.” Additionally, many women of color, including African Americans, Hispanics, and other racial minorities, are particularly reluctant to turn to the police and courts as a source of protection from violence because these institutions have traditionally been viewed as oppressive rather than protective of minorities and immigrants. Law enforcement’s historic relationship with poor communities of color has been characterized by excessive use of force and brutality against men, women, and children, mass incarceration of young men of color, and growing numbers of incarcerated women of color. (For more on this see chapters 5 and 6) Minority women are also arrested more often than white women when the police arrive at the scene of a domestic violence incident. In particular, police are more likely to arrest African-American women.
due to stereotypes of them as overly aggressive. Unfortunately, “many of the women most in need of government aid are made more vulnerable by these very interventions.”

9. The experiences of immigrant women of color are further complicated by their realities as immigrants in the United States. Many immigrant women are unaware of governmental services available to victims of domestic violence. The government has done little to communicate about domestic violence or the remedies available to immigrant communities and individuals. Moreover, due to the rising anti-immigrant sentiment in the country, the historic deportations of Latinos and Latinas, and the government’s post-9/11 targeting of South Asians, Arabs, and Muslims, many immigrant women fear that they or their family members will be deported or will suffer criminal consequences as a result of reporting domestic violence to the police or the courts. This fear is especially acute when the batterer is the primary breadwinner for a family or couple, and where the victim has children. Finally, even when immigrant women seek to access governmental services, the police and the court system often do not provide sufficiently multilingual services that would allow them to communicate meaningfully with police and judges. Batterers, who often speak English with greater proficiency than their female partners, often exploit the government’s failure to provide multilingual police services by framing the victim as the batterer to the NYPD, resulting in the victim’s inability to file a police report against her batterer, and sometimes resulting in her arrest.

10. Thus, while it is well known that women of color are most affected by domestic violence and inappropriate governmental response thereto, there is little publicly-available data and information on how domestic violence affects minority and immigrant women. The need for disaggregated data to fill in these gaps cannot be overemphasized. Unfortunately, while data on the national level concerning the intersection of domestic violence, gender, race, and ethnicity is scant, it is almost nonexistent for New York City.

11. Even worse, advocates’ efforts to obtain such information have been met with silence and stonewalling on the part of the government. To gain more insight into the obstacles that minority and immigrant victims face at the local level, advocates submitted several open records requests to the NYPD between 2005 and 2007 asking for data and statistics pertaining to domestic violence crimes committed in New York City during the years 1999-2005. These requests specifically sought information on the gender, race, and ethnicity of domestic violence victims and perpetrators, the physical injuries complained of by victims, the types of crime committed, and whether or not weapons were involved. The NYPD never responded to the requests. Without this essential information, it is difficult to comprehend the full nature or extent of the state’s failures to respond to minority and immigrant women victims in New York City.

12. This shadow report is the first attempt by civil society in New York City to document a profound reality for minority and immigrant battered women and their advocates: governmental services to assist them in escaping abusive situations are scarce, flawed, and inadequately administered. Yet minority and immigrant battered women in New York City are among those most in need of domestic violence services because of their relative social, familial, and financial isolation. Whether or not New York’s laws and policies are intentionally discriminatory, they have a disparate impact on women of color and thus constitute impermissible discrimination.

13. The authors of this report would ideally have provided the CERD Committee with more concrete data and information on the experiences of minority and immigrant battered women in New York City, but unfortunately that information is either nonexistent or not publicly-available. The City’s failure to provide, or alter-
natively, to gather, such information violates basic tenets of the CERD Convention. Given the limited information that is publicly available on this subject, this report draws directly upon the experiences of minority and immigrant battered women and their advocates, when necessary.

14. Given the CERD Committee’s recognition in General Comment 25 that “racial discrimination does not always affect women and men equally or in the same way” \( ^{xxxvi} \) – either because the discrimination is targeted at women specifically or because racial discrimination may have consequences that primarily affect women – it is crucial to consider the intersections between gender, race, and immigration status that occur in the domestic violence arena. As it has in the past, the Committee should “take into account gender factors or issues which may be interlinked with racial discrimination” \( ^{xxxvi} \) when considering New York City’s obligations under the CERD Convention. To that end, it should, as it has in the past, consider “the disadvantages, obstacles and difficulties women face in the full exercise and enjoyment of their civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights on grounds of race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin.” \( ^{xxxvii} \) As the CERD Committee and other United Nations treaty bodies \( ^{xxxix} \) have repeatedly stressed, States and their local actors must work to ensure that minority women have effective access to legal protections and that the police are held accountable for their failures to execute their legal duties to protect victims of domestic violence. \( ^{xl} \)

**LANGUAGE BARRIERS FOR MINORITY AND IMMIGRANT BATTERED WOMEN**

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the right to security of person and against violence.” Under Article 6, the U.S. must “assure to everyone effective legal protection and remedies against any acts of racial discrimination.”

15. Of New York City’s 19 million residents, one in four are limited English proficient (“LEP”). \( ^{xli} \) Despite the immigrant-rich culture of New York City, the federal, state, and local legislatures, the court system, and the police fail to provide adequately multilingual services to New York’s thousands of immigrants. These state-created language barriers to accessing the courts and the police severely undermine the right of LEP individuals “to equal treatment before the tribunals” and “effective protection and remedies,” in violation of CERD. \( ^{xl} \) In the context of domestic violence this failure is particularly dangerous, as it impedes immigrant battered women’s meaningful access to the legal protections theoretically available for their protection in life-threatening situations.

16. Federal, state, and local governments fail
immigrant battered women in New York City in at least three significant ways related to language barriers in accessing governmental aid and protection. First, the government fails to promote multilingual education and outreach on domestic violence and the legal remedies available to battered women. Second, the government fails to guarantee enough qualified court interpreters at all stages of the process of obtaining Orders of Protection in the Family Courts. Third, the government fails to provide sufficiently multilingual police services so as to allow the police to assess a complaint of domestic violence fairly, even when one or both of the parties involved is LEP.

17. When viewed in the context of the grave danger that many immigrant women and their children face, the importance of the state’s obligation to provide immigrant women access to legal information, the courts, and the NYPD, becomes clear. As was seen, immigrant women are at a higher risk of being murdered at the hands of their intimate partners than non-immigrant women; between 1990 and 1999, 51% of intimate partner homicide victims were foreign-born. The government’s failures in this context further isolate immigrant women and sometimes cause life-threatening and unjust results – ranging from failed attempts at securing OPs in the court system, to arrests of LEP victims after they called the police to seek help – which may further deter immigrant and minority women from calling on the police for help.

LACK OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH
18. The government fails to provide adequate multilingual education and outreach on domestic violence and the legal remedies available to minority and immigrant battered women. The government’s responsibility to provide such community education is paramount because of the social isolation that batterers create in order to maintain their partners as subjects of their power and control.

19. Many battered immigrant women migrate from their home countries to the United States at the request of their husbands or partners. By reason of their recent immigration, immigrant women tend to have little access to information and resources available for their protection. For many, English is a new language, and the American legal system is completely foreign. This situation is exacerbated when their batterers, as a control tactic, isolate them from opportunities to learn English, to build social networks, and to obtain information about legal protections for battered women in the United States. Moreover, batterers often use threats of deportation or retaliation to control victims.

20. On the whole, batterers tend to have more information and familiarity with U.S. laws and agencies than immigrant victims, usually because they migrate before their female partners, tend to have completed more formal education, are more likely to work outside the home and have access to wider social networks, or because they were born and raised in the United States. Batterers exploit this informational advantage to keep their victims vulnerable and afraid. As a cumulative result of these informational discrepancies (many of which are the result of batterers’ tactics), immigrant battered women are isolated from social or family support networks, social services providers, the court system, and the police.

21. To respond to these realities, the government should promote multilingual education and outreach on domestic violence and the legal remedies available to victims. Instead, the primary multilingual initiatives by the government are limited to the advertisement of multilingual court services, the translation of English written materials on the functioning of the court system, the provision of a 24-hour multilingual domestic violence hotline, and limited public service announcements distributed through the media. Unfortunately for New York City’s LEP battered women, the federal, state, and local
government have not sufficiently committed to multilingual community education or public service announcement campaigns to ensure that information regarding domestic violence and related legal remedies is made available to victims, regardless of the language they speak or the community to which they belong.

**LACK OF QUALIFIED INTERPRETERS IN FAMILY COURTS**

22. New York’s Family Court system guarantees in theory, but fails in practice, to provide interpreters to minority and immigrant battered women at all stages of the court process. According to Rule 217.1(a) of the Uniform Rules for New York State trial courts, in all cases parties and witnesses are supposed to be provided interpreters if they are needed for meaningful participation in the proceedings. However, the number of such interpreters is far from adequate. Moreover, New York provides no standards or training for the interpreters, resulting in an overall poor level of interpreter services. As a result, minority and immigrant battered women seeking orders of protection in family court feel marginalized and experience inordinate delays in obtaining the protection they need.

23. The first necessary step in filing for an order of protection (hereinafter, “OP”) in Family court – where most minority and immigrant women turn to obtain OPs (when they are legally able to do so) – is filling out a Petition requesting an OP. Although the Family Court advertises its multilingual capacities through courthouse posters, in practice the court does not make available interpreters at this crucial stage. Instead, interpreters are provided only when litigants request them to communicate with judges inside the courtroom. Accordingly, LEP victims are forced to either find a bilingual family member, friend or acquaintance to accompany them to court to help in filing a Petition, or risk not understanding the OP process. Isolated battered women may not have such contacts or support, and even when they do, making arrangements for accompaniment to court often causes delay in a time-sensitive process.

24. Moreover, the Courts do not have a sufficient number of interpreters, and those that are theoretically available are often tied up with other court matters. This shortage of interpreters causes LEP battered women significant delays in every step of the litigation process. As a result, battered women experience lengthy delays in obtaining OPs. These delays, in turn, lengthen victims’ contact with batterers.

25. Furthermore, the few interpreters that are available often fail to perform their jobs competently. Substandard interpreting can mean the difference between a victim securing a final OP or not, and between securing an OP with greater or fewer safety-enhancing terms. Many interpreters “at best simply do not speak the language in question fluently and at worst offer legal advice, break ethical standards, and harass survivors of abuse.” Some interpreters do not interpret everything said in the court room or do not adequately relay the meaning of key words. These inadequacies may be due to the abhorrent nature of the experiences recounted, cultural taboos, limited interpreting skills, inadequate training, misogyny, or bias. In addition, many interpreters may feel uncomfortable translating descriptions of sexual abuse and rape, and adjust their translations to minimize the harm described and thus avoid discomfort or embarrassment.

26. New York courts do not administer language competency exams or provide training on basic translation skills, ethics, professionalism, and domestic violence issues. As a consequence, many interpreters are ill-equipped to perform basic translations, let alone deal with the particularly sensitive issue of domestic violence. Without proper training, some interpreters have themselves become traumatized when they hear and relay the horrific experiences of survivors, impeding their ability to translate individ-
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ual stories effectively. More alarmingly, there is no clear channel for complaints about inadequate or unethical interpreters.

27. In addition to interpreting incompetently, some interpreters break legal and ethical barriers. Many clients and advocates report male interpreters communicating with batterers outside the courtroom before and after a proceeding. Many interpreters do not respect client confidentiality by communicating the details of the abuse or the courtroom proceedings to others. This confidentiality breach is particularly dangerous when the interpreter and the client belong to the same small immigrant community. Other interpreters have pressured survivors to “drop the case,” spoken with abusers during breaks or outside the courtroom, or even sexually harassed the victim. One survivor described her experience: “[The interpreter] didn’t translate in an accurate manner. He’d tell me the wrong thing. But I understood a little bit—that’s how I knew. I think he was in conspiracy with my husband. It seemed like they were involved in a scam—it seemed like a money thing. He’d translate in favor of whoever gave him money.” Another survivor described how the interpreter spoke to the other party for a long time, and then “rushed and did not explain properly.”

28. Exacerbating these interpretation barriers, judges and attorneys often fail to take into account the needs of LEP individuals during court proceedings. They may speak quickly and refuse to slow down to give adequate time for interpretation or to ensure that LEP individuals have understood what has occurred. They may also fail to explain properly the role of the interpreter to the court user. Many attorneys rely on fleeting moments with the court-provided interpreter immediately before or after meeting with the judge to communicate with their clients. Such practices severely undermine a victim’s ability to accurately relay her story and receive the help she needs.

29. Law enforcement plays a crucial role in protecting battered women from further violence and in enforcing OPs. As discussed herein, the NYPD consistently fail to respond appropriately to complaints of domestic violence by minority and immigrant women. For LEP women, police protection is further compromised by inadequate translation services at NYPD.

30. 911-operators have phone access to translators speaking over 150 languages and victims report that these translators are usually made available when they call for help. However, the NYPD is usually unequipped to communicate with LEP individuals at a crime scene. This failure is especially problematic because immigrant battered women are often less proficient in English than their batterers. Thus, when the police arrive at the scene of a crime, the English-conversant batterer may provide the police a one-sided narrative to the officers. Because the police and the batterer may share language, gender, and/or race, the police often arrest LEP immigrant battered women based solely on the English-conversant batterers’ allegations, without making any real attempt to speak with the LEP victim. Even when there is no arrest of the victim, or no batterer at the scene to invent an exculpatory narrative, the police often do not allow LEP battered women the opportunity to file a police report. In the rare situations when the police file a report, they often file incomplete reports, typically leaving the complainant’s section blank, vague, or ambiguous.

**Lack of Multilingual Police Services**

**LAW ENFORCEMENT’S INADEQUATE RESPONSE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE**

Articles 5 and 6 of CERD guarantee a “right to equal treatment before the tribunals and all other organs administering justice.”
31. If the government is to protect the safety and human rights of minority and immigrant domestic violence victims and their families, effective law enforcement responses to victims seeking police assistance are needed. Yet law enforcement often refuses to arrest batterers or to recognize domestic violence as a criminal matter, and often assigns domestic violence calls lower priority than non-domestic disputes. The problem is particularly acute in minority and immigrant communities.

32. Moreover, Black and Latino battered women often confront a difficult choice when trying to escape their abusers. “To be protected from their abusers, they are encouraged to call the cops, but for women of color this means relying on the same police department they believe holds their communities in contempt.”

33. Given these circumstances, the NYPD has failed to respond effectively and appropriately to minority and immigrant battered women, and has fallen short of its obligations under CERD. The CERD Committee has repeatedly stressed the need for governments to take measures to respond adequately and effectively to the needs of domestic violence victims, particularly minority victims.

INEFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS OF PROTECTION

34. Under New York law, a police officer is obligated to arrest a person, and not attempt to reconcile or mediate, where the officer has reasonable cause to believe that: (a) an individual committed a felony against a member of the same family or household; or (b) an individual violated an OP of which he had knowledge; or (c) a misdemeanor constituting a family offense has been committed by the person against a family or household member. The officer must not inquire as to whether the victim seeks an arrest of the person. Consequently, those who already have orders of protection benefit most from the mandatory arrest law.

35. Police enforcement of protective orders through arrest and other means is crucial to protecting minority and immigrant victims’ safety, as an OP alone does not guarantee that violence will end. The likelihood of post-order abuse is even greater for women with children. As a result, individuals who obtain protective orders depend on and expect police assistance in enforcement of these orders. One study of battered women seeking protective orders found that even though 86% of them believed that their assailant would violate the order, a full 95% were confident that the police would respond rapidly to these violations.

36. Statistics show that when police do respond to a violation of a protective order by arresting the offender, they reduce the risk of re-offense. More broadly, available data indicate that when men are arrested for assaulting their female partners, they are approximately 30% less likely to assault their partners again than are men who are not arrested.

37. Despite the utility of arrests in reducing domestic violence offenses, the NYPD fails to provide meaningful enforcement of protective orders or otherwise respond effectively to domestic violence. When victims of domestic violence obtain emergency ex parte protective orders, too often law enforcement fails to serve these orders. An order that has not been served on the batterer is unenforceable and thus does not provide protection. Second, when victims seek
assistance from the police, police often fail to respond.\textsuperscript{lxxvi} Moreover, when police officers do respond to a domestic violence call, their responses are often inadequate despite the fact that half of all calls to police departments reporting violent crime arise from domestic violence.\textsuperscript{lxxvi} Nationally, victims report that law enforcement responds within five minutes of the call for service in only 25\% of cases.\textsuperscript{lxxviii} One New York City woman, for instance, reported the violation of her protective order thirteen times before the police came and arrested her abuser.\textsuperscript{lxxix}

\textbf{38.} Nationally, only one out of five domestic violence offenders are arrested at the scene.\textsuperscript{lxxx} Indeed, police are still less likely to make an arrest when a husband feloniously assaults his wife than in other felony assault cases.\textsuperscript{lxxxi} The police are less likely to arrest in the case of poor, non-white, and urban-resident battered women than in the case of white, wealthier, and

\begin{center}
\textbf{[A CASE STUDY]}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Town of Castle Rock v. Gonzales}
\end{center}

\textbf{IN JUNE 1999, JESSICA GONZALES’S ESTRANGED HUSBAND ABDUCTED her three daughters, in violation of a domestic violence restraining order. Ms. Gonzales, a Colorado woman of Latina and American Indian descent, called and met with the Castle Rock, Colorado police repeatedly to report the abduction and restraining order violation. Unfortunately, her calls went unheeded. Ten hours after her first call to the police, Ms. Gonzales’ estranged husband arrived at the police station and opened fire. The police immediately shot and killed Mr. Gonzales, and then discovered the bodies of the Gonzales children – Leslie, 7, Katheryn, 8, and Rebecca, 10 – in the back of his pickup truck. Ms. Gonzales filed a lawsuit against the police alleging violations of the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution, but in June 2005, the Supreme Court found in \textit{Town of Castle Rock v. Gonzales} that, despite Colorado’s mandatory arrest law, she had no constitutional right to police enforcement of her restraining order.\textsuperscript{cxii} This decision cut off one of the few remaining federal civil legal remedies for victims of domestic violence whose calls to the police were mishandled.

In December 2005, Ms. Gonzales filed a petition with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, alleging that the police’s actions and the Supreme Court’s decision violated her human rights. This was the first individual complaint brought by a victim of domestic violence against the United States for human rights violations. In a hearing in March 2007, Ms. Gonzales testified before the Commission and raised the troubling racial dynamics surrounding the events leading to her daughters’ deaths. Importantly, Jessica and Simon Gonzales were working/middle class residents of Castle Rock, a largely white, upper middle class town about 35 miles from Denver whose residents in 2005 numbered approximately 35,000. She is a Latina and Native American and he was Mexican-American. Racial stereotypes, Ms. Gonzales thinks, may have played a role in the police department’s non-response to her emergency calls for help that fateful night and to the Colorado authorities’ subsequent mishandling of the situation.

The Gonzales case is currently pending before the Commission.
suburban-dweller battered women.\textsuperscript{lxxii} Even in mandatory arrest jurisdictions such as New York, arrests are made only half the time.\textsuperscript{lxxiii}

39. In New York City, out of 233,617 domestic incidents reported in 2001, only 23,905 (around 10\%) resulted in arrests, despite New York’s mandatory arrest law.\textsuperscript{lxxxiv} In New York State, police made arrests fewer than 60\% of the time where suspects had fled the scene, despite the fact that New York law requires arrest in these cases. Where New York law encourages but does not require arrest, the rate of arrest for suspects who flee the scene is significantly lower.\textsuperscript{lxxxv}

40. Mandatory arrest can be particularly problematic for minority women who fight back.\textsuperscript{lxxxvi} Although New York law obliges police officers to use a “primary aggressor” analysis when making an arrest,\textsuperscript{lxxxvii} the NYPD still has the discretion to arrest both parties, “even when officers are able to determine who was the primary physical aggressor.”\textsuperscript{lxxxviii} The NYPD does not make statistics on dual arrests publicly available.\textsuperscript{lxxxix} However, one study found that more than 70\% of dual arrests in New York City involved racial minorities.\textsuperscript{xc} This is partly explained by the nature of domestic violence: much of it is cumulative in effect and ongoing in practice. Yet criminal law treats crime as a one-time occurrence. As a result, when a woman fights back in front of the police or on the day the police showed up, this is often understood as criminal activity, rather than as part of a pattern of self-defense. This is especially true where the victim is defending herself, not against a particular act of violence that happened at that moment, but rather in response to a longer pattern of violence. Police officers often misunderstand the situation or are apathetic to the victim’s reality, using mandatory arrest as an excuse to arrest in this situation.

41. When police fail to comply with mandatory arrest laws and enforce protective orders, minority and immigrant battered women with such orders gain a false sense of security and might actually be at increased risk of danger.\textsuperscript{xcii} Thus, the findings from one study: “A woman who has not received an OP and still believes herself to be in grave physical danger is more likely to seek other help than a woman who believes she will be protected by the state.”\textsuperscript{xciii} In such situations, a victim might undertake more drastic steps to protect herself from an abuser, such as changing residence, job, or schedule; arranging for constant close supervision of children; going into hiding; moving into a shelter; buying a weapon for self-defense; hiring a private security guard; or filing a criminal complaint against the abuser. For low-income women and women without social safety nets, however, many of these steps are practically and financially impossible. False promises of police protection lead women not to take such steps. Without adequate police enforcement, obtaining an OP may only serve to heighten victims’ danger. Such a result conflicts with the very purpose for which New York’s mandatory arrest law and state protection order laws were enacted.

42. Effective enforcement of orders of protection is additionally important because domestic violence and fatality risks go up when victims try to leave abusive relationships. Statistics show that most women who are murdered are murdered after the relationship is over.\textsuperscript{xciv} Low-income minority and immigrant battered women, who may have diminished social and economic safety nets, are at greatest risk when police refuse to enforce orders of protection and make arrests.

NEGATIVE STEREOTYPES AND CONCEPTIONS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

43. Police officers often respond inadequately to domestic violence because they rely on gender and racial stereotypes about domestic violence victims, which lead them to disbelieve and blame minority and immigrant battered women.\textsuperscript{xcv}
Female victims are often perceived to be hysterical, unreasonable, and simply taking out a grudge against their intimate partners. Law enforcement is often influenced by cultural stereotypes when making decisions about how to respond to domestic violence in communities of color. Commentators have noted, for instance, that police and judges may perceive black women as aggressive – especially when they fight back or yell – and therefore not victims. This can lead police to arrest the victim rather than abuser, or to arrest both (known as a “dual arrest”). In a recent case, for instance, the NYPD arrested a victim after taking her abuser’s statement that she had attacked him with a knife, without ever asking for her side of the story. Stereotypes can also result in judges’ refusal to issue orders of protection, or to their issuance of limited rather than comprehensive orders.

Inadequate training for governmental officers on domestic violence and cultural sensitivity exacerbates this problem. The NYPD’s underestimation of the seriousness of domestic violence is also illustrated in its denial to illiterate and LEP battered women of the opportunity to fill out Domestic Incident Reports (“DIR”) – the official police reports pertaining to domestic violence. The police do not always give victims the opportunity to file a DIR, and often downplay victims’ descriptions when such forms are filed. In addition, officers sometimes do not allow the victim to describe the incident in their own words, using the form’s designated second page, which thereby limits the DIR to the officers’ rendition of what happened. LEP victims, in particular, are at risk for this sort of neglect. Illiterate women are effectively silenced by this practice.

Inadequate recordkeeping and reporting of domestic violence-related crimes are also commonplace within police departments. Accurate statistics on police response to domestic violence have proven difficult to obtain, if they exist at all. An open records request involving a representative sample of police departments across the United States revealed that very few police departments keep specific or disaggregated data on domestic violence arrests or complaints. Domestic violence crimes are also consistently miscategorized or undercategorized by officers responding to calls for service.

46. Ineffective police response to domestic violence in New York City violates CERD because it leaves battered women, particularly immigrant and minority battered women, unprotected and at increased risk of harm. The NYPD must take positive steps toward improving police response to domestic violence by training police officers about domestic violence and cultural sensitivity, and improving interpretation services.

44. The NYPD’s underestimation of the seriousness of domestic violence is also illustrated in its denial to illiterate and LEP battered women of the opportunity to fill out Domestic Incident Reports (“DIR”) – the official police reports pertaining to domestic violence. The police do not always give victims the opportunity to file a DIR, and often downplay victims’ descriptions when such forms are filed. In addition, officers sometimes do not allow the victim to describe the incident in their own words, using the form’s designated second page, which thereby limits the DIR to the officers’ rendition of what happened. LEP victims, in particular, are at risk for this sort of neglect. Illiterate women are effectively silenced by this practice.

45. Ineffective police response to domestic violence in New York City violates CERD because it leaves battered women, particularly immigrant and minority battered women, unprotected and at increased risk of harm. The NYPD must take positive steps toward improving police response to domestic violence by training police officers about domestic violence and cultural sensitivity, and improving interpretation services.

LACK OF ADEQUATE AND EFFECTIVE LEGAL REMEDIES

47. As guaranteed by Article 6 of CERD, minorities and immigrants have the right to effective legal protection and remedies against any acts of racial discrimination. In the United States, federal statutes give individuals the right to seek a remedy in federal court for civil rights violations, including acts of discrimination by governmental officers. New York state laws, like the laws of most other states, also permit private suit in tort. Victims and their advocates have turned to these legal avenues as potential ways to attain redress for law enforcement’s failure to respond appropriately to emergency calls for assistance. In recent years, however, the Supreme Court and New York courts have foreclosed many of these avenues for victims of domestic violence, effectively denying remedies to thousands of minority and immigrant victims who have been failed by the state. Such a result violates New York’s obligations under CERD.

48. In many states, the doctrine of sovereign immunity sharply limits the ability of battered
women to sue police departments for torts such as negligence when they fail to execute their legal duties. In general, sovereign immunity shields government officials from liability, with certain exceptions set out in each state’s law.

49. New York State recognizes that a special relationship between the police and a domestic violence victim can imply an exception to the general sovereign immunity rule. However, the state so narrowly defines this relationship that a victim’s awareness of possible inadequate police protection may immunize the police from any liability for failing to enforce an OP. In particular, a victim’s attempts to protect herself can constitute such awareness.

50. In recognition of the failure of state courts and state law enforcement to address domestic violence effectively, Congress declared through the 1994 Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) that all citizens had a civil right to be free from gender-motivated violence. In particular, Congress created a federal cause of action permitting victims of gender-motivated violence to sue the perpetrators of this violence for denying them this right. However, the Supreme Court subsequently found that violent family crime was a “local,” as opposed to “national” or Constitutional issue, striking down the provision in United States v. Morrison.

51. Nor does federal constitutional law typically provide a remedy when police failure to enforce protective orders or to otherwise respond to domestic violence results in harm to women and their families, even though several attempts have been made to connect failure to respond to violations of the Due Process Clause of the Constitution. This was the case in Castle Rock v. Gonzales, in which the U.S. Supreme Court held that despite Colorado’s mandatory arrest law, Ms. Gonzales had no personal entitlement to police enforcement of her restraining order.

52. Nor does Federal constitutional law provide remedies to victims of domestic violence under the Equal Protection Clause. In order to prevail in a claim of sex discrimination in violation of the Equal Protection Clause, a litigant would have to show that a police officer chose a course of action “because of” not merely “in spite of” its adverse effect on [women]. Evidence of a policy’s adverse impact or awareness of such an impact is not enough. For women of color, who themselves face discrimination, to prove willful discrimination at the hands of the police is exceptionally difficult.

53. Because of this case law, battered women in many jurisdictions who are harmed by police failure to provide an adequate response to domestic violence will have no legal remedy to hold police accountable. For the reasons described above, this affects minority and immigrant battered women in a particularly pointed way.

54. The CERD Committee has recommended that States take all measures necessary to address the double discrimination faced by female victims of domestic violence from ethnic and immigrant groups. Specifically these recommendations include “sanction[ing] anyone preventing or discouraging victims from reporting such incidents, including police and other law enforcement officers, tak[ing] preventive measures such as police training and public education campaigns on the criminal nature of such acts, and provide legal, medical and psychological assistance, as well as compensation, to victims.” Accordingly, in compliance with their obligations under CERD, New York City, New York State, and the United States must provide adequate and effective remedies to minority and immigrant victims of domestic violence, who are all-too-often ignored or mistreated by the police. Without such remedies, law enforcement gets a “free pass” and believes it can act, or fail to act, with impunity towards one of the most vulnerable segments of our society.
LACK OF EQUAL ACCESS TO FAMILY COURT ORDERS OF PROTECTION

55. New York has the most restrictive law in the country concerning the categories of individuals who can obtain civil orders of protection. While not explicitly race-based, the Family Court Act’s narrow definition of “family or household member” denies needed legal protections and remedies to minority and immigrant women, in violation of CERD. Since immigrant and minority battered women tend to be those most in need of state protections, any measure that limits their access to orders of protection affects them disproportionately. Indeed, immigrant and minority individuals comprise the vast majority of litigants in New York’s Family Courts, and accordingly, the vast majority of victims seeking protective aid from the Family Courts are minority and immigrant women.

56. Nor do the Criminal or Supreme Courts offer alternative access to those excluded from Family Court. The Supreme Court only offers OPs in the context of divorce, and thus only to those whose relationship status would grant them access to Family Court anyway while the Criminal Court only issues them in rare cases where the District Attorney decides to prosecute. As discussed below, many people of color are hesitant to turn to the police because of historic racial tensions or fear of increased state involvement in their lives. As a result, members of minority communities may never obtain an OP – civil or criminal – or receive the concomitant additional state protection that such orders are designed to afford, and thus are susceptible to heightened risk.

CHOOSING BETWEEN CRIMINAL AND FAMILY COURT

57. Individuals deprived of access to Family Court are denied an important tool available to many other domestic violence victims seeking to escape their abuse. While some victims may prefer a Criminal Court OP, others may find the civil OP a preferable alternative.

58. A victim who brings a case in Family Court has the ability to control that case, including decisions as to what evidence to put forth and whether to withdraw the case. Because victims have been subjected to the controlling behavior of their abusers, this can be very empowering and may be a first step for many toward regaining control of their lives.

59. Furthermore, in Family Court, victims face an easier evidentiary burden (“preponderance of the evidence”) and a wider range of remedies than they do in Criminal Court. Civil Orders offer a potentially wide range of relief, including, inter alia, ordering the abuser to stay away from specific places and to temporarily pay child support in emergency situations.
Moreover, Civil Orders often last for a longer period of time: for two to five years rather than the typical one-year Criminal Court OP. Such significant differences result in disparate treatment of victims who lack access to Family Court.

NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF JURISDICTIONAL BARRIERS

Due to widespread discrimination against people of color in the criminal justice system, minority and immigrant battered women may feel reluctant to secure an OP or seek justice for their situation and thereby rely on that system. As discussed earlier, minority and immigrant women are especially susceptible to inappropriate or abusive government involvement. Among other risks, women of color with children are particularly vulnerable to involvement by the Administration for Children’s Services, which disproportionately removes children from minority women. Black and Latina women in particular know the impact of a criminal conviction could potentially be devastating, especially in a community like Harlem where a disproportionately large number of men already have a felony conviction.

Minority victims may be further deterred from reporting abuse if they feel their abusers will face unfair treatment, such as longer sentences, due to racial bias in the system. Immigrant battered women may fear that having the batterer arrested will lead to unacceptable immigration consequences, such as deportation for themselves, their batterers, or family members. Victims’ fear of deportation – which batterers often exploit – is a powerful incentive to refrain from turning to the courts or the police for help.

Racial minorities, who already comprise the majority of litigants in New York City’s Family Courts, are disparately impacted by unreasonable barriers to accessing Family Court. Victims in the lowest income bracket, who are more likely to report domestic violence, have less access to private resources or alternatives, only increasing the need for state intervention. Racial and ethnic minority victims currently barred from Family Court are therefore in particular need of the specialized services and remedies available in the Court and should be given the choice of forum - Criminal or Family Court - that those eligible for civil OPs receive.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are meant to shed light on human rights violations with respect to victims of domestic violence, as well as to address discrimination against women of color:

- With respect to language barriers faced by immigrant women of color, New York State and New York City should: implement citywide multilingual community education programs on domestic violence; provide funding for more interpreters for courts and police; guarantee interpreters at all stages of the litigation process in family court, including the stage at which victims complete petitions for OPs and other relief;

- provide clear testing, training, and monitoring procedures for court interpretation that teach and assess interpretation proficiency, professionalism, and ethics in the domestic violence context;

- provide specialized training on domestic violence and sexual assault to interpreters
that emphasizes the need for confidentiality and the ways that batterers use the court process to continue to abuse their partners;

- provide a clear channel of complaint regarding inadequate or unethical interpreting;
- provide trainings on language interpretation to judges and attorneys so that they can recognize when interpreters are not performing their duties appropriately;
- guarantee that NYPD is equipped to communicate with LEP individuals, especially at crime scenes;
- and provide trainings to the NYPD on communicating with LEP victims, using available language resources at the scene of the crime.

With respect to the inadequate response and ineffective measures by law enforcement to domestic violence, New York City must: improve training for police on domestic violence issues, in particular on listening to and recognizing the needs of battered women;

- improve multilingual services to facilitate communication between law enforcement and LEP/immigrant domestic violence battered women;
- compel the NYPD to respond to open records requests and generate disaggregated data on domestic violence that accounts for the gender, race, and ethnicity of domestic violence victims and perpetrators, including whether the complainant or victim is LEP, the physical injuries complained of by victims, the types of crime committed, and whether or not weapons were involved;
- pass State legislation that breaks down immunity barriers and allows for a suit in tort against the police when they fail to enforce orders of protection, regardless of whether a victim believes the police will enforce the order;
- pass State legislation that provides women a civil cause of action permitting victims of gender-motivated violence to sue perpetrators of the violence;
- and amend New York City Human Rights Law to include a new, separate cause of action against police for non-enforcement of orders of protection.

With respect to the lack of equal access to family court orders of protection, New York State must: take steps to ensure equal access to civil OPs for all victims of domestic violence;

- amend New York Family Court Act Article 8 to allow pregnant women and couples (including gay, lesbian, transgender, and bisexual couples) who are dating, engaged, or living together to seek civil orders of protection;
- make progress to ensure that both victims and perpetrators of domestic violence are treated fairly by the criminal justice system, regardless of race or immigrant status;
- and collect data on the demographics of Family Court users that should be used to develop strategies for ensuring that victims of domestic violence of all races are able to access the resources and protection they need.
This chapter highlights a number of contexts in which *de jure* and *de facto* discrimination against non-citizens and undocumented immigrants violates internationally recognized rights and freedoms, including: the right to seek asylum and citizenship; access to health care and public benefits; and access to labor rights.

1. The vast majority of the foreign-born in the United States are people of color. For example, more than a third of the population in New York City is foreign-born, and of that proportion, nearly 80% identify as being of color, according to the 2006 US Census. As noted in CERD General Recommendation 30, *Discrimination Against Non-Citizens,* “xenophobia against non-nationals, particularly migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers, constitutes one of the main sources of contemporary racism.” Moreover, such discrimination against immigrants and non-citizens in the United States violates numerous CERD provisions. In New York City, these issues are of heightened concern, given the city’s historical legacy and contemporary reality as a city of immigrants.

2. Although CERD Article 1(2) provides for differentiation based on citizenship status, the subsequent General Recommendation 30 maintains that this paragraph “must be construed so as to avoid undermining the basic prohibition of discrimination; hence, it should not be interpreted to detract in any way from [recognized] rights and freedoms.” The Recommendation continues, “States parties are under an obligation to guarantee equality between citizens and non-citizens in the enjoyment of [civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights] to the extent recognized under international law. Under the Convention, differential treatment based on citizenship or immigration status will constitute discrimination if the criteria for such differentiation, judged in the light of the objectives and purposes of the Convention, are not applied pursuant to a legitimate aim, and are not proportional to the achievement of this aim.”

3. In paragraph 54, the US Report identifies “the impacts of the changing demographic caused by high rates of immigration into the United States – both legal and illegal” as one of two major issues creating “on-going challenges for the institutions in the United States that are charged with the elimination of discrimination.” For the reasons noted above, in New York City the question of non-citizen rights is even more pronounced.

4. While the City has implemented a number of important protections for immigrants at the local level, including Executive Order 41 (protecting as confidential a person’s immigration status) and Local Law 73 (ensuring that persons eligible for and attempting to
access social services do not face discrimination based upon the language they speak), there remain challenges in compliance.

**THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE OF IMMIGRATION LAW IN THE UNITED STATES**

5. In the United States, the ultimate authority on matters relating to immigration—such as entry requirements, immigration categories, bases for deportation, recourse to courts, etc.—rests with the federal government. Today, some highlights of the legal framework of immigration include: birth-right citizenship, as guaranteed by the Constitution; a system of preferences for admission categories based primarily on family ties and secondarily on employment skills; extremely low numerical limits for admission of low-skill workers; punitive provisions for employers hiring undocumented laborers, accompanied by haphazard and arbitrary enforcement; deportation for a wide range of criminal offenses, including for various minor offenses; streamlined and accelerated removal of non-citizens with criminal records; and limited judicial review of immigration matters.

6. In violation of Article 2(1)(c), a number of current United States laws and regulations have specific discriminatory effects on refugees/asylum seekers from particular countries of origin. For example, the Illegal Immigration and Immigrant Responsibility Act 1996 (IIRAIRA) introduced a new policy of “expedited removal,” which deprives non-citizens arriving in the United States believed to be “inadmissible” of the right to a hearing before an immigration judge. Excludable immigrants thus lack the due process guarantees available to non-citizens under the United States Constitution. Bona fide asylum seekers are being erroneously returned to countries where they face persecution because of inadequate procedural safeguards in the expedited removal process.

7. Access to the civil courts is not contingent on immigrant status, yet the United States severely limits non-citizens’ access to federal welfare and other public benefits, and renders them nearly nonexistent for undocumented immigrants. In addition, as it relates to judicial review, United States courts are extremely deferential to the political branches of government, long recognizing a “plenary” authority of the federal government over immigration. As a result, the federal government faces few constitutional limitations on its actions, and if at all applicable, very weakened ones. In addition, federal law preempts state legislation relating to immigration. The end result: immigrants are arguably the most vulnerable population within the United States today.

**THE EFFECT OF 9/11**

8. After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the situation worsened for immigrants. The enactment of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 resulted in a change in the structure of the immigration system. The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) became subsumed by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) which is now comprised of the United States Citizenship & Immigration Services (USCIS), Customs & Border Patrol (CBP), and Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE). ICE is charged with the enforcement of US immigration laws by “...targeting illegal immigrants: the people, money and materials that support terrorism and other criminal activities.”

9. States and localities saw an enhanced role in immigration law enforcement, opening the door to xenophobic provincial regulations and practices against immigrants. While months prior to 9/11 the United States Congress had considered a significant liberalization of immigration laws, after 9/11 immigration became intimately tied to national security. For example, Operation Absconder led to the special registration, arrest, detention, interrogation, and selective deportation of large numbers of Arab and Muslim non-citizens, which in turn dramatically increased the prison population, particularly through the creation and use of immigrant detention centers. Only several years after 9/11 did the United States Congress begin immigration reform talks anew, and even then all discussions remained sharply framed within the national security framework.

10. Post 9/11 policies have had particularly harsh effects on Arab and Muslim immigrants. Despite the fact that the US Report rules out the use of racial profiling as a law enforcement technique, it notes that for efforts concerning national security and bor-
under integrity “race and ethnicity may be used, but only to the extent permitted by the applicable laws and the Constitution.”xx The notion of a separate standard for profiling related to national security, along with increased conflation of immigration and counter-terrorism policy and institutionsxxi, has resulted in increased use of such profiling and discrimination in immigration as a counter-terrorism measure.xxii The profiled group consists of immigrants perceived to be Muslim, Arab, Middle Eastern, or South Asian on the basis of their name, race, religion, ethnicity, or national origin,xxiii amounting to clear violations of Articles 2(1)(b) (sponsoring and supporting racial discrimination) and 5 (failing to ensure equal treatment under the law).

11. But policy consequences have not only affected immigrants from certain predominantly Arab and Muslim nations. Following 9/11, “record numbers of deportations, aggressive enforcement of the immigration laws, citizenship requirements for certain jobs, and a general immigration crackdown [have affected all] immigrants, with the largest cohort of immigrants being from Mexico.”xxiv For example, the Real ID Act of 2005xxv severely limits habeas corpus remedies, increases evidentiary burdens on asylum seekers, restricts judicial review of immigration decisions,xxvi and even prevents undocumented immigrants from obtaining a driver’s license, all in the name of national security.

12. These policies have harshly affected refugees as well. The United States PATRIOT Act excludes anyone from asylum or refugee resettlement who may have provided “material support” to a terrorist organization. The new definition of “material support” penalizes support regardless of its effect and whether it was intended to encourage or discourage violence, thus providing a blank check for executive discretion and bias.xxvii While some parts of this provision have been struck down in federal court,xxviii the definitions of “material support” and “terrorist organization” remain so vague that any resistance activity against any oppressive government can be included.xxix Due to these new provisions, even forced association with an alleged terrorist organization may render an asylum seeker ineligible for relief. It is estimated that refugee admissions in 2006 were reduced by 13,000 due to the “material support” bar, and 621 asylum applications are currently on hold for the same reason.xxix Those most affected include the Burmese, Colombians, Congolese, Cubans, Ethiopians, Hmong, Indians, Liberians, Montagnards, Nepalese, Sierra Leons, Sri Lankans, and Filipinos.

13. Other consequences of this myopic focus have included:
- Broadened national security grounds for inadmissibility and deportability.
- Greater reliance on nationality in decisions involving immigration law enforcement priorities.
- Restructuring of the federal immigration authority, including assigning the new Department of Homeland Security most responsibility for immigration.
- Limited number and delays in processing of refugee admissions.
- Limited public access to removal hearings and non-citizen access to the evidence against them in removal hearings.xxxi

GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY TO ELIMINATE RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

Article 2 states that the United States government must “pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating racial discrimination in all its forms.”

FAILURE TO PROVIDE A PATH TO LEGALIZATION

14. As of 2005, there were approximately 652,000 undocumented immigrants living in New York City, constituting about 6% of all undocumented immigrants nationwide and 20% of the immigrant population in New York City. xxxii None of these immigrants has a path to legal status, which as explained above, may in various instances mark the difference between equal or unequal treatment before the law.xxxiii An immigration policy that does not provide a meaning-
ful path to legalize one’s status leaves an entire subset of the population vulnerable to socioeconomic exploitation, in particular, unfair and harmful working conditions, and unlivable wages. Because this subset of persons is disproportionately of color, the United States has failed to “pursue by all appropriate means a policy eliminating racial discrimination,” in contravention of Article 2(1).

**SUBSTANTIAL AND DISCRIMINATORY DELAYS IN NATURALIZATION**

15. A large number of individuals are currently waiting for a decision on their citizenship applications. Keeping in mind New York City’s 2.8 million foreign-born persons, these delays substantially affect New York City residents. These delays are evident on two levels. First, there are delays in the time between filing an application and United States Citizenship and Immigration Services’ (USCIS) decision. Since 2001, approximately 776,000 applications nationwide were not decided for more than a year, 158,000 for more than two years, and 41,000 for three years or more.xxxiv Second, there are delays in the time between the examination and the USCIS decision. While federal law requires that a decision be made within 120 days of an applicant’s examination, approximately 348,000 applications did not receive a decision within that period, and for 175,000 applications the delay was of twice that length.xxxv In the most extreme cases—approximately 33,000—the time period between interview and decision exceeds 720 days.xxxvi

**EQUAL ENJOYMENT OF GUARANTEED HUMAN RIGHTS**

Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of... the right to security of person and against violence, the right to freedom of movement, the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, the right to just and favorable conditions of work, to protection against unemployment, to equal pay for equal work, to just and favorable remuneration, the right to public health, and the right to education and training.”

**VIOLATIONS AFFECTING ASYLUM SEEKERS**

16. Expedited removal, which affords no right to due process in the form of a hearing, seems to depend, arbitrarily, on the point of entry into the United States and is in violation of Article 5(a). New York City has the highest expedited removal rate at airports (29.4%, compared to 11.1% in LA) as well as a low rate of credible fear referrals (6.4%, compared to 20.8% in LA).xxxix The protection asylum seekers receive before the law varies significantly “depending upon where the alien arrived, and which immigration judges or inspectors addressed the alien’s claim.”xxxii Likewise, the outcome of an asylum claim appears to depend on which particular officials in which city consider the claim. Compared to the national average, the New York asylum office has a very low asylum approval rate, approving only 26% of applications in 2002 and 20% in 2005, compared to a national average of 50% in 2002 and 38% in 2005.xl Moreover, because asylum seekers are not entitled to legal representation at public expense, only the few who can afford (or access pro bono) counsel appear with an attorney. Lack of representation reduces an asylum seeker’s chance of being granted asylum to 2% (compared to 25% with attorney).xli

17. Asylum seekers are subject to mandatory detention upon their arrival in the United States. They are included among the nearly 300,000 men, women, and children detained each year by United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in over 400 detention facilities. For asylum seekers, detention is largely arbitrary, as it does not depend on the circumstances of the individual asylum seeker’s case.xxx This is evident, for example, in the inconsistency in how requests for parole are treated and in the wide variations in release rates across the country, despite national criteria set by the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). New York is one of the three districts with the lowest release rate: only 8.4% of asylum seekers were released prior to their asylum decision, compared to 81% in Chicago. There is no appeals process, and no set length for detention. This can lead to indefinite detention, for example when removal proceedings cannot be completed for reasons of non-refoulement—the principle of international law that protects refugees from being returned to places where they would be in danger of their lives.

18. Detention of non-criminal asylum seekers is a mandatory administrative procedure, yet generally takes place under penal conditions and often in correctional facilities shared with convicted criminals, facilities which are “inappropriate for non-criminal asylum seekers” and in violation of Article 5(b)’s “right to security of person and protection by the State against violence or bodily harm.” Several county jails in New York serve as such detention facilities. New York City’s Queens Contract Detention Facility, in particular, was found to be structured and operated much like a traditional jail. In 2003 this facility, which closed in 2005 for financial reasons, was the site of a hunger strike by detainees, whose complaints included the lack of parole grants and the jail-like conditions of detention. According to Human Rights Watch, United States immigration centers experience “overcrowding, inadequate access to legal materials and assistance, and poor medical services.”

19. ICE detention standards are non-binding, and compliance is rarely inspected. When the U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants was invited in 2007 by the United States State Department to observe immigrant detention in the United States, he was denied access to key detention facilities. Moreover, the DHS’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) reported the lack of both independent and government inspection of detention facilities and criticized ICE for inadequate inspections of such facilities and for wide-spread non-compliance with its own detention standards.

20. Significant evidence exists of the bodily harm caused by detention and prison-like detention conditions, with particular harm suffered by detained women, in violation of the right to security embodied by Article 5(b). Since 2004, approximately 62 immigrants have died in detention nationwide, and abuses are prominent in detention facilities in the New York City area. Evidence shows that inadequate medical care is a common contributory factor in detainee deaths. The Office of Inspector General concluded that most of the audited detention facilities failed to provide adequate medical care, identifying “instances of non-compliance at four of the five detention facilities, including timely initial and responsive medical care.” Severe and widespread problems of access to chronic and emergency medical care have also been reported, including long delays prior to medically necessary surgical procedures and unresponsiveness to requests for medical care. Evidence shows that asylum detainees experience “high levels of psychological distress and difficulties accessing medical and
mental health services.” In addition, and in the absence of disaggregated data, anecdotal reports suggest that the many of the female immigration detainees are asylum seekers fleeing persecution, and that they suffer disproportionately from inhumane detention conditions. One study found that “the problems of isolation, inhumane conditions, and lack of reliable access to legal counsel and health care that characterize immigration detention in general are particularly problematic for women.” Furthermore, detainees have no recourse: ICE detention standards do not address detainee rights for the reporting of abuse and civil rights violations and grievance procedures at the audited facilities are inadequate. These conditions affect nearly all audited detention facilities, including those in the New York City area.

**DISCRIMINATION IN LEGALIZATION AND NATURALIZATION**

21. In addition to violating the prohibition on discrimination in access to citizenship, substantial delays and uncertainties in naturalization deny a number of substantive rights guaranteed to non-citizens under international law as well as under provisions of Article 5, which guarantee the right to freedom of movement and residence within the border of the State and to leave any country, including one’s own, and to return to one’s country. As detailed in the context of Article 2, these delays particularly affect Muslim, Arab, Middle Eastern, and South Asian immigrant men. Many have practically lost their freedom of movement—feeling unable to travel to their home countries on account of a legitimate fear that they may be refused entry to the United States on return, or subjected to lengthy and intimidating security checks, questioning or even detention, which may jeopardize their pending applications.

22. In order to avoid possible investigation and detention, Muslim, Arab, Middle Eastern, and South Asian immigrant men are forced to curtail their freedom to practice their religion by refraining from prayer in public, changing their appearance and even their names out of concern that they will be profiled or face harassment which may put their applications at risk. For example, a New York immigration lawyer noted that many people wanted to change their ethnic- or religious-sounding names after September 11, 2001 in order to avoid being arbitrarily pulled into the government’s investigation and detention scheme. The United States has in effect failed to protect their freedom of religion.

23. Excessive delays deny access to numerous substantive rights that attach to citizenship in the United States, such as the right to vote, to obtain United States passports, to file visa petitions for immediate relatives, to protection by the United States while abroad and to obtain life-sustaining federal benefits. They also seriously impede the profiled group’s ability to participate in the political process and erect barriers to family unity, employment prospects and economic wellbeing. As long as the United States government fails to address these delays and their discriminatory impact, it stands in violation of its duty under CERD to eliminate discrimination.

**DISCRIMINATION IN RAIDS AND DETENTION CENTERS**

24. As part of its mission, ICE conducts raids of workplaces, homes, and shopping centers. ICE’s Operation Community Shield, which aims to deport transnational street gangs, has conducted raids on Long Island, NY that specifically targeted Latino immigrant communities. In Nassau and Suffolk Counties, on September 27, 2007 an armed ICE police force raided homes without warrants. ICE does not need a judicial warrant to enter a home and detain suspected criminal aliens. As a result of the raid, 186 men were rounded up and taken to different detention facilities across the country. ICE collaborated with local law enforcement whose intelligence on suspected gang members was limited to tattoos, style of dress and company suspected gang members kept. The ICE police came from all over the country with varying degrees of knowledge and experience in the local area. Some were seen brandishing shotguns as well as automatic weapons. The raids were conducted in the early morning and there were reports of ICE agents drawing their weapons on local law enforce-
ment, not sharing information with local police, and frightening children with inappropriate behavior.\textsuperscript{lxvi}

25. In response to the increasing concerns over the rise in raids, the New York City Council issued a resolution,\textsuperscript{lxvii} urging Congress to end the raids aimed at deporting undocumented immigrants. The City Council recommended an end to the criminalization of the estimated 625,000 undocumented immigrants that are living in the NYC metropolitan area.\textsuperscript{lxviii} The resolution also addressed the needs of the 230,000 non-citizens currently in detention for immigration violations.

26. ICE raids have resulted in the arrest and detention of thousands of immigrants. In addition to raids on homes and workplaces, a non-citizen is at risk for being detained and deported most commonly when trying to re-enter the country, applying for citizenship or adjustment of status, being stopped by the police, and upon finishing a criminal sentence.\textsuperscript{lxix} The US detains approximately 230,000 immigrants per year.\textsuperscript{lxx}

27. Detention facilities routinely fail to provide some of the most basic services. The Department of Homeland Security’s Office of the Inspector General released an audit report in late 2006\textsuperscript{lxxi} that looked at ICE’s compliance with detention standards at five detention facilities. The report found four of the five facilities to be non-compliant with ICE Detention Standards regarding health care, including timely medical care. ICE also identified environmental health and safety concerns at three of five detention facilities reviewed. With respect to reporting abuses and civil rights violations, the audit reported the lack of a process that detainees could use to file complaints. Further, two out of the five facilities audited did not even issue handbooks explaining the detainees’ rights. The report also found that staff physically, sexually, or verbally abused detainees in all five facilities that were investigated.\textsuperscript{lxxii}

THE SITUATION OF UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS

General recommendation 30 specifically obliges State parties to “[t]ake measures to eliminate discrimination against non-citizens in relation to working conditions and work requirements, including employment rules and practices with discriminatory purposes or effects.”\textsuperscript{lxxiii}

28. While detailed and reliable statistics about undocumented immigrants are, by nature, difficult to collect, it is clear that, nationwide, undocumented workers are disproportionately concentrated in low-wage employment and consistently face labor rights violations. In 2005, undocumented workers comprised 5% of the workforce but nearly 10% of low-wage workers.\textsuperscript{lxxiv} Moreover, the exclusion of people of color, foreigners, and women from the labor movement in the United States has yielded labor laws that exclude the types of work in which such groups have historically been employed, such as agricultural or domestic work. Several recent studies of jobs in New York City where undocumented workers are concentrated serve to illustrate the common challenges facing overworked and underpaid immigrants of color.

DAY LABORERS

29. According to a study by Abel Valenzuela and Nik Theodore, \textit{On the Corner: Day Labor in the United States}, three-quarters of the day-laborer workforce is undocumented. More than half of day laborers surveyed experienced wage theft, and many suffer harassment from merchants, area residents, and arrests by police. Forty-four percent were denied food, water or breaks while on the job, twenty percent had suffered a work-related injury, and less than half of those injured in the past year had received medical care.\textsuperscript{lxxv}

RESTAURANT WORKERS

30. The Restaurant Opportunities Center of New York found that immigrants of color, many of them undocumented, are concentrated in the restaurant industries’ worst jobs. In addition to frequent wage and hour law violations, 33% of workers surveyed reported experiencing verbal abuse on the basis of race, immigration status or language. Similar numbers also
reported that they or a co-worker had been passed over for a promotion based on race, immigration status, or language.

DOMESTIC WORKERS

31. General Recommendation 30 explicitly highlights the need for protecting domestic workers, requiring States to “[t]ake effective measures to prevent and redress the serious problems commonly faced by non-citizen workers, in particular by non-citizen domestic workers, including debt bondage, passport retention, illegal confinement, rape and physical assault.” New York-based Domestic Workers United recently published a report detailing the egregious rights violations suffered by domestic workers in New York, including the prevalence of low wages, long hours, and wage violations. One-third of the workers surveyed had experienced verbal or physical abuse or been otherwise harassed by their employers. The demographics of the survey are indicative of the intersection of race, immigration status, and gender: 99% of New York’s domestic workers are foreign-born, 76% are non-citizens, 95% are people of color, and 93% are women. Of the one-third of workers who reported mistreatment by their employers, 32% felt race was a factor in their employer’s actions, 33% felt immigration status was a factor, and 18% thought that language contributed to the abuses.

INADEQUATE HEALTH CARE

32. In New York City and State, immigrants face serious barriers to accessing health care, particularly federally-funded health care, which is contingent upon one’s immigration status. Those without status and/or with low incomes must go without health care services. Restricted access to health insurance and language barriers deny immigrants the right to equal enjoyment of medical care, as guaranteed under Article 5.

33. Immigrants in the United States are three times more likely to lack health insurance than native-born Americans. This situation is due in large part to their disproportionate representation in low-wage jobs that do not provide health benefits, and also to the government’s severe reduction in access to public health care for non-citizens. In 2002, of the 33.5 million foreign born individuals in the United States, 33% did not have health insurance. Today, one in five of the 46 million uninsured persons living in the United States, or 9.2 million persons, are non-citizens. Approximately half of low-income legal immigrant children residing in this country are uninsured. In New York State alone, about 29% of all immigrants and 41% of recent immigrants are uninsured, compared to 13.3% for the United States-born population. In New York City, 33% of all immigrants and 41.7% of recent immigrants are uninsured, compared to 17.1% for the United States-born population. In addition, a recent study found that “foreign-born adults younger than 65 [in New York City] are over twice as likely to be uninsured.” As a result, immigrant New Yorkers tend to have less access to important primary and preventive care services than their non-immigrant counterparts.

34. Stipulations under the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), Title X of the Public Health Service Act, and the Hyde Amendment create burdensome obstacles for immigrants to access the care that they need. Under the SCHIP program, the government does not provide specific provisions for legal immigrant children to have health care insurance, leaving many immigrant children without health insurance and without access to health care services. As a consequence, many immigrant children develop health conditions that can become severe, chronic, and often, untreatable. Even among immigrants who are eligible for SCHIP, the rates of participation are lower than the general population due to fear that applying may have immigration consequences for themselves and their family.

35. Immigrants are also more likely to work in unsafe working conditions and handle hazardous and toxic substances and materials, to lack employment-based health insurance, and earn unlivable wages that preclude them from purchasing health insurance or paying out of pocket for medical services. Hence, health disparities exhibited among newly-arrived immigrants tend to be chronic conditions associated
with working in agriculture, domestic services, nail salons, construction and factories. While many industries predominantly comprised of immigrant labor feature hazardous working conditions, in New York City the two that particularly stand out are sweatshops and industries involved in the cleanup after the World Trade Center bombings. Immigrants are also at higher risk of fatalities on the job in the construction industry and of homicides in industries prone to robberies, such as driving taxis and working as gas station attendants.

36. Immigrant women face greater health disparities than their U.S.-born counterparts, including unintended pregnancies, lack of access to prenatal care, lack of abortion access, and increased incidences of cervical cancer and sexually transmitted infections—all as a result of lack of access to reproductive health information, health services, and family planning. In New York City, the teen birth rate is higher among adolescent immigrant women than among U.S.-born women—45 versus 32 per 1,000 teen girls per year between 2001 and 2003. Teens from Mexico have the highest teen birth rate, four times that of the overall foreign-born population. Immigrant women also face a greater health risk from domestic violence, with a rate of intimate partner homicide of 1.27 per 100,000 versus 0.75 per 100,000 U.S.-born women annually.

37. These physical health disparities may be exacerbated by the psychological stress and acculturation difficulties that come with immigration to the US. In New York City, two populations have been identified as suffering from particularly high rates of depression and suicide: Latina teens, hospitalized for attempting or threatening suicide at a rate of 95.5 per 100,000 (compared with 88.5 for teenage white girls), and Asian women 65 and older in the city, whose suicide rate is more than twice the rate for non-Hispanic white women in that age group.

38. As immigrants build a life in the United States, over time they exhibit different health disparities than their newly arrived counterparts, due in part to psychological stress and/or acculturation difficulties. Moreover, immigrants who suffer from depression are 60% more likely to be undiagnosed than U.S.-born New Yorkers. Other health disparities exhibited by immigrants include obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, increased alcohol consumption, and sexually transmitted infections. Although many of these conditions are preventable, immigrants are less likely to receive routine screenings for physical illnesses. In New York, immigrants are also less likely than United States-born adults to receive colon cancer screenings (44% versus 53%), Pap tests (73% versus 84%) and mammograms (74% versus 79%). Immigrants who are HIV-positive also face delayed diagnoses, with foreign-born persons 11% more likely to be diagnosed concurrently with a diagnosis of AIDS. Because our private health care system necessitates obtaining health insurance or relying upon public assistance in order to access preventive care, many immigrants simply go without these services. In addition, some immigrant groups may resort to self-medication and home remedies due to structural, linguistic and cultural barriers to health care.

39. Even after immigrants legalize their status access to health care is precarious. Because of the 1996 welfare reform, which severely limited immigrant access to publicly-funded health care, legal immigrants must reside in the United States for five years continuously before they can access public assistance. Only in the case of an emergency, where care in hospital emergency rooms will be covered by emergency Medicaid at the federal level, will health care be available. And before immigrants can qualify for federal health care programs, states must use their own funds, if they decide to do so, to provide care to this population.

40. New York State has had a mixed record of extending public health benefits to those immigrants who do not receive private health insurance through their jobs. In 1996, the federal government enacted the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) and, among other things, denied access to Medicaid for all immigrants, with limited exceptions. New York State attempted to follow suit with its Welfare Reform Act of 1997, but
the highest court in the state found the denial of Medicaid coverage to legal immigrants violated the New York State constitution and benefits to this group were subsequently restored. Undocumented immigrants, however, continue to be ineligible for public health insurance in New York except in cases of emergency or for prenatal and postpartum care, as well as undocumented children under SCHIP.

41. For undocumented immigrants, Medicaid has long provided publicly-funded emergency care, although what constitutes an “emergency” has long been in dispute. In August 2007, federal health officials determined that chemotherapy for immigrants with cancer does not qualify and they will no longer help cover such costs, further directing states to limit coverage. New York Governor Eliot Spitzer called the “new federal directive to limit coverage ‘morally and clinically and legally wrong’…[saying] he was prepared to sue the federal government over it.” New York State health officials announced in September 2007 that they would cover all the costs no matter what the federal government does. In addition to emergency Medicaid, undocumented immigrants in New York are entitled to a number of city services including prenatal care, HIV testing and counseling, and immunizations.

42. Federal laws impinge on immigrant women’s right to choose, a right protected under international customary law and also under Roe v. Wade, which set United States legal precedent for protecting women’s reproductive rights. For example, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services issued a rule on October 2, 2002, declaring that undocumented immigrant women can receive prenatal care under the State Children’s Health Insurance Program only by defining child as “unborn child”—thereby giving personhood to a fetus. Although giving undocumented immigrant women prenatal care coverage was laudable, it was at the cost of their human right to make autonomous reproductive health choices.

43. Immigrant women’s right to choose is also infringed upon as a result of the Hyde Amendment. The Hyde Amendment was passed in 1976, three years after Roe v. Wade. Senator Hyde, who drafted the amendment, stated during floor debate in 1976: “I would certainly like to prevent, if I could legally, anybody having an abortion, a rich woman, a middle class woman, or a poor woman. Unfortunately, the only vehicle available is the Medicaid bill.” According to the amendment, women can receive a Medicaid-funded abortion only in the case of rape, incest or health or life endangerment. Due to the prohibitive cost of getting an abortion and the lack of public assistance to do so, many immigrant women face huge economic barriers in terminating unwanted pregnancies.

44. Likewise, Title X provides funding to community health centers (CHCs), a principal form of health care access for all immigrants seeking all forms of primary care services. However, such funding cannot go toward providing abortions. Title X funding is
desperately needed by CHCs, not only because they serve immigrant populations, but because they provide services to all medically under-served communities. Instead of providing funding to programs and providers for services needed by medically under-served immigrant populations, federal funding has increased for Community Based Abstinence Education (CBAE) programs as well as for pregnancy crisis centers. Neither program provides comprehensive and scientifically adequate information and services that would allow immigrants to make informed choices about their reproductive health and general health.

45. Linguistic discrimination has furthered eroded immigrants’ access to health care. Close to one million New York City residents are “Limited English Proficient” (LEP), and one out of every two New Yorkers speaks a language other than English at home. Since English continues to be the dominant language of the United States health care delivery system, linguistic minorities are at a significant disadvantage when it comes to accessing the same high-quality health services as English speakers. For example, English-speaking immigrants are significantly more likely to have a primary care provider (74%) than Spanish-speaking immigrants (52%). Moreover, an extensive body of medical literature has developed over the last fifteen years documenting how language barriers impede access to health care for language minorities and perpetuate racial and ethnic disparities in health outcomes. Researchers have found, for instance, that the lack of competent language assistance services can result in the poor delivery of health care, including: substantial risk of misdiagnosis, higher likelihood of adverse drug events or serious medical events, lower patient satisfaction, and difficulty obtaining patient compliance with treatment regimens. Failing to provide language assistance services has also been shown to be inefficient for the health care system as a whole, since language barriers have been associated with the higher utilization of costly or invasive procedures and lower utilization of preventative and primary care.

46. Although federal, state, and local laws mandate that health care providers make language assistance services available to LEP patients, non-compliance is widespread. For instance, a recent government-sponsored study found that nearly 75% of hospitals in New York City did not provide consistent and meaningful language access along key points of the health delivery process. Similarly, a recent study by the New York Academy of Medicine found that two-thirds of New York City pharmacies fail to translate drug labels so that patients who do not speak English well can understand them. These failures occurred despite the fact that the vast majority of pharmacies (80%) reported that they have the capacity to produce labels in languages other than English and most (88%) stat-
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Advocates and community-based organizations have also documented the lack of compliance with language access laws throughout the city’s Medicaid offices.

DENYING OUR YOUTH THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION AND TRAINING

47. Every year approximately 65,000 undocumented students, brought to the United States by their parents, graduate from high school. The City University of New York estimates that there are anywhere from 2,000 to 3,000 undocumented stu-
students enrolled at its campus.\textsuperscript{cxi} New York City, as a city of immigrants, is likely home to a substantial population of undocumented students. Undocumented higher education students, who include many of those most successful in their secondary education, face unique barriers: while they have to pay international student rates of tuition (often three times as high as in-state tuition rates), they are denied most federal and state financial assistance for higher education, and even most private scholarships are limited to citizens and permanent residents. Students with legal status but no permanent residence are also barred. New York is one of ten states that have taken action to allow such students to receive in-state tuition, but it has not extended to undocumented students the opportunity for state grants and financial aid. Also, these benefits are endangered by recent arguments that claim they contravene federal law. Since states have no power to grant legal status to these students, and since undocumented students are unable to work legally in the United States, they are effectively denied any venue to higher education—in contravention of Article 5.\textsuperscript{48}

The Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act (DREAM Act) could address this situation in higher education, by granting undocumented students an opportunity to obtain a degree and to earn legalization over a period of six years.\textsuperscript{cxxxii} Despite being introduced numerous times in the US Congress, as recently as October 2007, the DREAM Act has not yet proceeded to a debate on the Senate floor. If it were passed, this legislation would allow the United States to meet its obligations, under Article 5, to prevent discrimination against immigrant youth in educational benefits.

**LEGAL PROTECTIONS AND REMEDIES AGAINST DISCRIMINATION**

**LACK OF DUE PROCESS RIGHTS**

49. As previously mentioned, the United States government fails to adhere to the Constitution when dealing with persons seeking admission or asylum upon entry into the country. Removal hearings and expedited hearings, additionally, are not subject to the same due process requirements citizens enjoy.

**LACK OF RECURSE FOR UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS**

50. Article 5 and 6 guarantee a “right to equal treatment before the tribunals and all other organs administering justice,” and the United States Report explicitly states that “immigration status is not a factor in access to courts.”\textsuperscript{cxxxiii} Yet almost all examples of resources for addressing discrimination discussed in the Report are available for legal immigrants only.\textsuperscript{cxxxiv} Unfortunately, this theoretically equal treatment is currently both legally and logistically compromised.

51. For example, as mentioned above, certain sectors of employment explicitly exempted from both Federal and New York State wage and hour regulations are those with a disproportionately high number of undocumented immigrants—these include domestic and agricultural work.\textsuperscript{cxxxv} In addition, cases such as the 2002 Hoffman Plastics v. NLRB\textsuperscript{cxxxvi} have set dangerous precedents limiting compensation to undocumented immigrants in certain labor rights cases.\textsuperscript{cxxxvii} Fortunately, other federal courts have continued to bar discovery concerning the immigration status of plaintiffs in employment discrimination cases,\textsuperscript{cxxxviii} while former New York Attorney General Spitzer offered an explicit ruling “that Hoffman does not preclude enforcement of State wage payment laws on behalf of undocumented immigrants.”\textsuperscript{cxxxix} Nonetheless, most undocumented immigrants have not read this Opinion, and fear persists that bringing a case against an employer will increase chances of deportation.

52. In addition to lack of full legal protection based on immigrant status, undocumented workers often lack knowledge of their rights, faith in the efficacy of the naturalization process\textsuperscript{cxl}, and fear retaliation from employers.\textsuperscript{cxli} All of these require proactive enforcement initiatives by the government, on both the federal and state levels.\textsuperscript{cxlii}
RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are meant to shed light on human rights violations that relate to immigration and naturalization, and to address racial discrimination against immigrants of color.

- New York State and City can and should adopt measures to protect immigrants from discrimination, particularly in the equal enjoyment of rights protected by Articles 5 and 6. Even though most of the power to enact the legal reforms necessary for such protection rests with the Federal government, there are a number of things the City and State can do.

- For example, the City should adopt the proposed Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights and the Human Rights in Government Operations Audit Law (Human Rights GOAL), soon to be introduced in City Council. To do this, the city will have to undertake improvements to the laws it enforces. In this regard, the recently-opened Bureau of Immigrant Affairs within the New York Department of Labor may hold future promise. In the end, these and a host of other initiatives could make a difference in protecting the rights of undocumented workers. Just and comprehensive immigration reform is imperative to prevent the development of a permanent underclass of exploited undocumented workers.

- The State must increase funding for language assistance services by drawing upon federal matching funds available through the Medicaid program. In particular, New York State should also take advantage of the availability of federal matching funds for LEP services by passing legislation currently pending in the State Assembly and Senate that would enable Medicaid reimbursement for LEP services in a variety of health care settings. The State and City also need to increase mandates to make medically relevant information available in different languages (such as forms, pamphlets, patient bill of rights). After civil rights complaints regarding language access were filed against four New York City hospitals, the New York State Department of Health adopted regulations in September 2006 that require hospitals to offer and advertise free language assistance services, identify each patient’s language of preference and language needs in the initial visit, and refrain from using a patient’s family members, friends, or non-hospital personnel as interpreters, unless free interpreter services have been explicitly offered and declined. These efforts would be aided by adopting the recommendations just mentioned.

- The federal and New York State governments should work to implement an effective healthcare system that provides primary and preventative care, in addition to emergencies services to all residents, regardless of immigrant status. New York’s policy choices at the state and local level represent positive steps in expanding immigrants’ access to health care and should be followed up with effective implementation.

- The State and City need to ensure that asylum seekers are not detained arbitrarily or on the basis of their particular nationality; that detention decisions are reviewed by immigration judges; and that detention conditions for asylum seekers are improved, particularly by abolishing detention in prisons or prison-like facilities, by ensuring access to adequate medical care, and by setting a limit to the allowed length of detention.
The following chapter examines racial discrimination as it relates to voting rights, including: felon disenfranchisement, including *de jure* discrimination and *de facto* discrimination in the form of misinformation about voting rights; linguistic and logistical barriers to voting; and non-citizen disenfranchisement.

1. New York City’s criminal justice system, coupled with New York State’s policy of felon disenfranchisement, disproportionately deprives people of color of the right to vote. Yet courts have failed to address the problem because of the difficulty in proving that such disenfranchisement is *intentional* racial discrimination—the standard of proof for such cases under domestic law. As a result, state and local voting restrictions that *actually* (though perhaps not maliciously or intentionally) disenfranchise entire communities based on race can rarely, if ever, be challenged effectively in federal courts. This is true even though the federal Voting Rights Act was designed to overcome race-based disenfranchisement.

2. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was passed in large part as a reaction against state practices that denied African Americans the right to vote and thus violated the requirements of the Fifteenth Amendment. On its face, the statute appears to apply unambiguously to all practices resulting in the loss of the right to vote “on account of race,” and not necessarily only to practices that intentionally discriminate. For example, unfair redistricting schemes and language barriers are prohibited because they disproportionately deny the right to vote to racial minorities protected by the Voting Rights Act. Felon disfranchisement laws, which by definition affect voting, should be also prohibited when they have a similarly disproportionate effect on racial and language minorities.

3. The CERD’s text defines racial discrimination as “any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, color, descent, or national or ethnic origin.” A policy can *result* in a distinction, exclusion, or restriction “based on” race even if the policy did not intend to specifically affect members of particular races, colors, descendents, or national origins. Patrick Thornberry asserts that the CERD Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination unequivocally supports this interpretation of racial discrimination and acknowledges the need for domestic governments to address policies that result in such discrimination.

4. In spite of this unambiguous definition, the U.S. Department of State interprets the “based on” language as requiring purposeful direction. For instance, the federal government asserts in the US Report that felon disenfranchisement practices do not “stem from a person’s membership in a racial group...but [are] based on the criminal acts perpetrated by the individual.” Yet, as was just seen, for CERD, the *practices* need not be “based on” or “stem from” race in order to be considered discriminatory. Rather, the distinction, exclusion or restriction must be based on race. This language significantly undermines, if not rules out, the U.S. government’s requirement of purposeful discrimination. Moreover, the position adopted in CERD appropriately situates the inquiry on the person suffering the
harm of racial discrimination. From the perspective of the victim of these exclusionary practices, it matters little if the actions were taken with intent to discriminate – their exclusion from the body politic is the same.

5. The U.S. government’s interpretation would deprive CERD of its force as an alternative mechanism by which local, state and federal governments can be held accountable for practices that disproportionately and negatively affect the participation of particular racial, ethnic, or national groups in the political process.

6. The voting restrictions discussed in this report—felon disenfranchisement, language access and non-citizen voting—by virtue of their disparate impact on racial minorities, fly in the face of local, state, and federal obligations to eliminate racial discrimination under the CERD. Specifically, current voting conditions that discriminate against poor and minority populations, and those that perpetuate racism, raise serious concerns about compliance with Article 2, Paragraph 1(a), which requires that each State party ensure that all local authorities engage in no discriminatory conduct, as well as with Article 5, Paragraph (c), which requires State parties to eliminate racial discrimination in the enjoyment of political rights (particularly the right to participate in elections).

7. Since domestic law does not adequately protect people of color, New York City and New York State, as well as the United States government, must be held to their obligations under CERD in order to effectively eliminate racially discriminatory disenfranchisement policies.

FELON DISENFRANCHISEMENT AND RESTRICTED VOTER ACCESS

Under Article 2, the U.S. must “take effective measures to review and amend or rescind governmental, national and local policies, which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination... Under Article 5, the U.S. must “undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, color, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the right to participate in elections... to vote.”

8. One of the most blatant violations of Article 2, Section 1(a) and Article 5(c) of CERD is the disenfranchisement, in 48 out of 50 states, of citizens who have felony convictions. The US Report claims that this practice is constitutional and, “In all cases, the loss of voting rights does not stem from a person’s membership in a racial group or on the basis of race, color, descent, or national or ethnic origin, but is based on the criminal acts perpetrated by the individual for which he or she has been duly convicted by a court of law pursuant to due process of law.” Consequently, the US Report claims, “While there is a lively debate within the United States on the question of voting rights for persons convicted of serious crimes pursuant to due process of law, the longstanding practice of states within the United States does not violate U.S. obligations under the Convention.”

9. Several federal courts of appeal, including the Second Circuit, which sits in New York, have concluded that the Voting Rights Act— the country’s most effective legal weapon for combating discrimination in voting—does not apply to felon disfranchisement. Instead, the majority of these court decisions have left advocates with only one avenue for outlawing the practice: proof that the original enactment of felon disfranchisement laws was the product of intentionally race-based discrimination. This conclusion ignores the central harm and overwhelmingly disproportionate effect that felon disenfranchisement and vote dilution have in communities of color.

10. Moreover, the Courts’ conclusion has been frequently contested by advocates and others, and with good reason. In New York State, individuals with felony convictions lose...
the right to vote while incarcerated or on parole: some 65,000 and 56,000 thousand persons, respectively.\textsuperscript{11} In New York City, home to half of those sentenced to prison in the state and 61 percent of those on parole,\textsuperscript{12} the racial discrimination of the criminal justice system, detailed earlier in this report, coupled with disenfranchisement, is particularly grave.

11. Across the nation, the racial biases of the criminal justice system are clear – the federal Household Survey found that “most current illicit drug users are white,” an estimated 72% of all users. Yet African Americans comprise almost 58% of those in state prisons for drug felonies and 42% of those in federal prisons for drug violations.\textsuperscript{13} In New York City, the disparities are even more remarkable; “over 92 percent of those serving drug-related sentences in New York are black and Latino. And among defendants convicted of felonies, blacks are significantly more likely than whites to be sent to prison and denied probation.”\textsuperscript{14} In many neighborhoods in New York City, nearly one in five men is imprisoned for some period of their lives.\textsuperscript{15} Not only are these men being denied the right to vote, but members of their households are consequently statistically less likely to vote as well.\textsuperscript{16}

12. Alarminglly, even those who are not disenfranchised fail to vote because of misinformation about their rights. A 2006 study released by Demos and the Brennan Center revealed widespread misinformation distributed by New York local election boards, including several in New York City. In particular, the study cited election board officials who claimed ineligibility for those on probation, as well as officials who illegally required documentation for the registration of formerly incarcerated individuals.\textsuperscript{17} Since the publication of the report, the New York State Board of Election was commended by advocates for providing training sessions for county officials.\textsuperscript{18} A separate series of interviews shed light on the effects of such misinformation: conducted at arraignments in New York City,\textsuperscript{19} the interviews found that disenfranchisement often creates confusion about voting rights among those with a criminal record, indicating that the \textit{de facto} impact of such disenfranchisement extends far beyond the \textit{de jure}.\textsuperscript{20} A 2005 survey shed light on the effects of such misinformation: conducted by the Voter Enfranchisement Project, the study found that close to 40 percent of people who have been arrested in the Bronx incorrectly believe that one cannot vote while on probation.\textsuperscript{21}

13. Given the general lack of information on disenfranchisement policy, it is particularly crucial for election officials to actively distribute correct information. Yet New York City’s Board of Elections website incorrectly states that one is ineligible to vote if they are in jail.\textsuperscript{22} Ineligibility stems from incarceration in prison, not from jail. More than 200,000 people are released from New York’s jails and prisons each year, and nearly 6 million adults in New York State have a criminal record.\textsuperscript{23} Each year, this type of misinformation keeps thousands of eligible voters...
from the polls. Ultimately, felon disenfranchise-
ment laws and the misinformation that sur-
rounds them dilute the power of poor commu-
nities of color to hold elected officials account-
table to their needs.

14. This widespread disenfranchisement is
the legacy of a long history in the United States
of literacy tests, poll taxes, and other racially-
motivated means of limiting the full democratic
participation of racial minorities, particularly
African Americans. In New York, this legacy
stems from a forgotten chapter of the state’s
history: the de jure, racially-based prohibition
on the right to vote for Black men on the same
terms as whites that last from 1821 to 1870. In
fact, felon disenfranchisement was enacted at
the very same Constitutional Convention, held in
1821. Equal manhood suffrage did not arrive in
New York until after the Civil War, with the pas-
sage of the Fifteenth Amendment – which New
York originally ratified, only to rescind its
approval. Felon disfranchisement, however, has
remained. Claims of unconstitutional, inten-
tional discrimination in the adoption of felon
disfranchisement in New York are currently
pending in an appeal before the Second
Circuit. The United States must be held
accountable for these violations of CERD obliga-
tions at all levels of government.

15. In New York the government’s adoption of
felon disfranchisement is particularly discrimi-
natory because, as part of its process of draw-
ing legislative districts, New York counts prison-
ers as residents of the communities where they
are incarcerated, rather than of their home com-
nunities. The result is increased political
power in upstate New York regions, which house
the overwhelming majority of prisoners, and
concomitantly decreased political power in New
York City, where the vast majority of prisoners
lived when they entered the system. This prac-
tice is pernicious and continues to dilute
the voting strength of racial and language
minorities in New York City.

16. In addition to misinformation about voter eli-
gibility, a number of other logistical and informa-
tional barriers prevent New York City elections
from being fully compliant with Article 2, Section
1(a), and with Article 5(c). As noted also in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) independent report, these barri-
ers are also issues of national proportion.

While the recently renewed Voting Rights Act
has greatly improved voting access for many,
especially for racial minorities, a 2006 report on
voting access in the New York notes that in New
York City, “election day practices that impede
the full participation of racial and language
minorities, unfair redistricting plans, and inade-
quate language assistance are repetitive barriers
to the full enfranchisement of the protected
classes under the Voting Rights Act.” The report
provides a thorough review of these barriers.

17. Telling local examples have been pub-
lished by the Asian American Legal Defense and
Education Fund (AALDEF), which has been par-
ticularly thorough in documenting impediments
to Asian American voting. While AALDEF
observers in New York City have seen a gradual
improvement in compliance with Voting Rights
Act Section 203 language access provisions,
their poll observers have continued to witness
inadequate translations, logistical misinformation
and other functional irregularities, as well as
hostility and disparaging remarks by poll
workers towards Asian American voters.

18. A last challenge to meaningful electoral
accountability in New York City comes from the
disenfranchisement of a full fifth of the adult
population: those classified as non-citizens, the
majority of whom are people of color. For
example, whereas only about 12% of white New
Yorkers are non-citizens, for most other ethnic-
ities it is much higher: 84% of Japanese, over
77% of Mexicans, over 63% of Salvadorans,
and almost half of Africans, Dominicans, Colombians, Ecuadorians, Peruvians, Indians, and Chinese, among others. While a large proportion of such immigrants work in professions heavily regulated by New York City labor policies, without the right to vote in municipal elections, they have no say over the policies that have such an impact on their lives.

19. While CERD Article 1(2) and General Recommendation 30 specifically allow for differentiation between citizens and non-citizens, particularly for voting purposes, both federal and local governments are also required to redress the consequent systemic marginalization of non-citizens and thus of many ethnic minority communities. Non-citizen voting was a practice found in 40 states until 1926, and remains the prerogative of local governing bodies to implement. Recently, non-citizen voting rights have been restored in several townships in Maryland, and in school board elections in Chicago. Non-citizen enfranchisement movements are now underway in a dozen other states around the country, and is one crucial means of addressing the systemic discrimination detailed throughout this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are intended to bring attention to human rights violations as they related to voting and to address discrimination against individuals of color:

- New York City should follow the recent leadership of Nebraska, Iowa, Rhode Island, and Florida and reduce barriers to voting for people with felony convictions. In Albany, partisan deadlock continues to stymie even the smallest reforms on this issue, but Governor Eliot Spitzer claimed while campaigning that he supported giving people with felony convictions who had been released on parole the right to vote.

- The State and the City of New York should use all the means at their disposal to change the law that prohibits persons on parole from voting. The City and the State of New York should also begin the process of amending the New York State Constitution to end the practice of felon disfranchisement permanently.

- Local election boards must guarantee full compliance with the Voting Rights Act, the National Voter Registration Act and Help America Vote Act. This should include increased language assistance at the polls, provisional ballots for voters who are not properly registered, improved communication with voters about registration and poll sites, and increased training for poll workers on voters’ rights.

- New York City Council should pass Intro No. 245, the proposed Local Law to amend the New York City charter, allowing lawfully-present immigrants in New York City to vote in all New York City municipal elections.

- The State and City of New York should demand that the Bureau of the Census adjust its population counts of prisoners to account for their home districts, not the districts in which they are incarcerated, in order to fairly reflect the voting strength of so as to count prisoners where they are from, and not where they are incarcerated.
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SUMMARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION (CERD)

ARTICLE 1
Defines racial discrimination as any dis-
tinction, exclusion, restriction or preference
based on race, color, descent, or national or
ethnic origin, which has the purpose or
effect of nullifying or impairing the recogni-
tion, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal foot-
ing, of human rights and fundamental free-
doms in the political, economic, social, cultural
or any other field of public life

ARTICLE 2
Commits State Parties to use all appropriate
measures including legislation to eliminate
racial discrimination and ensure that all public
actors conform with this obligation. The arti-
cle also calls for the review and amendment of
all domestic policies that have the effect of
creating or perpetuating racial discrimination,
and to take affirmative measures to protect
against racial discrimination

ARTICLE 3
Directs State Parties to condemn racial segre-
gation and apartheid and undertake to prevent,
prohibit and eradicate all practices of this
nature in territories under their jurisdiction

ARTICLE 4
Requires State Parties to condemn and penal-
ize all dissemination of propaganda, and
organizations, which are based on ideas of
superiority of one race or ethnic origin, or
which incite racial hatred and violence in any
form, and to undertake to immediately enact
and ensure enforcement of positive legislation
designed to eradicate all such acts with due
regard to the rights set forth in article 5 of
this Convention

ARTICLE 5
Mandates States Parties to prohibit and elimi-
nate racial discrimination in the enjoyment of
the following rights and other rights embodied
in international covenants of human rights:
political and civil rights including the
rights to equal treatment before the tribunals, to
security of person and protection by the State
against violence or bodily harm, to participate in
elections-to vote, to stand for election, to take
part in the Government, to have equal access to
to public service, to freedom of movement and
residence within the border of the State, to
leave any country, including one’s own, and to
return to one’s country, to nationality, to mar-
riage and choice of spouse, to own property
alone as well as in association with others, to
inherit, to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion, to freedom of opinion and expression,
to freedom of peaceful assembly and associa-
tion; and economic, social and cultural
rights including the rights to work, to free
choice of employment, to just and favorable
conditions of work, to protection against unem-
ployment, to equal pay for equal work, to just
and favorable remuneration, to form and join
trade unions, to housing, public health, medical
care, social security and social services, to edu-
cation and training, to equal participation in cul-
tural activities, of access to any place or serv-
ice intended for use by the general public

ARTICLE 6
Mandates States Parties to provide effective
institutional protections and remedies against
any acts of racial discrimination and to seek
just and adequate reparation including financial
compensation for any damage suffered as a
result of such discrimination
ARTICLE 7
Requires States Parties to adopt measures that combat prejudices that lead to racial discrimination; promote racial understanding and tolerance; and teach the principles embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and other human rights conventions.

ARTICLE 8-16
Calls for the establishment of a Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and sets forth a mechanism for implementation of CERD including the submission of periodic reports documenting compliance with the provisions of the Convention by all State Parties.

ARTICLE 17-25
Specifies elements of the operation of the treaty.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON CERD
- CERD was adopted by the United Nations in 1965.
- It was signed and ratified by the United States in 1994.
- The U.S. report was reviewed by the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (the CERD Committee) in August 2001.
- The CERD Committee is made up of 18 experts who are responsible for monitoring compliance of State Parties with CERD.
- To supplement government reports, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are allowed to submit separate shadow reports to the CERD Committee.

OBLIGATIONS UNDER CERD
When the U.S ratified CERD, it agreed to the following duties:
1. To publicize the text in federal, state, and local governments;
2. To submit periodic reports to the Committee as required in the treaty;
3. To participate in dialogue with the Committee as scheduled; and
4. To monitor enforcement of the treaty provisions.